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Democratic Services
White Cliffs Business Park
Dover
Kent  CT16 3PJ

Telephone: (01304) 821199
Fax: (01304) 872452
DX: 6312
Minicom: (01304) 820115
Website: www.dover.gov.uk
e-mail: democraticservices

@dover.gov.uk

15 August 2017

Dear Councillor

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT a meeting of the PLANNING COMMITTEE will be held 
in the Council Chamber at these Offices on Thursday 24 August 2017 at 6.00 pm when the 
following business will be transacted. 

Members of the public who require further information are asked to contact Kate Batty-Smith 
on (01304) 872303 or by e-mail at kate.batty-smith@dover.gov.uk.

Yours sincerely

Chief Executive 

Planning Committee Membership:

F J W Scales (Chairman)
B W Butcher (Vice-Chairman)
J S Back
T J Bartlett
T A Bond
D G Cronk
B Gardner
D P Murphy
G Rapley
P M Wallace

AGENDA

1   APOLOGIES  

To receive any apologies for absence.
 

2   APPOINTMENT OF SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS  

To note appointments of Substitute Members.
 

Public Document Pack
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3   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  (Page 5)

To receive any declarations of interest from Members in respect of business to be 
transacted on the agenda. 
 

4   MINUTES  

To confirm the Minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 27 July 2017 (to 
follow).
 

5   ITEMS DEFERRED  (Pages 6-7)

To consider the attached report of the Head of Regeneration and Development.
 

ITEMS WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO PUBLIC SPEAKING 
(Pages 8-11)

6   APPLICATION NO DOV/17/00698 - THE LIMES BUSINESS CENTRE, 6 BROAD 
STREET, DEAL  (Pages 12-18)

Change of Use of second floor to dwelling

To consider the attached report of the Head of Regeneration and Development.
 

7   APPLICATION NO DOV/16/01316 - LAND BETWEEN 107 AND 127 CAPEL 
STREET, CAPEL-LE-FERNE  (Pages 19-42)

Outline planning permission for the erection of ten flats in two blocks (6 x 1-
bed and 4 x 2-bed); and thirty-one dwellings (10 x 2-bed, 15 x 3-bed and 6 x 4-
bed) plus associated access and parking (with appearance, landscaping and 
scale reserved), including 13 (30%) affordable housing units

To consider the attached report of the Head of Regeneration and Development.
 

8   APPLICATION NO DOV/16/00985 - AYLESHAM VILLAGE EXPANSION, 
AYLESHAM (PHASES 1B2 AND 1B3)  (Pages 43-61)

Reserved matters application for the approval of details relating to access, 
layout, scale, appearance and landscaping for the erection of 162 dwellings 
and associated infrastructure and landscaping, pursuant to outline 
application DOV/07/01081, pursuant to Variation of Condition application 
DOV/15/00068 (pursuant to DOV/14/00338 and DOV/13/00120)

To consider the attached report of the Head of Regeneration and Development.
 

9   APPLICATION NO DOV/16/01026 - LAND SOUTH-WEST AT HAMMILL 
BRICKWORKS, HAMMILL ROAD, WOODNESBOROUGH  (Pages 62-139)

Hybrid planning application: (i) Outline planning permission (with all matters 
reserved except access) for the erection of eighteen dwellings, 
accesses/roads, parking, associated services, infrastructure, groundworks 
and landscaping; and (ii) Full application for the change of use of two engine 
sheds to office accommodation and five residential dwellings, associated 
parking, services, infrastructure, sub-station, landscaping, groundworks, 
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attenuation features and earthworks

To consider the attached report of the Head of Regeneration and Development.
 

10   APPLICATION NO DOV/17/00504 - OAK MEADOW, WALDERCHAIN FARM, 
LODGE LEES, DENTON  (Pages 140-149)

Outline application for the Change of Use of land and the erection of a 
detached agricultural worker’s dwelling, including new access (existing 
access to be closed) (details of appearance, landscaping and layout reserved)

To consider the attached report of the Head of Regeneration and Development. 
 

11   APPLICATION NO DOV/16/01469 - LAND TO THE NORTH OF NEW DOVER 
ROAD, CAPEL-LE-FERNE  (Pages 150-176)

Outline application for up to 142 dwellings (comprising up to ninety-nine 
market dwellings – including thirty retirement dwellings and up to forty-three 
social rented dwellings), Use Class A1 shops, Use Class D1 medical facilities, 
country park, attenuation pond, primary school car park and access, 
associated infrastructure, and creation of access (appearance, landscaping, 
layout and scale of development to be reserved)

To consider the attached report of the Head of Regeneration and Development.
 

ITEMS WHICH ARE NOT SUBJECT TO PUBLIC SPEAKING 

12   APPEALS AND INFORMAL HEARINGS  

To receive information relating to Appeals and Informal Hearings, and appoint 
Members as appropriate.
 

13   ACTION TAKEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ORDINARY DECISIONS 
(COUNCIL BUSINESS) URGENCY PROCEDURE  

To raise any matters of concern in relation to decisions taken under the above 
procedure and reported on the Official Members' Weekly News.
 

Access to Meetings and Information

 Members of the public are welcome to attend meetings of the Council, its 
Committees and Sub-Committees.  You may remain present throughout them except 
during the consideration of exempt or confidential information.

 All meetings are held at the Council Offices, Whitfield unless otherwise indicated on 
the front page of the agenda.  There is disabled access via the Council Chamber 
entrance and a disabled toilet is available in the foyer.  In addition, there is a PA 
system and hearing loop within the Council Chamber.

 Agenda papers are published five clear working days before the meeting.  
Alternatively, a limited supply of agendas will be available at the meeting, free of 
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charge, and all agendas, reports and minutes can be viewed and downloaded from 
our website www.dover.gov.uk.  Minutes will be published on our website as soon as 
practicably possible after each meeting.  All agenda papers and minutes are 
available for public inspection for a period of six years from the date of the meeting.  

 If you require any further information about the contents of this agenda or your right 
to gain access to information held by the Council please contact Kate Batty-Smith, 
Democratic Support Officer, telephone: (01304) 872303 or email: kate.batty-
smith@dover.gov.uk for details.

Large print copies of this agenda can be supplied on request.



Declarations of Interest

Disclosable Pecuniary Interest (DPI)

Where a Member has a new or registered DPI in a matter under consideration they must 

disclose that they have an interest and, unless the Monitoring Officer has agreed in advance 

that the DPI is a 'Sensitive Interest', explain the nature of that interest at the meeting. The 

Member must withdraw from the meeting at the commencement of the consideration of any 

matter in which they have declared a DPI and must not participate in any discussion of, or 

vote taken on, the matter unless they have been granted a dispensation permitting them to 

do so. If during the consideration of any item a Member becomes aware that they have a 

DPI in the matter they should declare the interest immediately and, subject to any 

dispensations, withdraw from the meeting.

Other Significant Interest (OSI)

Where a Member is declaring an OSI they must also disclose the interest and explain the 

nature of the interest at the meeting. The Member must withdraw from the meeting at the 

commencement of the consideration of any matter in which they have declared a OSI and 

must not participate in any discussion of, or vote taken on, the matter unless they have been 

granted a dispensation to do so or the meeting is one at which members of the public are 

permitted to speak for the purpose of making representations, answering questions or giving 

evidence relating to the matter. In the latter case, the Member may only participate on the 

same basis as a member of the public and cannot participate in any discussion of, or vote 

taken on, the matter and must withdraw from the meeting in accordance with the Council's 

procedure rules.

Voluntary Announcement of Other Interests (VAOI)

Where a Member does not have either a DPI or OSI but is of the opinion that for 

transparency reasons alone s/he should make an announcement in respect of a matter 

under consideration, they can make a VAOI. A Member declaring a VAOI may still remain at 

the meeting and vote on the matter under consideration.

Note to the Code: 

Situations in which a Member may wish to make a VAOI include membership of outside 

bodies that have made representations on agenda items; where a Member knows a person 

involved, but does not have a close association with that person; or where an item would 

affect the well-being of a Member, relative, close associate, employer, etc. but not his/her 

financial position. It should be emphasised that an effect on the financial position of a 

Member, relative, close associate, employer, etc OR an application made by a Member, 

relative, close associate, employer, etc would both probably constitute either an OSI or in 

some cases a DPI.
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DOVER DISTRICT COUNCIL 

REPORT OF THE HEAD OF REGENERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING COMMITTEE – 24 AUGUST 2017

CONSIDERATION OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS HAS BEEN
DEFERRED AT PREVIOUS MEETINGS

Members of the Planning Committee are asked to note that the following 
application(s) have been deferred at previous meetings.  Unless specified, these 
applications are   not for determination at the meeting since the reasons for their 
deferral have not yet been resolved.   

1. DOV/16/01026  Hybrid planning application: (i) Outline planning 
permission (with all matters reserved except 
access) for the erection of 18 dwellings, 
accesses/roads, parking, associated services, 
infrastructure, groundworks and landscaping; and 
(ii) Full application for the change of use of two 
engine sheds to office accommodation and 5 no. 
residential dwellings, associated parking, 
services, infrastructure, sub-station, landscaping, 
groundworks, attenuation features and earthworks 
– Land South-West at Hammill Brickworks, 
Hammill Road, Woodnesborough (Agenda Item 16 
of 25 May 2017)

This application is dealt with elsewhere on the agenda

             
2. DOV/16/00530  Erection of a detached dwelling – Site adjacent to 5  

  Friends Close, Deal (Agenda Item 12 of 23 March  
  2017)

3. DOV/16/01328  Outline application for the erection of up to 28  
                                       dwellings (30% affordable), creation of vehicular   
                                       access (to include demolition of 14 Archers  
                                       Court Road) – Land rear of Archers Court Road,  
                                       Whitfield (Agenda Item 8 of 20 April 2017)

Background Papers:

Unless otherwise stated, the appropriate application file, the reference of which is 
stated.

MIKE EBBS
Head of Regeneration and Development

The Officer to whom reference should be made concerning inspection of the background papers is Alice 
Fey, Support Team Supervisor, Planning Section, Council Offices, White Cliffs Business Park, Dover 
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(Tel: 01304 872468).
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APPLICATIONS WHICH MAY BE SUBJECT TO PUBLIC SPEAKING

The Reports

The file reference number, a description of the proposal and its location are identified under 
a) of each separate item. The relevant planning policies and guidance and the previous 
planning history of the site are summarised at c) and d) respectively. 

The views of third parties are set out at e); the details of the application and an appraisal of 
the proposal are set out at f) and each item concludes with a recommendation at g).

Additional information received prior to the meeting will be reported verbally. In some
circumstances this may lead to a change in the recommendation.

Details of the abbreviated standard conditions, reasons for refusal and informatives may be 
obtained from the Planning Support Team Supervisor (Tel: 01304 872468).

It should be noted, in respect of points raised by third parties in support of or objecting to 
applications, that they are incorporated in this report only if they concern material planning 
considerations.

Each item is accompanied by a plan (for identification purposes only) showing the location of 
the site and the Ordnance Survey Map reference.

Site Visits

All requests for site visits will be considered on their merits having regard to the likely 
usefulness to the Committee in reaching a decision.

The following criteria will be used to determine usefulness:

 The matter can only be safely determined after information has been acquired 
directly from inspecting this site;

 There is a need to further involve the public in the decision-making process as a 
result of substantial local interest, based on material planning considerations, in the 
proposals;

 The comments of the applicant or an objector cannot be adequately expressed in 
writing because of age, infirmity or illiteracy.

The reasons for holding a Committee site visit must be included in the minutes.

Background Papers

Unless otherwise stated, the background papers will be the appropriate file in respect of 
each application, save any document which discloses exempt information within the 
meaning of the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985.

The Officer to whom reference should be made concerning inspection of the background 
papers is Alice Fey, Planning Support Team Supervisor, Planning Department, Council 
Offices, White Cliffs Business Park, Whitfield, Dover CT16 3PJ (Tel: 01304 872468).
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IMPORTANT

The Committee should have regard to the following preamble during its consideration of all 
applications on this agenda

1. Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 requires that, in dealing with an 
application for planning permission, the local planning authority shall have regard to the 
provisions of the Development Plan, so far as material to the application, and to any other 
material considerations.

2. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that: ‘If regard is to 
be had to the development plan for the purposes of any determination to be made under the 
Planning Acts the determination must be made in accordance with the plan unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise’.

3. Planning applications which are in accordance with the relevant policies in the Development Plan 
should be allowed and applications which are not in accordance with those policies should not 
be allowed unless material considerations justify granting of planning permission. In deciding 
such applications, it should always be taken into account whether the proposed development 
would cause demonstrable harm to interests of acknowledged importance. In all cases where the 
Development Plan is relevant, it will be necessary to decide whether the proposal is in 
accordance with the Plan and then to take into account material considerations.

4. In effect, the following approach should be adopted in determining planning applications:

(a) if the Development Plan contains material policies or proposals and there are no other 
material considerations, the application should be determined in accordance with the 
Development Plan;

(b) where there are other material considerations, the Development Plan should be taken as 
the starting point and the other material considerations should be weighed in reaching a 
decision;

(c) where there are no relevant policies in the Development Plan, the planning application 
should be determined on its merits in the light of all material considerations; and

(d)  exceptionally, a development proposal which departs from the Development Plan may be 
permitted because the contribution of that proposal to some material, local or national need 
or objective is so significant that it outweighs what the Development Plan says about it.

5. Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states that, in 
considering planning applications for development affecting a listed building or its setting, special 
regard shall be had to the desirability of preserving the building, its setting or any features of 
special architectural or historical interest which it possesses. Section 72 requires that special 
attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance 
of conservation areas when considering any applications affecting land or buildings within them. 
Section 16 requires that, when considering applications for listed building consent, special regard 
shall be had to the desirability of preserving the listed building, its setting, or features of special 
architectural or historic interest which it has.

6. Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act does not apply to the determination of applications for 
advertisement  consent, listed building consent or conservation area consent. Applications for 
advertisement consent can be controlled only in the interests of amenity and public safety. 
However, regard must be had to policies in the Development Plan (as material considerations) 
when making such determinations.

The Development Plan

7. The Development Plan in Dover District is comprised of:

Dover District Core Strategy 2010
Dover District Land Allocations Local Plan 2015
Dover District Local Plan 2002 (saved policies)

    Worth Neighbourhood Development Plan (2015)
Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2016
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Human Rights Act 1998

During the processing of all applications and other items and the subsequent preparation of 
reports and recommendations on this agenda, consideration has been given to the 
implications of the Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to both applicants and other parties 
and whether there would be any undue interference in the Convention rights of any person 
affected by the recommended decision.

The key articles are:-

Article 8 - Right to respect for private and family life, home and correspondence.  There shall 
be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as is in 
accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national 
security, public safety or the economic well being of the country, for the prevention of 
disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and 
freedoms of others.

Article 1 of the First Protocol - Right of the individual to the peaceful enjoyment of his 
possessions.  No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest and 
subject to the conditions provided for by law and by the general principles of international 
law.

Account may also be taken of:-

Article 6 - Right to a fair trial and public trial within a reasonable time.

Article 10 - Right to free expression.

Article 14 - Prohibition of discrimination.

The Committee needs to bear in mind that its decision may interfere with the rights of 
particular parties, particularly under Article 8 and Article 1 of the First Protocol.  The decision 
should be a balanced one and taken in the wider public interest, as reflected also in planning 
policies and other material considerations.

(PTS/PLAN/GEN)  HUMANRI
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PUBLIC SPEAKING AT PLANNING COMMITTEE

1. The scheme for public speaking at Planning Committee only concerns matters 
relating to the determination of individual applications for planning permission 
contained in the Planning Committee agenda and not to other matters such as Tree 
Preservation Orders or Enforcement. 

2. The scheme for public speaking will apply at each meeting where an individual 
application for planning permission is considered by the Planning Committee.

3. Any person wishing to speak at the Planning Committee should submit a written 
request using this form and indicate clearly whether the speaker is in favour of, or 
opposed to, the planning application. 

4. The form must be returned to Democratic Support no later than two working days 
prior to the meeting of the Planning Committee.

5. Speaking opportunities will be allocated on a first come, first served basis but with 
the applicant being given first chance of supporting the scheme.  Applicants or 
agents will be notified of requests to speak.  Third parties who have applied to speak 
will be notified of other requests only when these directly affect their application to 
speak.  The names, addresses and telephone numbers of people who wish to speak 
may be given to other people who share their views and have expressed a wish to 
address the Committee. The identified speaker may defer to another at the discretion 
of the Chairman of the Committee.

6. One person will be allowed to speak in favour of, and one person allowed to speak 
against, each application.  The maximum time limit will be three minutes per speaker.  
This does not affect a person’s right to speak at a site visit if the Committee decides 
one should be held.

7. Public speakers will not be permitted to distribute photographs or written documents 
at the Committee meeting.

8. The procedure to be followed when members of the public address the Committee 
will be as follows:

(a) Chairman introduces item.
(b) Planning Officer updates as appropriate.
(c) Chairman invites the member of the public and Ward Councillor(s) to speak, 

with the applicant or supporter last.
(d) Planning Officer clarifies as appropriate.
(e) Committee debates the application.
(f) The vote is taken.

9. In addition to the arrangements outlined in paragraph 6 above, District Councillors 
who are not members of the Committee may be permitted to address the Planning 
Committee for three minutes in relation to planning applications in their Ward.  This is 
subject to giving formal notice of not less than two working days and advising 
whether they are for or against the proposals.   In the interests of balance, a further 
three minutes’ representation on the contrary point of view will be extended to the 
identified or an additional speaker.  If other District Councillors wish to speak, having 
given similar notice and with the agreement of the Chairman, this opportunity will be 
further extended as appropriate.

10. Agenda items will be taken in the order listed.

11. The Chairman may, in exceptional circumstances, alter or amend this procedure as 
deemed necessary. 11
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a) DOV/17/00698 – Change of Use of 2nd floor to dwelling - The Limes Business 
Centre, 6 Broad Street, Deal

Reason for report:  Called in by Councillor B Gardner

b) Summary of Recommendation

Planning permission should be granted.

c) Planning Policy and Guidance

Dover District Council Core Strategy

 Policy CP1 states ‘the location and scale of development in the District 
must comply with the settlement Hierarchy.  The Hierarchy should 
also be used by infrastructure providers to inform decisions about the 
provision of their services’.

 Policy DM1 states that ‘development will not be permitted outside the 
confines unless specifically justified by other plan policies, or it 
functionally requires such a location, or it is ancillary to existing 
development or uses’.

 Policy DM2 sets out ‘ permission for changes of use or redevelopment 
of land and buildings currently or last in use for employment purposes 
will only be granted if the land or buildings are no longer viable or 
appropriate for employment use’.

 Policy DM11 states ‘Development that would generate travel will not 
be permitted outside the urban boundaries and rural settlements 
unless justified by development plan policies. Development that would 
generate high levels of travel will only be permitted within the urban 
areas in locations that are, or can be made, well served by a range of 
means of transport’.

 Policy DM13 sets out ‘provision for parking should be a design led 
process based upon the characteristics of the site, the locality, the 
nature of the proposed development and its design objectives’.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2012

 Paragraph 7 sets out 3 dimensions to sustainable development – the 
economic, social and environmental role which should not be 
undertaken in isolation.

 Paragraph 14 states ‘that at its heart there is a presumption in favour 
of sustainable development. Where the development plan is absent, 
silent or out of date this means granting permission unless any 
adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably 
outweigh the benefits when assessed against the Framework as a 
whole’.

 Paragraph 17 sets out the core planning principles… Planning 
should....

 always seek to secure high quality design and a good standard of 
amenity for all existing and future occupants of land and 
buildings…”take account of the different roles and character of 
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different areas, promoting the viability of our main urban areas, 
protecting the Green Belts, around them, recognising the intrinsic 
character and beauty of the countryside and supporting thriving rural 
communities within it....”

Paragraph 23 sets out ‘planning policies should be positive, 
promote competitive town centre environments and set out 
policies for the management and grown of town centres over 
the plan period and amongst other things that should

 Recognise town centres as the heart of their communities 
and pursue policies to support their viability;

 Recognise that residential development can play an 
important role in ensuring the viability of centres and set 
out policies to encourage residential development on 
appropriate sites; and

 Paragraph 61 “Planning policies and decisions should address 
the connections between people and places and the integration 
of new development into the natural, built and historic 
environment”.

 Paragraph 69 “Local planning authorities should achieve 
places that promote development which bring together those 
who work, love and play in the vicinity”

 Paragraph 70 “ To ensure integrated approach to considering 
the location of housing, economic uses and community’s ability 
and services”.

 Paragraph 129. “Local Planning Authorities should identify and 
assess the particular significance of any heritage asset that 
may be affected by a proposal, taking into account of the 
available evidence and any necessary expertise. They should 
take this assessment into account when considering the impact 
of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or minimise conflict 
between the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of 
the proposal”.

 Paragraphs "132 – 134."Consideration has to be given to 
whether there is significant harm, less than substantial harm or 
neutral harm to heritage assets".

 Paragraph “196 Planning law requires that applications for 
planning permission should be determined in accordance with 
the development plan, unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise”.  

 Paragraph 197 “in decision making local planning authorities 
should apply the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development”.

Other Guidance/Relevant Matters

 None relevant.

d) Relevant Planning History

DOV/17/00699 – Listed Building Consent for change of use from offices to 
residential - Permission not required.
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DOV/97/01020 – Change of use of ground floor to retail, second floor to one 
bedroom flat and erection of a satellite dish – Granted.

e) Consultee and Third Party Responses

Councillor Gardener - Objects 
The town centre is where offices should be and to help the town centre work 
and thrive as a shopping area, developers will be encouraged to build shops 
on ground floor with offices above. This way shops can be shops and 
solicitors accountants etc. can go upstairs into first floor offices. 

Deal has only just lost a number of offices further along this road, Grovenor 
Mansions and so Dover District Council should be protecting the other offices 
in the town.

Dover District Councils Principle Heritage Officer – No objection

Informative should be added advising the need for the potential need for 
Listed Building Consent for any physical alterations to the building, including 
such works as insertion of mechanical ventilation or other flues, to facilitate 
the change of use.

Dover District Councils Senior Environmental Health Officer – No objection
No objection subject to condition regarding sound insulation.

Deal Town Council – No objection

f) 1. The Site and Proposal 

1.1 The application site is located on the south west of Broad Street within the Middle 
Street conservation area.  The location is not within primary or secondary shopping 
areas. To the east is a Chinese restaurant with accommodation over, to the west of 
The Limes is Barclays bank. The area is characterised by shop frontages at ground 
floor with offices and some residential accommodation over in a mixed use town 
centre.

 
1.2 The Limes is a grade II listed three storey property in a prominent location within 

Broad Street. The ground floor is currently being used as a beauty salon with the 
first and second floors having been used as offices.

Proposal

1.3 Planning permission is sought to change the use of a second floor office (B1) use 
with the loss of 91 square metres of office space and the creation of a two bedroom 
residential unit. No external or internal alterations are proposed.

2. Main Issues 

2.1 The main issues for consideration of this application are:

 The principle of the change of use in this location;
 loss of employment land/housing needs
 Potential impact on heritage asset and within the street scene;
 The impact on residential amenity;
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 Highways

3.   Assessment

Principle of Development

3.1 The application site is located within Deal Town Centre and within the Settlement 
boundary and therefore falls to be assessed against Policies CP1 and DM1 of the 
Core Strategy.  Policy CP1 identifies Deal as a District Centre being a secondary 
focus for development in the district; suitable for urban scale development.  Whilst 
policy DM1 of the Core Strategy seeks to permit land within settlement boundaries, 
for these reasons the proposal is considered to comply with these policies.

3.2 In addition to this the National Planning Policy Framework recognises that residential 
development can play an important role in ensuring the vitality and of centres, whilst 
seeking to achieve sustainable development. Paragraph 7 of the NPPF states 
"There are three dimensions to sustainable development which are economic, social 
and environmental” In respect of the proposed development these can be divided as 
set out below:

Economic role - The proposed development would bring occupants into the town 
centre to live and as a direct result they would use the shops and facilities thus 
contributing to the local economy.  

Social Role - The two bedroomed flat would provide a level of housing to meet the 
needs of present and future generations. Given the location within the town centre, it 
is easily accessible to local services and would support the community’s need, 
social and cultural well-being. 

Environmental - The proposed development would make good use of an existing 
brownfield site.  Given the central location within Deal town centre and its close 
proximity to public transport, this will reduce the need for car journeys.

Paragraphs 69 and 70 of the National Planning Policy Framework refers to 
decisions which  should aim to achieve places and should provide strong 
neighbourhood centres, which bring together those who work, place and live in an 
area and ensure an integrated approach to considering location of housing.

Overall the principle of development is acceptable. However, this is subject to 
material considerations set out below.

Loss of Employment Land/Housing Needs

3.3 The proposal is for a change of use from office space which would result in the loss 
of 91 square metres of employment space and therefore the proposal needs to be 
assessed against policy DM2 of the Core Strategy. Policy DM2 sets out that 
permission will only be permitted for a change of use or redevelopment of land and 
buildings currently or last in use for employment purposes of the building if no longer 
viable.  The applicant has undertaken a marketing exercise since May 2017 and the 
property is still being marketed on the agent’s website and therefore there is some 
evidence that a marketing exercise is still being carried out, albeit so far 
unsuccessful.

3.4 Paragraph 3.38 of the Core Strategy states ‘It is important to understand the purpose 
of housing development in a particular area as this has a substantial bearing on the 
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approach towards appropriate housing design and house type issues’.  Within Deal 
there is a need to reflect the character of the area’, within the vicinity residential 
accommodation is not uncommon above shops and offices. In addition to this, the 
core strategy at paragraph 3.43 identifies the following broad split of demand for 
market housing (in rounded percentages) based upon the profile of projected newly 
forming households in the district 2 bed homes – 35%. The proposal would 
contribute to this needs by an additional one, two bedroom residential unit.

3.5  The property has been marketed for a reasonable length of time (5 months) with no 
uptake. Given the small amount of office space to be lost on the second floor and 
that the property is within the settlement boundaries, that it would provide a dwelling 
in a town centre location, it is considered on balance, in this instance for the reasons 
set out above to be acceptable in terms of the aims and objectives of policies CP1, 
DM1, DM2 of the Core Strategy and the National Planning Policy Framework.

 Potential Impact on the Heritage Asset and within the Street Scene

3.6 The building is a grade II listed building within the Middle Street conservation area 
and falls to be considered as a heritage asset in respect of paragraphs 131 -134 of 
the National Planning Policy Framework in which the level of harm needs to be 
considered.  The change of use does not propose any physical alterations. There 
would be no harm caused to the significance of the heritage asset. The proposal is 
considered to have a neutral impact. Furthermore the proposed change of use 
would ensure the conservation and safeguarding of a heritage asset, whilst putting it 
to a viable use consistent with its conservation of a heritage asset. In this case the 
change of use is likely to be its optimum viable use, as set out at paragraph 133 of 
the NPPF.

3.7  As discussed above the proposal would not result in any physical alterations and 
therefore the proposed development would not have an adverse impact on the 
character and appearance of the street scene and is therefore considered 
acceptable in this respect. There have been no offers on the property so far.

Impact on Residential Amenity

3.8  In such a location, there is always the potential for noise and disturbance from the 
comings and goings. However, this is a typical behaviour in a town centre location, 
and to be expected by prospective occupiers of the flat. Comments received from 
Dover District Councils environmental health officer state ‘there is no standard 
governing the sound insulation properties of partitions between 
residential/commercial properties’. The requirement for a sound insulation scheme 
can be dealt with by condition.

3.9  All room sizes exceed the minimum standards identified in the councils flat  
       conversion guidelines. The flat is a practical layout and would provide a good level 

of accommodation.

 Highways

3.10 The town centre is well served by car parks and public transport. Since the site is 
within the town centre the proposed residential units are not required to have 
allocated parking spaces, in accordance with DM13.

Conclusion
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3.11 At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework there is a presumption in 
favour of sustainable development unless any adverse impacts of doing so would 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits.  It is accepted there will be a 
loss of some office space which is regrettable. However the proposal is within the 
settlement boundary and the ground floor shop would be retained. The residential 
use would be compatible with other uses in this location. It would met the aims and 
objectives if the National Planning Policy Framework in respect of providing housing 
in a sustainable location, contributing towards a strong neighbourhood centre and 
safeguarding a heritage asset. The development proposed is considered overall to 
be sustainable and there are not any overriding reasons why planning permission 
should not be granted.

g) Recommendation

I PERMISSION BE GRANTED subject to conditions set out to include, in 
summary 1) standard time restrictions 2) carried out in accordance with the 
approved details 3) full details and particulars for a sounds insulation scheme 
between commercial and residential parts of the development.

II the powers be delegated to the Head of Regeneration and Development to   
settle any necessary planning conditions in line with the issues set out in the 
recommendation, and as resolved by the planning committee.

Case Officer

K Evans
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a) DOV/16/01316 - Outline planning permission for the erection of 10 flats in 2 no. 
blocks (6 x 1 bed and 4 x 2 bed); and 31 dwellings (10 x 2 bed, 15 x 3 bed and 6 
x 4 bed) plus associated access and parking (with appearance, landscaping 
and scale reserved), including 13 (30%) affordable housing units – Land 
between Nos 107-127 Capel Street, Capel-le-Ferne

Reason for report - Number of contrary views (101)

b) Summary of Recommendation

Planning permission be granted

c) Planning Policies and Guidance

Legislation

            Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004

Section 38 (6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004  requires that “ 
where in making any determination under the Planning Acts, regard is to be had to 
the development plan, the determination shall be made in accordance with the plan 
unless material considerations indicate otherwise”

Core Strategy Policies (2010)

CP1 - Settlement Hierarchy
CP3 - Distribution of Housing Allocations
CP4 - Housing Quality, Mix, Density and Design
CP6 - Infrastructure
DM1 - Settlement Boundaries
DM5 - Provision of Affordable housing
DM11 - Location of Development and Managing Travel Demand
DM12 - Road Hierarchy and Development
DM13 - Parking Provision 
DM15 - Protection of Countryside
DM16 - Landscape Character 
DM17 - Groundwater Source Protection

Land Allocations Local Plan (2015)

LA26 - Land between 107 & 127 Capel Street
DM27 - Providing Open Space

  
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2012)

Paragraph 7 - Identifies the three dimensions to sustainable development: economic, 
social and environmental. These dimensions give rise to the need for the planning 
system to perform a number of roles.

Paragraph 11 states that planning law requires that applications for planning 
permission must be determined in accordance with the development plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise.

Paragraph 12 states that development which accords with an up-to-date 
development plan should be approved and development which conflicts should be 
refused unless other material considerations indicate otherwise.
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Paragraph 14 - Presumption in favour of sustainable development for decision-
taking.  For decision taking this means approving development proposals that accord 
with the development plan without delay unless adverse impacts significantly and 
demonstrably outweigh the benefits or specific policies in the Framework indicate 
development should be restricted, examples including protected sites under the Birds 
and Habitats Directives, AONBs etc.

Paragraph 17 - Core planning principles which identify that planning should not 
simply be about scrutiny, but instead be a creative exercise in finding ways to 
enhance and improve the places in which people live their lives; proactively drive and 
support sustainable economic development to deliver the home and thriving local 
places that the country needs; always seek to secure high quality design and a good 
standard of amenity for all existing and future occupants of land and buildings; 
conserve heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance, so that they 
can be enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life of this and future 
generations.

Paragraph 32 - requires all developments that generate significant amounts of 
movement should be supported by a Transport Statement or Transport Assessment. 
Plans and decisions should take account of whether safe and suitable access to the 
site can be achieved for all people; and improvements can be undertaken within the 
transport network that cost effectively limit the significant impacts of the development. 
Development should only be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the 
residual cumulative impacts of development are severe.

Paragraph 49 - Housing applications should be considered in the context of the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development.

Paragraph 50 - To deliver a wide choice of high quality homes, widen opportunities 
for home ownership and create sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities, local 
planning authorities should identify the size, type, tenure and range of housing that is 
required in particular locations, reflecting local demand and where they have 
identified that affordable housing is needed, set policies for meeting this need on site.

Paragraph 56 - The Government attaches great importance to the design of the built 
environment. Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, is indivisible 
from good planning, and should contribute positively to making places better for 
people.

Paragraph 61 Planning policies and decisions should address the connections 
between people and places and the integration of new development into the natural, 
built and historic environment.

Paragraph 103 - When determining planning applications, local planning authorities 
should ensure flood risk is not increased elsewhere and only consider development 
appropriate in areas at risk of flooding where, informed by a site-specific flood risk 
assessment.

Paragraph 109 - The planning system should protect and enhance valued 
landscapes, recognising the wider benefits of ecosystem services and minimise 
impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains in biodiversity. Preventing both new 
and existing development from contributing to or being put at unacceptable risk from, 
or being adversely affected by unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise 
pollution or land instability and remediating and mitigating despoiled, degraded, 
derelict, contaminated and unstable land, where appropriate.

Paragraph 112 - Local planning authorities should take into account the economic 
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and other benefits of the best and most versatile agricultural land. Where significant 
development of agricultural land is demonstrated to be necessary, local planning 
authorities should seek to use areas of poorer quality land in preference to that of a 
higher quality.

Paragraph 115 - Great weight should be given to conserving landscape and scenic 
beauty in National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, 
which have the highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic 
beauty.  

Paragraph 118 - When determining planning applications, local planning authorities 
should aim to conserve and enhance biodiversity  and development proposals where 
the primary objective is to conserve or enhance biodiversity should be permitted, 
opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around developments should be 
encouraged and planning permission should be refused for development resulting in 
the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland and the 
loss of aged or veteran trees found outside ancient woodland, unless the need for, 
and benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss

 
Paragraph 120 - To prevent unacceptable risks from pollution and land instability, 
planning policies and decisions should ensure that new development is appropriate 
for its location. The effects (including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the 
natural environment or general amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or 
proposed development to adverse effects from pollution, should be taken into 
account. Where a site is affected by contamination or land stability issues, 
responsibility for securing a safe development rests with the developer and/or 
landowner.

 
DDC Affordable Housing and Addendum SPD (2011)

Identifies the scale and need for affordable housing to inform that planning 
obligations sought to secure affordable housing in connection with residential 
schemes of 15 or more dwellings.

Kent Design Guide (2005)

The guide provides criteria and advice on providing well designed development.

Kent Downs AONB Management Plan (2014) 

SD1 – Sustainable Development
LLC1 – Landform and Landscape Character

d) Relevant Planning History

There is an extensive planning history; the most recent and relevant are listed below:

DOV/01/00924 - Erection of stables and hay store - Granted

DOV/96/01006 - Erection of 23 No. 2, 3 & 4 bedroomed houses with garages and 
access road – Refused - Appeal Dismissed   

DOV/96/00222 - Erection of 23 No. 2, 3 & 4 bedroomed houses with garages and 
access road - Refused   

e) Consultee and Third Party Representations
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Infrastructure and Delivery Officer – A contribution of £1,861.56 will be required 
towards the Sandwich and Pegwell Bay access mitigation strategy to address its 
increased use as required in the Local Plan.

The proposed development will be located close to the existing recreation ground 
and play area on Lancaster Avenue, which is owned and managed by the Parish 
Council. The distance between the development site and the play area is a little over 
300m or around 450m along existing roads, which falls within the 600m accessibility 
standard set out in DM27 of the Land Allocations Document. Unfortunately there is 
no footpath along much of Capel Street. The evidence supporting our adopted open 
space standard for children’s equipped play is presented in the ‘Review of Play Area 
Provision 2012-2026’. It includes the following text on page 14:

 Developments that are located outside the catchment of existing play facilities 
may give rise to the need for new play facilities.

 In other cases it may be more appropriate to secure an off-site contribution via a 
planning agreement, to increase the capacity of existing provision.

Therefore, provided that access to the existing play area can be improved, it would 
not be necessary to provide equipped play on site.  A suitably scaled contribution for 
play may be calculated as follows: according to the adopted open space standards 
the additional need for children’s equipped play space is 0.006 ha. The average play 
area size in our district is 0.01 ha and the cost of creating a Local Area for Play and 
providing fifteen years of maintenance has been calculated as £42,520 which 
equates to a commuted sum of £32,330 presuming interest at 2%. So the need 
created by this development equates to around 60% of a play area, which would 
result in a contribution of £19,400. If we also considered the additional need arising 
for outdoor sport facilities that might increase the level of contribution required, 
although the recreation ground does not provide formal pitch provision. It is stated 
that multifunction open space will be provided on site. The only other category to 
consider is the additional need for allotment or community gardens. It is for the 
Parish Council to respond on this matter.

DDC Ecologist - Holding objection as the ecological report is a Phase 1 preliminary 
survey which has identified a badger sett on the site and has also recommended a 
bat activity survey. Badgers and their setts are protected by the Protection of 
Badgers Act 1992. Therefore, a specific badger survey is required which can then 
inform the proposed development, in order to comply with ODPM Circular 06/2005 
(para. 99). The bat activity survey was recommended on the basis of habitat and 
KMBRC records, plus a recent siting nearby and supports the need for a survey, in 
order to comply with ODPM Circular 06/2005 (para. 99). The above surveys need to 
be carried out prior to authorising development.

Following the submission of Badger and Bat Species Surveys the reports are 
competent and subject to the recommendations within them being taken forward as 
conditions, there is no ecological constraint to development.

DDC Environmental Health - No objection, subject to conditions relating to discovery 
of potential contamination of land, noise scheme and a construction management 
plan to be submitted for approval.

DDC Strategic Housing - The developer intends to make an on-site contribution to 
affordable housing which will comprise 9 units for affordable/social rent and 4 units 
intermediate units. Based on 41 units, the quantum of affordable housing to be 
provided accords with the Council's planning policy and the tenure mix. I can also 
confirm that the proposed mix of affordable unit types is satisfactory.
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KCC Highways and Transportation – Concerns were raised in respect of various 
highway matters which need to be addressed, such as, minimum carriageway width, 
proposed pedestrian crossing point, conflict with on street parking, shared service 
requirements, location of off-street car parking and required visibility splays. In 
addition traffic levels and demand and trip generation of development need to be 
clarified. A safety audit is also required for all the highway alterations in Capel Street, 
including any amendments.

Following amendments to the site layout and the additional information KCC 
Highways have identified the following comments:

I now raise no objections in respect of highway matters. The site is allocated and the 
principle of development has been accepted. The proposals are likely to generate 
approximately 23 two-way vehicle movements in the morning and evening network 
peak hours. Whilst the existing level of traffic in Capel Street is generally of a low 
level, there is clearly a significant increase in traffic during drop-off and pick-up 
periods for the nearby school, with the associated parking demand and consequent 
narrowing of the road to single way working in the section near the school. There are 
some existing accesses which prevent parking and therefore provide passing 
places/give way points but some of these are of insufficient length and make 
manoeuvring more difficult. Over time there may be a few places at the school taken 
by pupils in the new development, reducing the number of pupils being driven to the 
school from further afield and therefore the number of vehicle trips in Capel Street. 
However, the development is still likely to lead to an increase in vehicle movements 
overall, particularly in the combined morning peak hour/school drop-off period. As 
such the development proposals include improvement of passing places in the 
section of Capel Street near the school, to assist with the flow of traffic particularly 
during the morning peak period. These improvements take the form of parking 
restrictions in the following locations:

i) Between (and encompassing) the accesses to numbers 82 and 84 Capel Street
ii) Across the accesses to numbers 96 and 98 Capel Street, but extended sufficiently
to provide sufficient room for a car to readily manoeuvre in/out of the passing place.

These add to existing passing areas to create adequate two-way flow and passing 
opportunities at regular intervals to accommodate the additional traffic from the 
development.

The site access arrangements include minor widening of Capel Street where 
necessary along the site frontage to enable vehicles to pass each other and the 
provision of a footway linking the site to the existing footway network in Capel Street, 
providing pedestrian access to the school, bus stops and the wider village. The 
access arrangements require parking restrictions to maintain appropriate visibility at 
the proposed pedestrian crossing point and site access in Capel Street. Whilst this 
may remove a small amount of on-street parking, some additional unallocated 
parking is available within the new site and the reallocation of some school places to 
children living on the new development should help to reduce the demand for on-
street parking at school drop-off and pick-up times.

A Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) would be required for the parking restrictions and 
this can be made by Kent County Council as the highway authority. According to 
advice to Planning Inspectors TROs must be made for qualifying purposes including 
avoiding danger to persons or traffic and facilitating the passage of traffic, which 
clearly apply in this case. Traffic flow and highway safety should be the primary 
concerns in relation to introducing a prohibition of waiting rather than matters of 
inconvenience or change. Therefore, if KCC is satisfied that the TRO is required and 
is the correct form of mitigation then they are in a position to make the Order. The 
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TRO could therefore be reasonably secured through a planning condition or s.106 
agreement, with the drawings which highlight the TRO also referred to as approved 
drawings in the decision notice.

All the proposed highway alterations have been subject to an independent safety 
audit and can be carried out by the developer through a s.278 agreement with the 
highway authority.

The proposed site layout and associated parking arrangements for the new dwellings 
are acceptable and are in accord with current guidance. Boundary hedges without 
gaps are to be retained along the Capel Street frontage to deter on-street parking by 
residents of those new dwellings fronting Capel Street. Adequate access and turning 
facilities are available for refuse and emergency vehicles. Construction traffic and 
timing/routing of the same, associated parking/turning areas and wheel washing 
facilities can be dealt with by condition through a Construction Management Plan. 
Taking all of the above into account the proposals are unlikely to have a severe 
impact that would warrant a recommendation for refusal on highway grounds, subject 
to outstanding matters to be dealt with by conditions to address the above and 
control highway safety considerations or through the s106 or s278 legal agreements.

KCC Flooding and Waste Management - No objection subject to no services in the 
permeable paved areas and standard conditions relating to a SuDS surface water 
drainage scheme and its management.

KCC- Economic Development – Financial contributions are requested from the 
developer for the enhanced provision and projects towards community services to 
include:

 Primary and secondary education 
 Community Learning, and
 Libraries

These contributions of £213,850.25 should be secured through a Section 106 Legal 
Agreement as part of any submission. In addition, 1 Wheelchair Adaptable Home 
should form part of the social housing proposals and the provision of Fibre Optic 
Broadband across the site should be considered at an early stage. 

KCC Public Rights of Way Office - No comments to make.
 

Southern Water - No objection as they can provide foul sewage disposal to service 
the proposed development. Southern Water requires a formal application for a 
connection to the public sewer to be made by the applicant or developer. Notes a 
SuDs system is proposed and the need to protect groundwater in the Source 
Protection Zone.

Environment Agency - No objections subject to informatives in respect of pollution 
prevention and waste control. The site lies on a Principle Aquifer of Chalk geology, 
as well as in Source Protection Zone 3, therefore measures should be taken to 
ensure the protection of the groundwater quality below.

Southern Gas – Identify a gas mains on Capel Street and highlight minimum working 
distances from gas mains by mechanical excavations and the need to undertake 
work in accordance with safe digging practices.

Stagecoach South East - Walking distance between the proposed development and 
the nearest bus stops is 750m, which is considerably in excess of the recommended 
400m maximum. Moreover, a substantial proportion of that distance is along a public 
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bridleway, with no lighting. We do not consider that the proposed site offers credible 
options for sustainable transport modes.

NHS South Kent Coast CCG – A healthcare contribution is requested against the 
above development in accordance with the recognised Dover District Council 
Planning Obligations and Contributions Guidance. The improvement to the primary 
care infrastructure is expected to result in a need to invest in local infrastructure in 
Folkestone were there are capacity issues. This investment will directly support 
improvements within primary care by way of increased capacity at sites. In respect of 
this application a developer’s contributions is required of £35,784 plus support for our 
legal costs. In respect of phasing and patient numbers, 100% of the contribution is 
sought prior to 50% of the units being occupied. 

Kent Downs AONB Unit - No objection, the site does not lie within the Kent Downs 
AONB, but the site is bounded by the AONB to the north and the setting of the AONB 
is of significance. In accordance with Policy LA26 buffer planting should be provided 
along the western boundary and this should be strictly controlled to reduce the 
impact on the AONB. To conserve and enhance the natural and scenic beauty of the 
Kent Downs, the scale and design of new development is critical.  Building heights 
should be restricted to a maximum of two storeys, development above this height 
would be inappropriate and out of character in the locality. The need for lighting 
within the development should be carefully considered and only included if essential. 
If lighting is deemed necessary, this should be designed to minimise impact on the 
landscape through careful choice of light source and control of light spillage, in 
accordance with criterion viii of Policy LA26.

Kent Wildlife Trust - Holding objection as Phase 1 Survey indicates that there is likely 
to be protected species on site that warrant further survey and permission should not 
be granted for a scheme without the correct protected species survey information.  
This proposal would need to make a financial contribution to the Access Mitigation 
Strategy for Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA, in line with policy.  

Following the submission of additional information and species surveys the mitigation 
recommendations are supported and these should all be implemented and controlled 
by appropriate conditions, along with the control of lighting.  The holding objection is 
therefore removed.

Kent Police Crime Prevention – No objections subject to a standard condition for 
measures to minimise the risk to crime.

Capel-le-Ferne Parish Council - Objects to the application in its current form for the 
following reasons:

 The positioning of the 6 x 4 bed houses at the front of the site to be overbearing 
and not in keeping with the street scene in the immediate area. A mix of housing 
fronting Capel Street would be more appropriate.

 The Council also considers the proposed site layout leaves some properties with 
a lack of parking facilities and lack of overall sufficient car parking. 

 Proposed height and massing of the proposed site layout to be of great concern. 
The housing mix does not reflect the street scene in terms of single storey 
buildings.  

 A reduction in the density of build on the site would not only give it a more rural 
feel, but also allow the parking arrangements to be reconsidered.  

 Increased traffic flow in Capel Street. Traffic congestion increases significantly in 
this area at the start and end of the school day.

 Potential for localised flooding in the area.  
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 Street lighting should be designed to minimise the impact of light pollution and 
conserve the dark night skies of the AONB

 Vehicular access would lead to a significant length of the hedgerow having to be 
removed.

 Protected Species- clarification before any planning permission is granted.

Following amended plans the Parish Council maintain their objection with regard to 
the following:

 Traffic generation and adverse impact on highway safety
 Likely increase in traffic speeds
 Lack of space for drop off points around the school which will only be 

exaggerated by the proposals
 Proposed off-site parking bays are on private land and should not be included in 

the proposals
 Existing residents will be affected
 Existing plans should be reconsidered including removal of the hedge, widening 

the road and reducing the number of proposed dwellings
 Development will cause harm to the AONB

   
Third Party Representations - A total of 102 representations have been received with 
101 objecting and one letter of support. The following is a summary of the objections 
received:

 Cumulative impact of development on village
 Traffic generation and lack of nearby road capacity
 Adverse and increased impact on highway safety
 Car parking falling below car parking standards
 Insufficient car parking resulting in on street car parking pressure
 Change character of village
 Pressure on local services
 Lack of facilities in village to accommodate proposal
 Overdevelopment of site
 Inappropriate ribbon development
 Creating sprawl not infilling
 Adverse impact on AONB
 2.5 storey dwellings proposed inappropriate and should be limited to 2 storeys
 Proposal overbearing out of scale and character with the area
 Surrounding area mostly bungalows flats out of keeping
 Lack of 'soft edge' to development as proposed in LA23
 Adverse impact on wildlife on site
 Insufficient drainage
 Increased Flood Risk
 Light pollution
 Increase in air pollution
 increase in noise pollution
 Buffer zone inadequate
 Adverse impact on internet speed
 Lead to overlooking and loss of privacy
 No consultation of village
 Highway safety is already a serious issue in Capel Street which is regularly 

blocked and access restricted by parked cars, road safety will only get worse
 There is no footpath and the road can’t be widened it is already unsafe for 

pedestrians including school children.
 Road is already unsafe and dangerous for everyone
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 Overdevelopment of the site
 Proposed off-site parking bays are on private land
 Increased double yellow lines increases pressure elsewhere and are ignored and 

not enforced
 Widening of road will increase speeding
 Speed bumps are required
 Not the right site for development

The letter of support identified the need for new houses and affordable housing 
allowing people to stay in the village. 

f) 1. The Site and the Proposal

    The Site

1.1 The site is located on the northern side of Capel Street and is extensively 
screened by hedgerow to all boundaries. To the west is the Kent Downs AONB 
with views of the site possible along Cauldham Lane where there are gaps in the 
hedgerow and from Green Lane which is a Public Right of Way between Capel 
Street and Cauldham Lane.  Capel Street and the surrounding streets are 
predominantly residential with a mix of one and two storey detached and semi-
detached housing of varying architectural styles.

1.2 The northern boundary adjoins a two storey semi-detached residential property 
and garden, to the south is a single storey detached dwelling on Capel Street and 
further rear gardens serving properties on Green Lane adjoining the southern 
boundary, opposite the site are a mixture of two storey properties. The site is 
currently undeveloped and used as horse paddock and occupies an area of 1.51 
hectares.  It is with Flood Zone 1 and Groundwater Source Protection Zone 3

1.3 The site lies within the settlement boundary with residential development to both 
the northern and southern boundaries. It is a designated housing allocation site 
under the Local Plan Land Allocations Policy LA26 subject to certain criteria and 
in effect infills this gap in the defined settlement. 

The Proposal

1.4 The proposed development, which is in outline form includes details of the means 
of access and parking, appearance, landscaping and scale are reserved for 
future consideration, however indicative plans have been submitted in this 
regard. The proposal is for the erection of 41 dwellings including 31 houses and 
10 flats and also includes 9 social rented units and 4 intermediate units which is a 
30% provision of affordable housing. The breakdown by unit size is:

 6 x 1 one bed flats
 4 x 2 bed flats
 10 x 2 bed houses
 15 x 3 bed houses
 6 x 4 bed houses

1.5 The indicative images submitted provide an indication of the expected form, scale 
and layout of the proposed development.  The indicative site layout includes the 
layout of the roads which comprise a central access road with four smaller roads 
providing small courtyard areas.  Two vehicular access points are proposed from 
Capel Street, the main access/junction into the site and a separate individual 
access to serve one of the proposed dwellings fronting Capel Street. Off-street 
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car parking is mostly accessed from the internal access road. 

1.6 Along the Capel Street frontage will be the largest detached houses sited behind 
the retained boundary hedgerow and new footpath link. The dwellings are 
predominantly two storey except for the flat blocks which are proposed to be 2.5 
storeys in height. The flats are to be sited fairly centrally within the site and the 
siting of the units has been staggered along the western sections of the site to 
reduce the visual impact. Substantial new tree planting and landscaping is 
proposed throughout the development and along the principle access roads.  The 
boundary landscaping is to be retained and enhanced to all boundaries to provide 
a landscaped buffer especially along the western boundary.

1.7 The proposals include off-site highway works which involve the provision of a 
stretch of public footpath along the eastern side Capel Street and the provision of 
double yellow lines in front and near the site and at two further sections on Capel 
Street. The proposals also include the widening of Capel Street to 5.5m close to 
the site’s access and a new footpath along the road boundary to the south of the 
means of access.

1.8 The following documents have been submitted in support of the application:

 Design & Access Statement
 Tree Report
 Transport Statement
 Stage 1 Road Safety Audit
 Site Waste Management Plan
 Drainage Plan
 Statement on Surface Water Drainage Works
 Phase 1 Ecological Survey
 Reptile, Bat and Badger Surveys  

1.9 A number of amendments were submitted on 12th June 2017. The revised site 
layout plan resulted in some minor site layout changes within the site which 
sought more off-street parking, revisions to the shared surface areas and a more 
mixed layout to the size of the proposed units. Most of the revisions related to the 
provision of visibility splays, off-site highways works, revisions to the access from 
Capel Street and off-street car parking for Unit 01 on the north-east corner to 
allow the retention of a mature tree. The revised layout also allows for a small 
increase in the landscaped buffer zone on the northern boundary and western 
boundary. The amended site layout and additional information submitted was 
subject to re-consultation. In addition, Bat, Reptile and Badger Surveys were 
undertaken and reports recently submitted in support of the application.

2. Main Issues

2.1 The main issues to consider are:

 Principle of Development
 Impact on the AONB and Visual and Rural Amenity
 Affordable Housing and Dwelling Mix
 Impact on Residential Amenity
 Highways Issues
 Ecology 
 Drainage and Flooding
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 Planning Contributions
 Other Material Considerations

Assessment

Principle of Development

2.2 The application site lies within the settlement confines of Capel-le-Ferne, a Local 
Centre as identified in Policy CP1 of the Core Strategy, where development 
suitable for the scale that reinforces its role as a provider of services to local 
communities is appropriate.  It is a site allocated for housing development under 
Policy LA26 of the Land Allocations Local Plan. The proposal is therefore 
considered to be in accordance with Policy DM1 of the Core Strategy, as it is 
within the settlement boundaries and Policy CP1. The principle of residential 
development on the site is therefore established by the adopted local plan which 
allocates the site for housing. 

2.3 The NPPF and in particular paragraphs 11 & 12 confirm that application must be 
determined in accordance with the development plan unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise and that sustainable development that is in 
accordance with the development plan should be approved without delay. On 1 
March 2017 Cabinet agreed that the 2015/2016 Annual Monitoring Report be 
approved. This report includes the most recent housing supply figure of 6.02 
years. This meets the Government requirement that local planning authorities 
should be able to demonstrate a 5 year supply of deliverable housing land. An 
appropriate 5 year land supply can be demonstrated and therefore the policies 
set out in the Core Strategy and Land Allocations Local Plan are to be given full 
weight in the decision making process.

2.4 The application sites agricultural land classification falls within ‘Good to Moderate’ 
agricultural land (Grade 3) and therefore is outside of the Best and Most Versatile 
(BMV) agricultural land. The site is relatively small in scale and the loss of this 
agricultural land, given its scale and quality, is not sufficient to require the 
demonstration that the development should take place on other feasible sites of 
lower quality.  Furthermore this would have been taken into consideration in the 
Local Plan process when the site was allocated for housing development. As 
such, it is considered that the loss of unused agricultural land is not a significant 
material consideration in relation to this site.

2.5 Policy LA26 of the Land Allocation Local Plan provides for housing development 
of up to 40 dwellings, to include a mix of housing types and densities with 
substantial landscaped boundaries and a lower density development on the 
western section. It sets out 9 criteria which development of the site would need to 
comply with which are:

I. The design and layout should incorporate frontage development with 
adequate parking arrangements;

II. The existing boundary hedgerows and vegetation to the west are 
retained;

III. A landscape buffer is provided along the western boundary to reduce the 
impact on the AONB; 

IV. Development proposals are sensitively designed in terms of height and 
massing in order to ensure the development does not have an adverse 
impact on the AONB and countryside;

V. Footway connections are provided within the site and new footway 
provision is facilitated on KCC highway land on the eastern side of Capel 
Street to provide pedestrian connectivity to the primary school and 
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beyond;
VI. A financial contribution is secured to mitigate the impact on the Thanet 

Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA;
VII. Development should provide a connection to the sewerage system at the 

nearest point of adequate capacity and ensure future access to the 
existing sewerage and water supply infrastructure for maintenance and 
upsizing purposes;

VIII. If street lighting is required this should be designed to minimise the impact 
of light pollution and conserve the dark night skies of the AONB; and

IX. Vehicular access is achieved onto Capel Street which is designed to 
minimise the loss of the existing hedgerow.

2.6 As this is a criteria based policy it is important that any development proposal 
addresses all of the criteria set out above. In addition to these site specific 
criteria, the development must be acceptable in all other material aspects. The 
proposed development, although only in outline form at this stage, where any 
details are indicative appears to appropriately address all of these criteria, which 
shall be discussed in more detail in this report; it therefore accords with Policy 
LA26 and is an acceptable form of development on this site.  The proposal 
therefore accords with relevant development plan policies, being a allocated 
housing site and is acceptable in principle.

Impact on the AONB and Visual and Rural Amenity

2.7 In terms of the impact on the wider landscape policies DM15 and DM16 of the 
Core Strategy are most relevant. Policy DM15 relates to the protection of the 
countryside and states that development that would result in the loss of, or 
adversely affect the character or appearance, of the countryside will only be 
permitted if it is in accordance with allocations made in Development Plan 
Documents or the development justifies a rural location. Although not situated in 
the countryside, an assessment of the proposals impact on the character and 
appearance of the adjoining countryside is required.

2.8 Policy DM16 relates to landscape character and states that development that 
would harm the character of the landscape, as identified through the process of 
landscape character assessment, will only be permitted if:

i, it is in accordance with allocations made in development plan documents and 
incorporates any necessary avoidance and mitigation measures; or
ii, it can be sited to avoid or reduce the harm and/or incorporate design mitigation 
measures to mitigate the impacts to an acceptable level.

2.9 The site is not situated within one of the defined landscape character areas but 
consideration of the impact on the existing landscape and its character is 
necessary to ensure the proposed development does not affect the character of 
the wider landscape.

2.10 The application site also adjoins the Kent Downs AONB on its western boundary 
and to the north. The proximity of the site immediately adjacent to the AONB and 
the scale and nature of the application proposal is such that development of the 
site could affect the AONB, by virtue of impact on its setting. The setting of the 
AONB and its importance is recognised in the Kent Downs AONB Management 
Plan and policies SD1 and LLC1 of the plan are the most relevant. The Plan 
advises that the weight to be afforded to setting issues will depend on the 
significance of the impact with matters such as the size of the proposals, their 
distance and incompatibility with their surroundings likely to affect impact. 
Paragraph 115 of the NPPF is also relevant in this regard and seeks to protect 
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the landscape and scenic beauty of the AONB. Consequently, the impact on the 
setting of the AONB, countryside and landscape adjacent to the site need to be 
considered.

2.11 Policy LA26 also has a number of requirements in respect of minimising the 
impact on the character and setting of the AONB, the surrounding countryside 
and landscape.  This includes the retention of boundary hedgerows, a 
landscaped buffer along the western boundary and the sensitive consideration of 
the height, massing and street lighting of any proposals. These requirements are 
to ensure that the impact on the AONB and landscape character is minimised 
and protected by any development proposal. Consideration and an assessment 
of the requirements of the Kent Downs AONB Management Plan was taken into 
account in the allocation of this site with policies SD1 and LLC1 identifying the 
importance of enhancing and conserving the natural beauty, special 
characteristics and landscape character of the AONB. The policy allocation 
therefore seeks to address any impact through the setting of the relevant criteria 
and ensuring the mass and height of the proposed buildings is minimised and 
landscaping provides the appropriate screening.

2.12 The proposal incorporates substantial landscape buffers to the western, northern 
and southern boundaries of the site, especially along the western boundary 
where further enhancement through tree planting is proposed.  Although 
landscaping is reserved for future consideration it is necessary to ensure at this 
stage that the landscape buffers would incorporate both tree and native planting 
appropriate to the landscape character and site.  The proposed landscaped 
buffers at this stage more an adequately address the need for landscape 
screening on site and accord with the requirements of Policy LA26 and any 
impact on the AONB.  The protection of this proposed landscaping would, 
however, need to be controlled through appropriate conditions to ensure such 
measures are carried through to the reserved matters stage.

2.13 The massing of the development, as shown on the indicative site layout, has also 
been staggered along the western side of the site and particularly along the 
western boundary which further reduces the visual impact on the adjacent AONB, 
countryside and landscape.  This breaks up the building line and massing of the 
overall development and accords with the need for the sensitive treatment of the 
massing identified in Policy LA26. The indicative layout therefore confirms that 
the development of this site can be appropriately sited in this regard and can 
result in an acceptable layout. 

2.14 It is noted that most of the buildings are to be two storeys in height with some of 
the proposed buildings indicated as being two and a half storeys high. The two 
and a half storey element of the proposed development is the two flat blocks 
which are sited towards the centre of the site. The indicative plans suggest that 
the scale and mass would not be significantly greater than the two storey housing 
surrounding these blocks. However the AONB Unit has commented that buildings 
at 2.5 storeys in height would result in the development being more visible in the 
landscape and they consider it to be wholly inappropriate and out of character 
with the locality, where there is a predominance of single storey dwellings, albeit 
interspersed with two storey houses, and heights should be restricted to a 
maximum of two storeys. It is considered that due to the limited number of 2.5 
storey buildings proposed and their location centrally within the overall site, 
provided they are of a suitable height and scale, which can be controlled by a 
condition to clarify the building heights, any impact on the AONB can be 
minimised to ensure that this element would not be materially greater on the 
AONB and surrounding countryside than if the proposed scale were to be 
exclusively two storey.  There are also design solutions with regards to heights of 
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buildings and the need to create adequate floorspace for the accommodation 
proposed, such as accommodation being incorporated within the roof space and 
the use of dormers.  This could also reduce the overall height and incorporate a 
different design detail to the overall scheme.  Consequently it is necessary to 
require ground levels, sections through the land and buildings and details of the 
finished heights of the proposed buildings above ground as a condition, as well 
as an informative to advise of the concerns in respect of the height and the 
potential impact on the AONB, to address this aspect of the proposed buildings.

2.15 At street level the design and layout should incorporate frontage development 
with adequate parking and footpath arrangements and the retention of the 
existing boundary hedge. Along the Capel Street frontage, six detached market 
houses are proposed, these are set back from the boundary with Capel Street, 
allowing for much of the existing hedgerow to be retained along this boundary, 
although there will be some loss due to the proposed access and related visibility 
splays. In addition a public footpath link is proposed behind the hedge line to the 
north of the proposed access and along the frontage to the south of the access 
with hedge planting reinstated behind. 

2.16 As such, it is considered that the relevant requirements of LA26 have been 
observed which state that “development should be sensitively designed in terms 
of height and massing in order to ensure the development does not have an 
adverse impact on the AONB and countryside”.  It should be borne in mind that 
the layout plans are indicative and careful consideration will need be given to the 
detailed layout submitted as part of any reserved matters proposals to ensure 
suitability of spatial layout arrangements.  It is therefore considered that the 
scheme does not give rise to any adverse impacts on the visual amenity of the 
site and immediate surrounding area, nor does it fail to conserve and enhance 
the natural beauty and special character of the adjoining AONB. As such the 
proposal is in accordance with Policies DM15 and DM16 of the Core Strategy, 
paragraph 115 of the NPPF and the policies of the Kent Downs AONB 
Management Plan.

Affordable Housing and Dwelling Mix

2.17 Core Strategy Policy DM5 and the adopted SPD require that for schemes of this 
scale, the Council should seek an on-site provision of 30% affordable housing. 
The applicant is proposing to provide the required 30% affordable housing, which 
amount to 13 dwellings. The affordable units should be designed and positioned 
in small clusters and be tenure blind. The Council would seek 70% of the 
affordable units to be provided as affordable rented homes with the balance 
provided as shared ownership units. It is considered that, subject to being 
secured through condition, which would require further details of the provision 
and tenure, the development could accord with Policy DM5 of the Core Strategy 
and the Affordable Housing SPD. The basic details and tenure split of the 
proposed affordable units have been submitted at this stage, but would be 
considered further at the Reserved Matters stage subject to viability and design 
considerations. The proposal therefore responds to the need for affordable 
housing through the provision of policy compliant affordable housing proportion 
for local people.

2.18 Paragraph 3.43 of the Core Strategy identifies the broad split of demand for 
market housing to meet the prioritised needs of the district and should be split as 
set out below. Whilst these recommended proportions should inform the housing 
mix, they are not rigid, but any bias towards particular sized dwellings would 
require a clear justification, having regard for the identified need within Dover 
District, including the need identified within the Strategic Housing Market 
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Assessment (SHMA). At this outline stage indicative details of the dwellings have 
been provided and indicate the proposed housing mix:- 

No. Beds 1 2 3 4
Required 
%

15% 35% 40% 10%

No. 
Proposed

6 14 15 6

Proposed 
%

15% 34% 36% 15%

2.19 In addition, Policy CP4 of the Core Strategy requires applications for residential 
development for 10 or more dwellings to identify the purpose of the development 
in terms of creating, reinforcing or restoring the local housing market in which it is 
located and develop an appropriate housing mix and design, taking into account 
the guidance from the SHMA. It also identifies the need to create landmarks, 
foreground and background buildings, vistas and focal points in the layout of 
sites.  It is noted that some of these aspects have been considered in the 
supporting documents. The policy also identifies a need to provide an appropriate 
density for development sites which will be design led and determined through 
the design process at the maximum level consistent with the site. Policy CP4 
guidance is for a density wherever possible to exceed 40 dwellings net per 
hectare and will seldom be justified at less than 30 dwellings per hectare. The 
proposed development proposes a net density of 35.6 dwellings per hectare 
which is at the mid-point of the density level required under CP4.

2.20 In assessing appearance design and layout of the scheme, consideration has 
been given to the principles contained within the Kent Design Guide and Building 
for Life 12 that all support good design. At the local level the mix and indicative 
design of the units is considered appropriate for this edge of village location, 
adjacent to the AONB and complies with the relevant policies identified.

Residential Amenity

2.21 The proposed development in outline form reserves the appearance, landscaping 
and scale of the development. However, the indicative site layout would provide 
the largest of the proposed dwellings fronting the site but set well back from 
Capel Street and adjoining boundaries, these would be closest to the existing 
properties along Capel Street. Indicative plans identify the proposed dwellings 
are at least 25 m from opposing habitable room windows (Plots 01-02 & 25-27) 
within the site and a minimum of 22m from existing dwellings situated outside of 
the site along Capel Street. Accordingly, it is unlikely that any adverse impacts 
with regard to privacy and overlooking, loss of outlook or overshadowing are 
anticipated on either existing or future occupiers of the existing and proposed 
dwellings respectively.  Therefore the juxtaposition of the proposed units 
suggests that no adverse amenity issues. 

2.22 The precise location of the proposed dwellings is unknown at this stage, 
however, the proposed access roads have been submitted in full and indicative 
plans submitted show the layout of dwellings at this stage. Consequently, the 
final layout, which will be the subject of an application for reserved matters, will 
be likely to closely align with the layout shown on the indicative plan. The plans 
however demonstrate that the proposed development can be accommodated in a 
manner which would ensure that reasonable separation distances between 
properties and reasonable a standard of accommodation can be achieved. Given 
the location of the site and the substantial separation distances to other 
properties, it is not considered that the living conditions of any properties would 
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be directly harmed by the development but a detailed assessment would form 
part of any reserved matters application.

2.23 Whilst the living conditions of the proposed new build dwellings cannot be 
established at this stage, the size of the site and the density of the development 
are more than sufficient to demonstrate that the proposed dwellings could be 
accommodated in a manner which would ensure a high standard of 
accommodation, particularly when regard is had for the indicative layout of the 
development. It is considered that the living conditions of occupants of the 
dwellings could be acceptable. 

2.24 With regard to potential noise, Environmental Health have confirmed that subject 
to a condition to secure internal noise levels, in accordance with recommended 
guidelines.  The residential amenities of future occupiers would be acceptable in 
this regard.

Highway Impacts

2.25 The relevant Core Strategy policy is DM11 and to a lesser degree policies DM12 
and DM13.  DM11 requires planning applications for development that would 
increase travel demand should be supported by a systematic assessment to 
quantify the amount and type of travel likely to be generated and include 
measures that satisfy demand to maximize walking, cycling and the use of public 
transport.  Development that would generate travel will not be permitted outside 
the urban boundaries and rural settlement confines unless justified by 
development plan policies.  Development that would generate high levels of 
travel will only be permitted within the urban areas in locations that are, or can be 
made to be, well served by a range of means of transport.  

2.26 Policy DM12 requires that developments that would involve the construction of a 
new access onto a trunk or primary road will not be permitted if there would be a 
significant increase in the risk of crashes or traffic delays unless the proposals 
can incorporate measures that provide sufficient mitigation. Whilst policy DM13 
requires that development provides a level of car and cycle parking which 
balances the characteristics of the site, the locality, the nature of the proposed 
development and design objectives.

2.27 Full details of the means of access are submitted under this application and 
include a single 4.8m wide access road to serve the site from Capel Street.  This 
will be in the form of a shared surface with pedestrians and would lead to small 
clusters of buildings within courtyards.  Although only an indicative layout, 75 car 
parking spaces are proposed throughout the development. The proposed works 
also include the widening of the southern section of Capel Street to 5.5m, the 
provision of a public footpath along the site frontage, (behind the hedge line to 
the north and along the edge of the highway to the south of the proposed 
access), a new footpath on the eastern side of Capel Street to link up with the 
existing public footpath network and the provision of double yellow lines in front of 
the southern section of the site and extending south up to the boundary of No. 
114 Capel Street.  

2.28 KCC Highways initially raised concerns in respect of the proposal as they 
required various matters to be considered further and addressed, such as the 
minimum carriageway width, proposed pedestrian crossing point, resolution of 
conflicts with on-street parking, location of off-street car parking, the shared 
surface specifications and required visibility splays. In addition, a safety audit was 
also required for all the proposed highway alterations in Capel Street. In 
response to these concerns an amended site layout plan and a road safety audit 
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were submitted. The amendments include the provision of some minor highway 
layout changes within the application site and proposed works to the adopted 
highway on Capel Street.  This includes the footpath adjacent to the highway to 
the south of the proposed junction on Capel Street and the addition of double 
yellow lines on Capel Street, including two sections further along Capel Street to 
enable suitable passing places.

2.29 The proposed development is likely to generate approximately 26 two-way 
vehicle movements in the morning and evening peak hours; however, there is 
clearly a significant increase in traffic during drop-off and pick-up periods for the 
nearby school, with the associated parking demand and consequent narrowing of 
the road to single way working in the section near the school. Although some 
passing places are available these are short in length and make manoeuvring 
difficult. Therefore, the development proposals include the improvement of 
sections of Capel Street to assist with the flow of traffic. These improvements 
take the form of additional parking restrictions between (and encompassing) the 
accesses to numbers 82 and 84 Capel Street and across the accesses to 
numbers 96 and 98 Capel Street, but extended to provide sufficient room for a 
car to manoeuvre in/out of the passing place. These add to existing passing 
areas to create adequate two-way flow and passing opportunities at regular 
intervals to accommodate the additional traffic from the development. 

2.30 The site access arrangements include minor widening of Capel Street along the 
site frontage to enable vehicles to pass each other and the provision of a footway 
linking the site to the existing footway network in Capel Street, providing 
pedestrian access to the school, bus stops and the wider village. The access 
arrangements require parking restrictions to maintain appropriate visibility at the 
proposed pedestrian crossing point and site access. Whilst this may remove a 
small amount of on-street parking, some additional unallocated parking is 
available within the new site.

2.31 KCC Highways have advised the acceptability of these highway proposals and 
that a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) would be required for the proposed parking 
restrictions on Capel Street. TROs must be made for qualifying purposes 
including avoiding danger to persons or traffic and facilitating the passage of 
traffic, which applies in this case and could be secured through either a planning 
condition or s106 agreement. In addition, all the proposed highway alterations 
have been subject to an independent safety audit and can be carried out by the 
developer through a s278 agreement with the highway authority.

2.32 The proposed site layout and associated parking arrangements for the new 
dwellings are therefore acceptable and are in accordance with current guidance, 
including parking standards. KCC Highways has confirmed that the off-site 
passing bays and road works proposed will be on the public highway and not on 
private land. Hedges are to be retained/planted along the Capel Street frontage 
to deter on-street parking by residents of the new dwellings fronting Capel Street. 
Adequate access and turning facilities are also available for refuse and 
emergency vehicles. If the application were to be granted conditions could be 
attached to ensure that the effects of the development would be sufficiently 
mitigated so as not to cause undue harm to the local highway network. In 
addition, a condition can require full details to be submitted for the off-site 
highway works, comprising the provision of footpaths and the TRO’s required. A 
Construction Management Plan would deal with other matters such as 
associated parking/turning areas and wheel washing facilities.  

2.33 Significant concerns have been raised by third parties that the development 
would significantly and detrimentally increase and impact on traffic and the local 
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highway which is identified as already struggling to cope with existing levels of 
traffic locally. A strong level of concern is also raised over the narrowness of 
Capel Street which causes significant local concern. It is however considered that 
with appropriate conditions and controls in place these concerns would to a 
sufficient degree, be addressed.  On balance it is not considered that the 
proposal would not result in a severe highway impact and would therefore accord 
with the aims and objectives of paragraph 32 of the NPPF as well as local 
standards and policies.

Ecology

2.34 In accordance with the Habitats Directive 1992 (to ensure the precautionary 
principle is applied) and the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, it is necessary to 
ensure the application has no adverse impact on a European Site. The Land 
Allocations Local Plan establishes that residential development across the district 
will cause in combination effects on the Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA. 
However, the LALP also addresses these cumulative impacts by setting out a 
mitigation strategy to manage potential impacts, comprising a financial 
contribution to provide monitoring and wardening at Sandwich Bay and towards 
the Pegwell Bay and Sandwich Bay Disturbance Study. The applicant has agreed 
in principle to a contribution. The contribution required would be £1,968.82 and a 
s106 legal agreement could secure this contribution. Consequently, it is not 
considered that the development would cause a significant effect on the SAC or 
SPA.

2.35 In furtherance to the impacts on the off-site Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay, 
Ramsar, SAC and SPA, regard must be had for whether the development would 
cause any harm to habitats or species on or adjacent to the application site, in 
accordance with paragraphs 109 and 118 of the NPPF. In addition, regard must 
be had for Natural England’s Standing Advice and the views of Kent Wildlife 
Trust. The application was originally supported by a Phase 1 Ecological Survey 
which considers both the flora and fauna of the site.

2.36 The site is grassland and grazed horse pasture of low ecological significance. 
The mixed hedgerow around the boundaries of the site provide botanical interest 
at a local level and should be retained where possible. The hedge lines provide 
nesting and foraging areas for birds, reptiles and bats and there is also an active 
badger sett on site. 

2.37 The Council’s Ecologist and Kent Wildlife Trust raised holding objections to the 
scheme as the original Phase 1 Preliminary Survey identified a badger sett on the 
site and also recommended a bat activity survey. Badgers and their setts are 
protected by the Protection of Badgers Act 1992. Therefore, a specific badger 
survey is required which can then inform the proposed development, in order to 
comply with ODPM Circular 06/2005 (para. 99). The bat activity survey was 
recommended on the basis of habitat and KMBRC records and recent sighting in 
gardens further supports the need for such a survey, in order to comply with 
ODPM Circular 06/2005 (para. 99). The surveys need to be carried out prior to 
authorising development.

2.38 Consequently, Bat, Badger and Reptile Species Surveys have been undertaken 
and submitted in support of the application. These identify the potential for low 
reptile populations on site, the use of the site by two types of bats for foraging 
and commuting and the active use of the site by badgers.  There is therefore 
potential for a detrimental impact on protected species, however, the submitted 
species surveys recommend a series of mitigation measures, to ensure that the 
impacts on these protected species and biodiversity generally are minimised and 
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enhanced and such measures can be controlled by suitable conditions. The 
Councils Ecologist and Kent Wildlife Trust have both confirmed that the findings 
of the submitted ecological appraisals are accepted and subject to the 
implementation of the full mitigation measures identified and controlled by 
conditions there is no ecological constraint to development.

2.39 In addition, the site has potential for hedgehog and, as such, precautionary 
safeguards for these species and improvements to their habitats have been 
recommended. In respect of birds using the site, these may be nesting on site 
and safeguards can be put in place that include construction work outside of the 
bird breeding season and under ecological supervision.  Such safeguards have 
been recommended and these could be conditioned.

2.40 In respect of existing trees on the site these have been surveyed and a Tree 
Report submitted.  The majority of tree cover is associated with the line of the 
mixed hedgerows to all boundaries. A small proportion of low category trees and 
some hedgerow is proposed to be removed to facilitate access to the site and the 
new public footpath along Capel Street. However, it is proposed to plant a 
significant level of trees across the site and reinstate gaps in hedgerows with 
appropriate species. Therefore, although there will be a loss of some hedgerow 
along the eastern boundary this is not significant to the wider area and 
replacement planting will ensure the impact on the street scene will be minimised 
and would therefore be acceptable. To minimise the impact on the trees and 
hedges to be retained, the necessary protection measures required can be 
controlled by conditions.

2.41 The proposed layout therefore allows the existing hedgerows to be retained and 
additional planting to allow deeper landscaped areas where new trees can be 
planted. The hedgerow to the front is largely retained which is facilitated by 
having a footpath running behind it from the access towards the north-eastern 
corner of the site.  On the western site boundary the enhanced hedgerow depth 
and the new trees will provide a landscape buffer between the site and the AONB 
to the west. New planting will consist of a mix of blackthorn, holly, elder, dog 
rose, etc., giving a traditional English rural hedgerow mix all of which could be 
controlled by suitable conditions.  Overall the proposals are acceptable in respect 
of the conservation and enhancement of biodiversity and are considered to 
comply with the aims and objectives identified through the NPPF and the Kent 
Downs AONB Management Plan.

Drainage and Flooding

2.42 The site lies within Flood Risk Zone 1, where there is the lowest risk of flooding. 
However, given the size of the site, it is appropriate to consider whether the 
development would be likely to lead to localised on or off-site flooding. The 
NPPF, paragraph 103, states that local planning authorities should ensure that 
flooding is not increased elsewhere and priority should be given to the use of 
sustainable drainage systems. In furtherance to this, the Planning Practice 
Guidance states that sustainable drainage systems should be designed to control 
surface water run-off close to where it falls and replicate natural drainage as 
closely as possible.

2.43 A Statement on Surface Water Drainage has been submitted in support of the 
application which confirms that infiltration drainage is suitable on this site.  It is 
proposed to deal with all surface water and run-off by infiltration into the subsoil 
below so that there will be no increase in run-off from the site as a result of the 
proposed development. This will be in the form of soakaways, porous paving, 
gullies and an oversized pipe under the roadway to deal with an increased run-off 
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during storm events.

2.44 This method of surface water disposal is considered acceptable for this site with 
the Environment Agency raising no objection but advising that the site lies on 
Principle Aquifer of Chalk geology, as well as in Groundwater Source Protection 
Zone 3. Therefore measures should be taken to ensure the protection of the 
groundwater quality in respect of pollution prevention and waste. KCC Flood and 
Water Management are the Lead Local Flood Authority and have also raised no 
objection subject to conditions relating to further appropriate details in respect of 
surface water drainage and management of any approved scheme. The 
proposed drainage measures for this outline proposal are therefore considered 
acceptable at this stage, subject to conditions and further details at a Reserved 
Matters stage.

2.45 Southern Water supplies water and foul waste at this location. They have no 
objection as they can provide foul sewage disposal capacity for the proposed 
development. They advise that they would require a formal application for a 
connection to the public sewer to be made by the applicant or developer. The 
proposal is therefore acceptable in this regard.

Planning Contributions

2.46 The Planning Act 2008 and the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 
(CIL Regulations) require that requests for development contributions of various 
kinds must comply with three specific legal tests, being necessary, related to the 
development, and reasonably related in scale and kind.

2.47 Policy CP6 of the Core Strategy requires planning applications to provide an 
appropriate mechanism to ensure that any necessary infrastructure to support the 
development can be secured at the time it is needed.  This policy therefore 
confirms the need to address any increased infrastructure needs as part of the 
application process.  Such needs would be normally be addressed in a s106 legal 
agreement, as long as all provisions comply with the relevant tests outlined in the 
NPPF and planning policy guidance.  It is considered that the tests have been 
duly applied in the context of this planning application.

2.48 In accordance with Policy DM27 of the LALP, the development would be 
expected to provide Open Space on site, or a contribution towards off- site 
provision, to meet the Open Space demands which would be generated by the 
development.  As there is access to an existing play area it would not be 
necessary to provide equipped play on site.  However, a suitably scaled 
contribution for an additional play space has been calculated according to the 
cost of creating a new Local Area for Play and providing fifteen years of 
maintenance at £42,520 which equates to a commuted sum of £32,330 including 
interest at 2%. Therefore the need created by this development equates to 
around 60% of a play area, which would result in a contribution of £19,400. This 
would need to be secured through a s106 and with the payment of this 
contribution the proposal would accord with Policy DM27 of the Core Strategy.

2.49 KCC Economic Development have advised that the development would increase 
demand for local facilities and services and where there is currently inadequate 
capacity to meet this additional need, contributions should be sought to provide 
infrastructure improvements proportional to meet the need generated. In this 
instance, KCC have advised that there is insufficient primary and secondary 
school provision to meet the needs of the development.  The proposal would give 
rise to up to 9 additional school pupils and the need can only be met through the 
addition and expansion of school places at White Cliffs Primary School in Dover. 
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(It should be noted that Capel primary school is unable to expand due to highway 
constraints and by increasing capacity in Dover, this will enable redistribution of 
pupils and create spaces at Chapel for local children to attend close to home). A 
contribution of £136,638 has been requested from this development to meet the 
need identified. KCC have also requested a contribution of £75,513.60 towards 
the Phase 1 expansion of Dover Grammar School for Girls, due to exceeding the 
capacity of pupil spaces generated by the development. In addition a contribution 
of £1,652 towards book stock at Hawkinge library would ensure that the needs 
generated by this development would be met. It is considered that the requested 
contributions are necessary to make the development acceptable in planning 
terms; directly related to the development; and fairly and reasonably related in 
scale and kind to the development. 

2.50 NHS CCG have also advised that the GP surgeries in Folkestone would need to 
be expanded for the additional increase in patient numbers. The proposed 
development would be likely to generate a proportionate contribution from the 
development of £35,784. 

2.51 The applicant has agreed the Heads of Terms in relation to the contributions 
necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms. The Heads of 
Terms are:

 Primary Education towards White Cliffs Primary School Green Park 
Primary School expansion of £ 136,638

 Secondary Education- towards Phase 1 expansion of Dover Grammar 
School for Girls of £75,513.60

 Library - contribution towards book stock at Hawkinge library of £1,968.65 
 NHS South East Coast CCG – contribution towards increase in capacity 

in Folkestone of £35,784
 A total of £1,861.56 is required as a contribution towards the Thanet 

Coastal Management Strategy
 An off-site public open space contribution of 60% towards a new play 

space facility of £19,400.
 Payment of all associated legal costs.

2.52 In addition, a s278 Agreement under the Highways Act with KCC Highways and 
Transportation in respect of access arrangements and highway improvements 
outside of the application site will be required.

2.53 The full range of contributions required by the development are being met by this 
proposal.

Other Material Considerations

2.54 The likelihood of contaminants on site is limited due to the previous use of the 
land, nevertheless, as the proposed end use is residential it is susceptible to risks 
of contamination, a condition would be required to ensure that should any 
contamination be identified during construction then further investigation and 
remediation and/or mitigation measures would need to be submitted and 
approved. 

2.55 The Kent Police Crime advisor has no objection subject to a condition being 
imposed to submit details for approval which accord with the principles and 
physical security requirements of Crime Prevention through Environmental 
Design.
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2.56 External lighting details have not been submitted but would need to be 
appropriately mitigated at reserved matters stage.  External lighting will need to 
be included in the condition listing requirements for the reserved matters stage 
due to its importance in this sensitive location as a result of the adjoining AONB 
and bat protection measures.

2.57 Other matters such as cycle parking, refuse storage and materials will be 
required to be submitted at reserved matters stage and would be subject to 
outline conditions at this stage.

Conclusion

2.58 It is clear that development of this site within the settlement boundaries and on 
land allocated as suitable for residential development under Policy LA26 is 
acceptable in principle and is in accordance with Policies DM1 and CP1 of the 
Core Strategy and the NPPF.

2.59 The site is of a layout and scale which provides a buffer zone on the western 
boundary adjoining the AONB and seeks to maximise the retention of hedgerow 
along its boundary with Capel Street by setting back the proposed houses and 
providing footways in front of them although the proposed access and related 
visibility splays will result in some loss along this boundary. 

2.60 The proposal is of a relatively low density but within the quantum of housing 
suggested by LA26 (and other development plan policies) which also seeks to 
retain a significant amount of natural screening is suitable in the context of the 
site location and its setting.  Concerns have been expressed in relation to the 
proposed 2.5 storey flat blocks.  However considering the limitations of this 
aspect, its location in the centre of the site and the negligible difference in scale 
between this and the surrounding two storey housing proposed it is unlikely to 
give rise to any adverse impact on the adjoining landscape character or the 
AONB. As has been discussed above, suitability of heights of buildings would be 
given careful consideration at the reserved matters stage, and an advisory 
informative can clarify the LPAs position in this regard.  This would ensure the 
impact on the AONB is minimised and the special character protected in line with 
the AONB Management Plan. The indicative scheme proposes a generally 
acceptable dwelling mix overall and as such the scheme accords with the broad 
principle of Policy CP4 of the Core Strategy.

2.61 The developer has agreed in principle to the provision of 30% affordable housing 
and has agreed in principle to the payment of the relevant contributions towards 
local infrastructure contributions, the TCMS SPA and off site open space 
provision.  

2.62 Initial objections from KCC Highways have been overcome following further 
information and amended plans submitted for a revised site layout which included 
a Road Safety Audit. KCC Highways consider the revised proposals to be 
acceptable subject to necessary conditions and legal agreements relating to off-
site highway works. In addition access and car parking arrangement are 
considered to be acceptable and in accordance with planning policies. This 
therefore accords with paragraph 32 of the NPPF. 

2.63 In terms of protected species, appropriate surveys have been submitted with 
identify the specific requirements of each species and offer suitable mitigation 
strategies which all need to be controlled by conditions. The ecological aspects 
have therefore been adequately resolved.
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2.64 Matters such as drainage details, site security, materials and details of lighting 
would be a matter for the reserved matters application and as such are not 
matters for scrutiny for this outline planning application.  Details can be secured 
by condition.

2.65 The proposed development, although only in outline form, appropriately 
addresses all of the criteria identified in Policy LA26 of the Land Allocations Local 
Plan and accords with the principles of this policy and is therefore an acceptable 
form of development for this housing allocation site.  The proposal therefore 
accords with relevant development plan policies and the NPPF and is acceptable 
in principle.  Consequently it recommended for approval, subject to conditions 
and a suitable s106 legal agreement to secure the required contributions.

g) Recommendation

I. PLANNING PERMISSION BE GRANTED subject to a Section 106 legal 
agreement to secure necessary planning contributions and subject to the 
following conditions to include: 

(1) Outline time limits (2) Submission of details of foul and surface water drainage 
for approval (3) Reserved matters to include layout, elevations, floor plans, 
sections through the application site, adjoining land and buildings, details of 
building heights, floor levels and thresholds, samples of materials, bin storage, 
street scenes, external lighting, cycle parking and details of SuDS and 
maintenance thereof (4) Approved plans (5) Construction Management Plan (6) 
Highway conditions (7) Affordable housing provision (numbers, type, tenure, 
location, timing of construction, housing provider and occupancy criteria scheme) 
(8) Landscaping Details and maintenance of buffer zones (9) Protection of Trees 
and Hedges (10) Reporting of unexpected land contamination (11) Details of 
surface Water drainage (12) Ecological mitigation and enhancements (13) 
Acoustic mitigation measures (13) Off-site highway works

      II.       Powers to be delegated to the Head of Regeneration and Development to settle  
any necessary planning conditions and to agree a s106 agreement in line with 
the issues set out in the recommendation and as resolved by Planning 
Committee.

 

Case Officer  

Lucinda Roach
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a) DOV/16/00985 – Reserved matters application for the approval of details relating 
to access, layout, scale, appearance and landscaping for the erection of 162 
dwellings and associated infrastructure and landscaping, pursuant to outline 
application DOV/07/01081, pursuant to Variation of Condition application 
DOV/15/00068 (pursuant to DOV/14/00338 and DOV/13/00120) - Aylesham Village 
Expansion, Aylesham (Phases 1B2 and 1B3)

Reason for report: Number of contrary views. The application has also been called in 
to planning committee by Cllr Keen.

b) Summary of Recommendation

Planning Permission be granted.

c) Planning Policies and Guidance

Core Strategy Policies

 CP4 - Developments of 10 or more dwellings should identify the purpose of the 
development in terms of creating, reinforcing or restoring the local housing 
market in which they are located and development an appropriate mix of housing 
mix and design. Density will be determined through the design process, but 
should wherever possible exceed 40dph and will seldom be justified ta less than 
30dph.

 CP6 - Development that generates a demand for infrastructure will only be 
permitted if the necessary infrastructure is either already in place, or there is a 
reliable mechanism to ensure that it will be provided at the time it is needed.

 DM1 - Development will not be permitted outside of the settlement confines, 
unless it is specifically justified by other development plan policies, or it 
functionally requires such a location, or it is ancillary to existing development or 
uses.

 DM5 - Development for 15 or more dwellings will be expected to provide 30% 
affordable housing at the site, in home types that will address prioritised need.

 DM11 - Development that would generate high levels of travel will only be 
permitted within the urban areas in locations that are, or can be made to be, well 
served by a range of means of transport.

 DM12 - Planning applications that would involve the construction of a new 
access or the increased use of an existing access onto a trunk or primary road 
will not be permitted if there would be a significant increase in the risk of crashes 
or traffic delays unless the proposals can incorporate measures that provide 
sufficient mitigation.

 DM13 - Parking provision should be design-led, based upon an area's 
characteristics, the nature of the development and design objectives, having 
regard for the guidance in Table 1.1 of the Core Strategy.

 DM25 - Proposals that result in the loss of open space will not be permitted 
unless certain criteria are met.
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Land Allocations Local Plan

     DM27 - Residential development of five or more dwellings will be required to 
provide or contribute towards the provision of open space, unless existing 
provision within the relevant accessibility standard has sufficient capacity to 
accommodate this additional demand.

Dover District Local Plan 2002 (Saved Policies)

 AY1 – Land is allocated for up to 1000 dwellings, petrol filling station, formal 
playing fields and associated children’s play, employment land, a primary school 
and food retail.

 AY2 – An outline proposal for the strategic expansion of Aylesham should cover 
the whole development area and be accompanied by and based on a master 
plan.

 AY3 – Proposals for residential development in the development area will be 
permitted provided: the overall net density shall be at a minimum of 30 dwellings 
per hectare; at least 15 percent of all dwellings are for affordable housing; 
provision is made for children's play; and the development has variety in design, 
is energy efficient and avoids standard estate layouts.

 AY7 – Proposals for the Development Area will not be permitted unless: 
structural landscaping is provided on the eastern boundary with the railway line 
together with planting to strengthen the ancient hedge line which forms the 
northern boundary; at least 3.7 hectares of formal playing fields is provided in the 
development area; a landscape phasing programme is agreed with the Council; 
and the long term management of all open space and structural landscaping is 
secured.

 AY8 – Land is allocated to meet additional primary school provision.

 AY10 – Proposals will not be permitted unless they include provision for a spinal 
footpath and cycle network, extending where practicable into the existing 
settlement.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

 Paragraph 14 of the NPPF requires that where the development plan is absent, 
silent or relevant policies are out-of-date development should be granted unless 
any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh 
the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF taken as a whole, 
or, specific policies in the NPPF indicate that development should be restricted.

 Paragraph 49 of the NPPF states that "housing applications should be 
considered in the context of sustainable development. Relevant policies for the 
supply of housing should not be considered up-to-date if the local planning 
authority cannot demonstrate a five-year supply of housing sites.

 The NPPF has 12 core principles which, amongst other things, seeks to: 
proactively drive and support sustainable economic development to deliver the 
homes, business and industrial units, infrastructure and thriving local places that 
the country needs; secure high quality design and a good standard of amenity for 
all existing and future residents; recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of 
the countryside; contribute to conserving and enhancing the natural environment 
and reducing pollution; and actively manage patterns of growth to make the 
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fullest possible use of public transport, walking and cycling, and focus significant 
development in locations which are or can be made sustainable.

 Chapter four of the NPPF seeks to promote sustainable transport. In particular, 
paragraph 29 states that "the transport system needs to be balanced in favour of 
sustainable transport modes, giving people a real choice about how they travel".

 Chapter six of the NPPF seeks to significantly boost the supply of housing, 
requiring Local Planning Authorities to identify specific deliverable sites sufficient 
to provide five years' worth of housing. Housing applications should be 
considered in the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development. 

 Chapter seven requires good design, which is a key aspect of sustainable 
development.

 Chapter eleven requires that the planning system should contribute to and 
enhance the natural and local environment by, amongst other things, protecting 
and enhancing valued landscapes, geological conservation interests and soils. 
Local planning authorities should aim to conserve and enhance biodiversity. 

The Kent Design Guide (KDG)

 The Guide provides criteria and advice on providing well designed development.

d) Relevant Planning History

The site has an extensive planning history relating to the various phases of the 
Aylesham Village Expansion, including numerous amendments to previous consents. 
The following applications are those which are considered to be materially relevant to 
the current application:

DOV/07/01081 – A) A full application for residential development for 191 dwellings of 
which 20% will be affordable; all associated works and infrastructure, together with new 
shops and apartments; alterations to existing shops and apartments; landscaping to 
existing streets and public open spaces including Market Square; the formation of new 
public open spaces; upgrade of sports pitch and provision of changing facilities at 
Ratling Road; formation of squares and a strategic play area; traffic management 
schemes and new car parking areas; other landscaping works; temporary works and 
access; construction compounds and off-site highway works: and

B) Outline application for a residential development of up to 1210 dwellings; associated 
infrastructure and works, including new and enhanced sports and leisure grounds and 
facilities; new shops and apartments with alterations to existing shops and apartments; 
temporary construction access and compound areas; an area of live/work units; new and 
altered roads; parking facilities and traffic management within and nearby to Aylesham 
village - Granted

DOV/13/00120 – Variation of conditions including1, 3, 5, 14, 15, 22, 24, 32, 34, 38, 45, 
51, 52, 56, 68, 76 and 77 of planning permission DOV/07/01081 (Section 73 application) 
and modification to legal agreements – Granted

DOV/14/00338 – Variation of Conditions 88, 110 and 112 of planning permission 
DOV/13/00120 (application under Section 73) - Granted

DOV/14/01206 – Variation of Conditions including 16, 48 and 85 of planning permission 
DOV/14/00338 (Section 73 application) -    Granted
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DOV/15/00952 – Variation of Condition 14 of planning permission DOV/14/01206 to 
introduce a new form of layout for junction 21 (application under Section 73) (amended 
description/further details) – Withdrawn

DOV/16/00180 - Reserved matters application pursuant to outline application 
DOV/07/01081 pursuant to Variation of Condition application DOV/14/01206 (pursuant 
to DOV/14/00338 and DOV/13/00120) for approval of 277 dwellings, access, 
landscaping, scale and appearance - Granted

DOV/16/01177 - Reserved matters application pursuant to outline application 
DOV/07/01081 pursuant to Variation of Condition application DOV/15/00068 (pursuant 
to DOV/14/01206, DOV/14/00338 and DOV/13/00120) for details of access, 
appearance, landscaping, layout and scale of Strategic Infrastructure Phases 1B.1, 1B.2 
and 1B.3 (comprising highways, cycleway and footways and the formation of public 
open space) - Current

e) Consultee and Third Party Responses

Principal Ecologist – No comments to make

Kent Police Crime Prevention Officer – 

It is appreciated that the applicant have pointed out the KDI and the protocol they have 
also mentioned prevention of crime however they have  confused the issue with  
Secured By Design SBD) under the old codes for sustainable homes system for parts 
1and 2  .

A number of changes in Secured By Design (SBD) have taken place to meet and 
exceed the standards of Approved Document “Q” (ADQ) which came into force as a 
building regulation on the 01st of October 2015,  this included  Homes 2016 which has 
been written and published  as a guide and was introduced on the SBD website  on the 
01st of June 2016 as an  alternative option to the architect, developer and builder to 
enable them obtain  Gold Silver or Bronze award for SBD, which replaces the old codes 
for sustainable homes and the former SBD sections 1,2 and 3.

They have stated in section 4.11 that they have no SBD requirement, however if they 
purchased certified products i.e. PAS 24 2012/2016 windows and doors they would also 
automatically discharge the building regulation  and qualify automatically for the Secured 
By Design  (SBD) Silver Award, and we would encourage them to do so as a minimum 
security standard.

Kent Police would welcome the opportunity to work with the applicant and take them 
through this new SBD process.

Environment Agency – No objection, but have requested that they be consulted on foul 
drainage and piling conditions.

KCC Lead Local Flood Authority – 

Initial response received 15th September 2017

Do not wish to comment on the application. Notwithstanding this, the applicant should 
consider how soakaways will be accommodated within the proposed layout.

Subsequent response received 26th June 2017
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The utilisation of soakaways may have implications for the site layout, given the need for 
appropriate setbacks and access arrangements. It would be timely and appropriate if the 
applicant could demonstrate the assumed locations for drainage infrastructure, 
particularly any soakaways, to ensure that layout does accommodate the structures in 
appropriate areas.

Natural England – 

Initial response received 2nd September 2016

No objection

Subsequent response received 16th June 2017

No objection

Sport England – 
Initial response received 30th August 2016

The application falls below the thresholds for Sport England’s involvement and, as such, 
no comments are made.

Subsequent response received 14th June 2017

No objection

Southern Water – 

Initial response received 1st February 2017

Due to the vibration, noise and potential odour generated by sewage pumping stations, 
no habitable rooms should be located within 15 metres to the boundary of a proposed 
pumping station site.

Subsequent response received 27th June 2017

Due to the vibration, noise and potential odour generated by sewage pumping stations, 
no habitable rooms should be located within 15 metres to the boundary of a proposed 
pumping station site.

Southern Gas Networks – There are low/medium/intermediate pressure gas mains near 
the site. The development should avoid damage to these services.

Affinity Water – The site is located within the Groundwater Source Protection Zone of 
Broome Pumping Station. As such, the development should be carried out to the 
relevant British Standards and Best Management Practices to reduce groundwater 
pollution risk.

DDC Strategic Housing Manager - The planning statement submitted with the 
application recognises the requirement for 20% of all new dwellings provided to be 
affordable and sets out the number of affordable homes that will be delivered by 
Persimmon Homes South East within its 3 development phases. Overall PHSE intends 
to develop 385 new homes of which 77 will be provided as affordable homes thereby 
complying with the overall affordable housing target for the Aylesham village expansion.

Aylesham Parish Council – Object
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Initial response received 4th October 2016

The planning application shows the removal of the Right of Way from its current position 
and diverting the route through the development losing its permeability.

The loss of the hedgerow within the Garden village is a loss of our natural environment, 
contravening the National Planning Policy Framework.

Looking at the plan I can see that this would have an adverse effect on the existing 
properties losing their privacy due to the close proximity of the new builds.

No through road to the existing village from this phase as shown in fig 22 of the SPG 
preventing vehicle, walking and cycling access, the design goes against the SPG 
Masterplan shown in fig 23 detailing pedestrian and cycling movements giving links to 
existing direct routes to all areas, no access to the existing village.

The plan shows bulked parking spaces which can be seen from the front of properties 
which clearly has a visual impact, there should be car barns to compliment the rest of 
the new properties and the car spaces need to be carefully looked at with it being a 
garden village not just lots of tarmac.

The proposed development is over bearing and has a visual impact on the neighbouring 
properties.

Subsequent response received 8th February 2017

Visual impact of the development.
The parish council’s following objections with regard to the visual impact of the 
development are underpinned by the promise in the original master plan which 
emphasises a focus on the quality of the site in relation to the visuals of the design. Due 
to the original structure of Aylesham, the parish council still object to this part of the 
development because of its visual impact. Further concerns surround the open view of 
vehicles in open parking as opposed to concealing vehicles within and around houses. 
This follows from the previous objection raised in 2016.
The parish council also object to the choice of tree planting in respect to the original 
promise of desired avenues and idyllic public scenery.
The parish council hold some objection with respect to the chosen cycle routes and 
storage facilities for the newly built properties.
Further objections lay with the proximity of houses in the proposed development. Some 
houses (ref. houses 157, 162) .The visual ramifications are prevalent with regards to 
side windows on some properties being blocked, despite the parish council’s 
understanding that these are newly built properties of which buyers should beware.

Re-rooting footpaths and “Right of Way”
The major objections from the parish council stem from the newly proposed diversions 
on public rights of way in the development. It is the parish council’s understanding that, 
with reference to the Highway Act 1980, only under the interests of the public may a 
development warrant a diversion path from the original of which the parish council 
believe the current diversion is not within the interests of the public due to restrictions on 
village access and community disunity issues. Additionally, the parish council object to 
the current diversion as, it must terminate where the original path terminates. Similarly, 
in accordance to the Planning Inspectorate, it cannot take up an original right of way, as 
the new development does. While the Planning Inspectorate states that new diversions 
may “inpart” follow an existing path under Section 118, the current development has in 
places closed routes and followed an existing path in excess. Further objections exist 
around highway access. There is a maxim “once a highway always a highway”, in the 
case of Harvey v Truro RDC. 
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The parish council object to the development’s plan to restrict vehicle access to current 
highways as it is unlawful to remove the right to use the highway. A final concern stands 
with the route of the proposed path being longer than the original.

Re-rooting / Loss of vegetation on the southern boundary of the site
While the parish council understand the current hedgerow near Brookside will be kept in 
accordance to our previous objections, we understand that, alongside the new 
development, it requires maintenance and is the landowner’s responsibility to facilitate 
this. The parish council therefore propose that Dover District Council maintain this for 
interests of surrounding residents.

Connectivity to the village
The parish council object to the development’s chosen use of cycle routes and links to 
the village. Furthermore, the council holds concerns over the width and length of some 
roads with regards to emergency services. The restrictions on these roads also stands 
illegitimate in the parish council’s view for no public consultation had been convened. 
The parish council also believes that an extension would alleviate traffic and remove the 
strain to local enterprise that the current development will cause by restricting access to 
local shops.
The parish council also hold objections to the development’s failure to recognise the 
impact of the volume of traffic with concern to the roads it proposes. Given the absence 
of pedestrian crossings around the Dorman Avenue North area and the increased traffic 
from new inhabitants, the parish council proposes greater measures for infrastructure to 
cope with the volume of traffic.
A final objection is the decision to enforce 6ft fences with regards to crime. It is the 
parish council’s belief that lower fences would enhance community cohesion and 
weaken the ability of burglars or other criminals to use the neighbourhood as a hiding 
spot.

Further response received 3rd August 2017

Following a Parish Council Planning Committee Meeting which took place on 27th July 
2017 Aylesham Parish Council have a request for a holding objection in relation to the 
above planning application made by the Persimmons Development.

 The Developers have infringed a public right of way without consultation with the 
Parish Council and local residents at EE288, and it has been developed over. 

 One of our Parish Councillors, Barbara Morgan, has already submitted a 
complaint about this to the Highways Authority and the reference she was 
provided with is 323490.

 Also that at EE461 that the right of way be preserved in the development.

 Please can you also include a condition on the planning application that the 
Developers ensure that motorcyclists are restricted from having access to the 
beginning, middle and end of the development area.

In the interim, we as a Parish Council would request that Persimmon be contacted and 
requested to refrain from taking any further steps to develop at this site at this time.

Shepherdwell with Coldred Parish Council – 

Initial response received 22nd September 2016

Note the application, but have passed no comments
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Further comment received 22nd June 2017 

No objection

Eythorne Parish Council – No objection

Denton with Wootton Parish Council – 

Initial response received 8th September 2016

Concerns are raised regarding the increased traffic movements onto the nearby A2 and 
the inability of the slip road and local roads to cope with increased traffic.

Subsequent response received 26th January 2017

The main issues are the increased traffic and safety issues in the area. A project of this 
size will lead to increased congestion at the Barham flyover junction and increased 
traffic on the B2046 to Wingham. The 'slip road' at the flyover has also been identified as 
not being fit for purpose for the increased amount of traffic and should be be lengthened 
to improve safety for those vehicles joining the A2.

There will also be an increased traffic flow on the A260 road through Denton which Kent 
Highway Services has already identified as having major traffic issues.

Nonington Parish Council – Concerns are raised about the traffic increase through the 
village and the increase in tailbacks whilst trying to access the A2 via Adisham Rd due 
to the Aylesham expansion project. During the morning rush hour the traffic now 
tailbacks from the roundabout well passed the Nonington turn off.

Barham Parish Council – Object. The development will lead to major issues of increased 
traffic onto the A2 and the inability of the slip road and local roads to cope with the 
increased traffic. There will be an increase in traffic at the Barham flyover junction and 
increased traffic on the B2046 to Wingham. The slip road onto the London bound A2 
should have been improved. The access to Folkestone Road should also be improved.

KCC Highways and Transportation – 

Initial response received 18th January 2017

Phase 1B2
1. The Masterplan extract in the Design and Access Statement shows pedestrian links to
Buttermere Gardens and Thirlmere Gardens to the south east, as well as connections to 
and retention of the existing Public Right of Way along the boundary. However, these 
pedestrian links are not shown in the proposed layout and should therefore be included. 
I also advise consultation with our PROW Team on the proposals.
2. The Masterplan extract also shows tertiary road links to the northern end of Coniston 
Drive and to the land parcel to the east of plots 254-258, which again are not shown in 
the proposed layout. Whilst vehicular links are not essential there should at least be 
shared pedestrian/cycle links provided..
3. The plan does not reflect the extension to the adjacent Central Boulevard submitted 
under application number 16/ and the subsequent amendments to those proposals, 
which have a bearing on the layout and parking for phase 1B2 and should therefore be 
incorporated.
4. The necessary visibility splays at the junctions of roads with the Central Boulevard 
and Aylesham Street should be shown.
5. Vehicle swept paths for an 11.3 metre refuse vehicle have not been submitted.
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6. Although dimension of streets are referred to in the Design and Access Statement, it 
is not clear where they apply on the layout and this should therefore be clarified.
7. The remote location of parking from the front doors of dwellings and/or tandem 
parking arrangements are likely to generate unacceptable on-street parking on the 
highway outside plots 141-143, 211-221, 238-240 and 250-253. Existing and proposed 
lay-by parking along the roads fronting these plots therefore needs to be reconsidered 
accordingly.
8. The remote location of parking from the front doors of dwellings is likely to create 
unacceptable on-street parking too close to the junction with the highway outside plots 
147, 179, 233 and 237. Parking arrangements for these plots therefore need to be 
reconsidered.

Whilst the streets within the site are to remain private and these are not issues likely to 
affect the highway, you may wish to consider the following in relation to those private 
streets:

 Details of visibility splays /forward visibility envelopes have not been shown.
 There are no 1 metre margins in front of some banks of 90 degree parking (to 

provide visibility for drivers exiting).
 There are some 3, 4 and 5 bedroom plots with tandem parking arrangements 

rather than independently accessible parking spaces.

Phase 1B3
9. The plan does not reflect the extension to the adjacent Central Boulevard and SUDS 
Street submitted under application number 16/01177 and the subsequent amendments 
to those proposals, which have a bearing on the layout and parking for phase 1B3 and 
should therefore be incorporated.
10. Although dimension of streets are referred to in the Design and Access Statement, it 
is not clear where they apply on the layout and this should therefore be clarified.
11. Vehicle swept paths for an 11.3 metre refuse vehicle have not been submitted.
Whilst the street within the site is to remain private and these are not issues likely to 
affect the highway, you may wish to consider the following in relation to the private 
street:

 Details of visibility splays /forward visibility envelopes have not been shown.
 There are some 3, 4 and 5 bedroom plots with tandem parking arrangements 

rather than independently accessible parking spaces.
 It would appear that a connection would be desirable between the street and the 

footpath around the village edge to the north.

Subsequent response received 16th June 2017

Phase 1B2
1. The plans appear to now show a vehicular connection to Coniston Drive, which is 

acceptable. However, the proposed street connecting to Coniston Drive appears 
to be a shared surface and whilst all the proposed streets are to remain private, 
they should make suitable connections to the existing highway. The existing 
footways in Coniston Drive should therefore be extended 1.8 metres beyond the 
connection point into the shared surface and dropped kerbs provided, to allow 
suitable pedestrian access to /from the new street. There should also be a ramp 
at the entrance to the shared surface, to encourage lower speed and help identify 
to drivers that they are entering a shared surface.

2. The remote location of parking from the front doors and/or tandem parking 
arrangements are likely to lead to unacceptable on-street parking on the highway 
outside plots 141-143, 147, 179, 233 and 237.
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Whilst the streets within the site are to remain private and these are not issues 
likely to affect the highway, you may wish to consider the following in relation to 
those private streets:

• Details of visibility splays/forward visibility envelopes have not been shown.
• There are some 3, 4 and 5 bedroom plots with tandem parking arrangements 
rather than independently accessible parking spaces.

Phase 1B3
Amended plans do not appear to have been submitted for the above. Whilst the 
street within the site is to remain private and these are not issues likely to affect 
the highway, you may wish to consider the following in relation to the private 
street:

1. Details of visibility splays /forward visibility envelopes have not been shown.

2. There are some 3, 4 and 5 bedroom plots with tandem parking arrangements 
rather than independently accessible parking spaces.

3. It would appear that a connection would be desirable between the street and the 
footpath around the village edge to the north.

KCC Public Rights of Way – No comments received

KCC Archaeology – No comments received

Public Representations – Twenty two letters of objection have been received, raising the 
following concerns:

 Loss of hedgerows
 Loss of a Public Right of Way
 The public right of way is well used by walkers, runners, dirt bikers and other 
members of the public`
 Harm to wildlife and their habitats
 The removal of vegetation would include pollution
 Loss of privacy
 The proximity of new houses to existing houses would be detrimental to 
security
 Parking areas would be more aesthetically pleasing if they were car barns
 Lack of permeability being the development and the existing village to the 
south
 The development would harm the character and appearance of the area
 The existing cul-de-sacs should remain cul-de-sacs
 Loss of countryside views

f) 1.     The Site and the Proposal

1.1 The application site is located to the north of the village of Aylesham within the 
permitted village extension. The land, with the exception of the land around the 
Public Right of Way EE416 (PRoW) to the southern boundary of the site, has 
already been cleared and fenced off as part of the extensive works that are 
underway across the whole site. 

1.2 A number of the early phases of the development have now been constructed, 
and are occupied; however, a significant portion of the outline planning 
permission is still to be implemented.
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1.3 This reserved matters application seeks consent for 162 dwellings split across 
two parcels of land. Parcel 1B2, which is the larger of the two parcels and would 
provide 136 dwellings, is located to the south of the site and directly adjacent to 
the existing village. Phase 1B3, which would provide 26 dwellings, is located 
further to the north. The development would include the provision of 27 
affordable dwellings.

2 Main Issues

2.1 The main issues are:

 The principle of the development
 The impact on the character and appearance of the area
 The impact on the local highway network
 The impact on living conditions
 Ecology
 Contamination

Assessment

Principle

2.2 The site lies within the designated Aylesham Expansion area. The site benefits 
from outline planning permission for the erection of up to 1210 dwellings, 
together with associated development. This outline permission remains extant. 
Subject to meeting the conditions set out by the outline permission and being 
acceptable in all other material respects, the principle of the development is 
acceptable.

Housing Mix and Affordable Housing

2.3 The development would provide 162 houses, split across two parcels of land. 
The parcels of land would provide the following housing mixes.

Dwelling Type Parcel 1B2 Parcel 1B3 Totals
One Bed 0 (0%) 0 (%) 0 (%)
Two Bed 25 (18%) 0 (0%) 25 (15%)
Three Bed 76 (56%) 4 (15%) 80 (49%)
Four Bed 28 (21%) 15 (58%) 43 (27%)
Five Bed 7 (5%) 7 (27%) 14 (9%)
Totals 136 26 162

2.4 This housing mix is considered to provide a good range of housing types, with a 
preference for larger, family housing. Correspondingly, the affordable housing 
also seeks to provide a range of housing sizes, including twelve two-bed, thirteen 
three bed and two four bed dwellings. The scale of the houses proposed 
responds to the broad mix envisaged within the Aylesham Masterplan SPG and it 
is therefore considered that the housing mix proposed is appropriate.

2.5 The development would provide 27 affordable houses spread over three areas, 
within the larger Parcel 1B2. These areas would provide eight, eight and eleven 
units respectively. It is considered that the distribution of affordable housing 
through the site ensures that an appropriate balance is struck between 
integrating these dwellings into the scheme, aiding social cohesion, and grouping 
dwellings to ensure they can be efficiently managed. The design of the buildings 
would not differ from that of the market housing with the same house types being 
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used. As such, the affordable housing areas would be indistinguishable from the 
market housing.

2.6 Condition 67 of the approved outline permission requires that the development 
provide 20% of the total number of dwellings as affordable dwellings. The 27 
affordable dwellings to be provided in this application equates to a 16.7% 
provision. Whilst this falls below the 20% required, the applicant overprovided 
affordable housing within earlier phases of the development. Consequently, the 
27 affordable dwellings proposed within this application, together with the 
affordable houses provided within earlier phases, would equate to an overall 
provision of 20% across the site.

Character and Appearance

2.7 The layout of the development takes the form of strong street fronting 
development along the northern and western edges of the site where the 
buildings will front onto the main boulevards of the Aylesham, whilst loose 
perimeter blocks are proposed towards the centre and south of the site. 
Predominantly, each block of houses faces outwards onto roads. The perimeter 
blocks address a variety of boulevards, roads and shared surfaces, whilst the 
blocks themselves vary in size, shape and orientation. The effect of the variation 
throughout the layout of the scheme is to provide a series of ‘places’ as one 
navigates the development, whilst providing a legible layout and avoiding long 
unrelieved streets. Whilst the majority of the layout functions well in this regard, 
there are some areas which have been less successful, such as where dwellings 
front onto areas of car parking or where there are expanses of car parking 
adjacent to roads. Whilst these features detract from the character of the 
development, it is considered that they are unavoidable as a result of the 
irregular shape of the site and the Masterplan and Design Code requirements 
from strong street fronting development, and a lack of vehicular accesses, onto 
the main boulevards. The applicant has explored opportunities to reduce the 
impact of these negative features and has broken up expanses of car parking 
with landscaping wherever possible which has undoubtedly improved the 
scheme. Whilst some detracting aspects of the scheme remain, it is not 
considered that these result in an unacceptably poor quality scheme. Overall, the 
layout of the scheme reflects the layout envisaged by the Masterplan and Design 
Code. 

2.8 The scheme comprises a mixture of terraced, detached and semi-detached 
dwellings, together with some, limited, flatted accommodation, although detached 
and terraced houses are predominant. The Masterplan identifies different 
character areas and attributes suggested densities and building types to these 
areas.

2.9 The types of dwellings and the densities proposed generally relate well to the 
identified areas within the Masterplan, with the areas attributed as ‘High’ and 
‘Medium’ density containing the majority of the terraces and flats and the lower 
density areas containing predominantly detached and semi-detached properties. 
Whilst there are some detached dwellings in the high density area and some 
terraced dwellings in the low density area, contrary to the recommendations of 
the Masterplan, such instances are rare and have been designed sensitively, so 
that they do not cause visual harm. Furthermore, it is considered that the 
introduction of a small number of detached dwellings in higher density areas has 
allowed the development to address corners more successfully. Overall, it is 
considered that the density and building types therefore respond well to the 
Masterplan.
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2.10 The proposed houses are a mixture of two and two and a half storeys in height. 
In addition the two flat blocks are three storeys in height. The two and two and a 
half storey buildings which predominant respond positively to the typical height of 
development within the Aylesham Expansion and the dwellings to the south of 
the site in the existing village. The two three storey blocks of flats are located on 
important corners along the main boulevard through the wider development, 
forming visual landmarks, as required by the Design Code. The height of these 
buildings is therefore justified.

2.11 The designs of the buildings have a strong theme, providing unity to the overall 
character of the scheme and responding to the design of the previous approved 
phases of development. However, whilst sharing similar characteristics, the 
design of the dwellings include 12 different building types, which would 
themselves differ across the site, adding variety throughout the development. 
The housing types are traditionally designed and proportioned, responding 
positively to the simple yet attractive traditional vernacular of Aylesham and the 
earlier phases of development. The materials used in the construction of the 
dwellings is also varied with buildings constructed of a mixture of red brick, 
yellow brick, white render and white weatherboarding, each with contrasting 
detailing, under roofs finished in either red or dark grey double Roman tiles. 
Together with the variety of building designs, the variety of materials used will 
add interest to the development and allow each of the two parcels to sit 
comfortably with the earlier phases and Aylesham more generally.

2.12 The development incorporates areas to the fronts of buildings which allow 
opportunities for soft landscaping, with houses set back from the road. Within 
these areas, between the front elevations of buildings and the highway, a mixture 
of hedges, lawns and shrubs are proposed. Whilst the depth of the landscaped 
areas varies across the scheme, it is considered that as a whole these areas will 
soften the appearance of the development. The scheme also includes the 
provision of a generous number of trees, which will be of a reasonable size when 
planted, affording soft visual relief from the outset.

2.13 Concern had been raised regarding the scale and prominence of areas of car 
parking, which have the potential to appear dominant and unattractive. 
Subsequently, these areas have been amended; subdividing stretches of parking 
and providing intermittent trees to provide visual breaks. The revised landscaping 
plans also now include a variety of native species, including trees, hedges and 
scrubs. 

2.14 The amended scheme also retains the vast majority of the PRoW (EE416) which 
runs adjacent to the southern boundary of the site. This footpath would be set 
within a landscaped buffer, which would retain important trees and provide new 
soft landscaping to improve its setting.

Impact on Residential Amenity

2.15 Sub-phase 1B2 would be separated from existing properties, which lie to its 
south, by the retained PRoW and the landscaping buffer around it. Separation 
distances between the proposed properties adjacent to the southern boundary of 
the site and existing properties on Derwent Way, Coniston Drive, Buttermere 
Gardens, Thirlmere Gardens, Coleridge Gardens and Tennyson Gardens 
typically vary between 14 and 22m. Whilst there are some proposed dwellings 
located slightly closer than this, they are positioned to the side of, or at an angle 
to, existing properties so as to ensure that no unacceptable loss of light or sense 
of enclosure is caused. The majority of properties within the development prevent 
overlooking towards existing dwellings by avoiding windows in their south facing 
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elevations. However, where windows are proposed within south facing 
elevations, overlooking is avoided by positioning dwellings such that they are a 
reasonable distance from existing neighbours or by orientating dwellings to face 
roads rather than houses. This phase would also be well separated from other 
phases of development which have already been granted within the Aylesham 
Expansion area and, therefore, would not lead to any loss of amenity to those 
properties.

2.16 Sub-phase 1B3 would be set well away from existing properties in Aylesham and 
from earlier phases within the Aylesham development. As such, this aspect of the 
development would cause no harm to the living conditions of neighboring 
properties.

2.17 The development has been designed to provide a strong frontage to the ‘Central 
Boulevard which runs from roughly north east from Derwent Way along the 
northern boundary of Phase 1B2 and the southern boundary of phase 1B3. 
Within the core of each phase the houses would generally form loose perimeter 
blocks, although in some instances these blocks fragment where the shape of 
the site narrows, as discussed above. This layout allows the majority of 
properties within the site to be well separated from each other, avoiding 
unacceptable living conditions for future occupiers. Where tighter relationships 
exist, the orientation of houses is such that overlooking is reduced to acceptable 
levels. All habitable rooms within the buildings would be of a reasonable size, 
whilst each house would be provided with a well sized private garden. For these 
reasons, it is considered that the proposed dwellings would benefit from an 
acceptable standard of accommodation. All habitable rooms would be located in 
excess of 15m from the pumping stations, as required by Southern Water, 
ensuring that future occupants would not be unacceptably affected by vibration, 
noise or odour.

2.18 Concern has been raised by third parties that the development would result in the 
loss of views of the countryside. The loss of views is not a material planning 
consideration and does not, therefore, carry any weight.

Impact on the Highway

2.19 The development proposes a range of road types, including streets with 
footpaths, shared surfaces and mews’. This range of road types produces a 
hierarchical character to the development which improves its legibility and 
defines routes which pass through each parcel and those which provide localised 
access to properties. The application has been amended to propose a vehicular 
access to Coniston Drive. With this connection, it is considered that the site 
provides a reasonable level of vehicular permeability and connectivity between 
the development and the existing community. Vehicle speeds through each of 
the two parcels would be naturally reduced due to the geometry of the road 
layout, bends and narrowing’s in the road and table junctions. Tracking plans 
have been submitted which demonstrate that large vehicles, including refuse 
lorries, would be able to navigate the site safely.

2.20 The application has been supported by parking plans which demonstrate the 
number and location of both private and visitor car parking spaces. Within the 
first parcel, 1B2, the vast majority of dwellings would be provided with two private 
car parking spaces, albeit the two flat blocks which contain two bedroom units, 
would be provided with one space per flat. In addition 25 visitor spaces would be 
provided across this phase. The Masterplan and Design Code direct that the low 
and medium density areas should provide approximately 2 car parking spaces 
per dwelling, whilst the high density areas, which include the areas fronting the 
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main boulevard (where the flat blocks are located), should provide one car 
parking space per dwelling. Consequently, the car parking provision shown 
would be slightly above, but broadly consistent with, that envisaged. Concern has 
been raised by KCC Highways and Transportation that some of the car parking 
spaces are too remote from the dwellings they serve, which may increase the 
likelihood of inappropriate parking on the public highway. Whilst such 
relationships are not ideal, most spaces are located closely adjacent to the 
properties they serve and, at worst, are around 15-20m from properties. 
Consequently, it is not considered that such relationships would lead to a severe 
adverse impact on the highway. Within the second parcel, 1B3, each property 
would be provided with two car parking spaces, whilst an additional five visitor 
spaces would be provided. This level of provision would meet the needs 
generated by the development, according with the requirements of the 
Masterplan and the Design Code. In some instances, spaces would be provided 
in tandem, reducing their usability. However, as these spaces are not prevalent it 
is not considered that harm would be caused to the highway network. In reaching 
the conclusions regarding the proximity of spaces to dwellings and instances of 
tandem parking, particular regard has been had for the previous approval under 
application number DOV/16/1177 for the strategic infrastructure (roads and open 
space) around the development which included details of the central boulevard. 
That permission included the provision of around 30 car parking spaces around 
the perimeter of the application site within laybys, which would substantially 
reduce the likelihood of inappropriate parking.

2.21 A range of forms of car parking are included within the development, including 
laybys to the sides of roads and accesses, private driveways to the fronts and 
sides of buildings and parking courts to the rear of properties. This approach 
replicates the approach which has been used in the earlier phases of 
development and is consistent with the Masterplan, which advocates a mixture of 
courtyard parking and on plot parking. Overall it is considered that the 
development provides an appropriate number and form of car parking spaces to 
meet the needs of the development without harming the local highway network.

2.22 A high standard of pedestrian permeability through the site is achieved with 
regular footpaths being provided between properties within Phase 1B2, in 
accordance with the requirements of the Masterplan and Design Code. Within 
Phase 1B3 footpaths are provided to either side of the road through the phase, 
which extend through the open space to the north before joining the strategic 
footpath network which runs around the perimeter of the village expansion area. 
Concerns have been raised by local residents and Aylesham Parish Council that 
the development would result in the loss of a PRoW which runs along the 
southern boundary of the phase 1B2. The application has been amended to 
retain the vast majority of the PRoW along its current alignment within a soft 
landscaped corridor. Whilst, towards the east of the 1B2, there is a slight 
realignment of the footpath before it joins the central boulevard (which is on the 
existing alignment of the PRoW), it is not considered that this small change to the 
existing route detracts from its amenity value, whilst retaining a high level of 
pedestrian permeability. Furthermore, the submitted plans show the PRoW to be 
hard surfaced. It is considered that, as the proposed development would be likely 
to significantly increase the use of this PRoW, it would be reasonable to include a 
condition requiring details of the improvements to the path. For these reasons, it 
is considered that pedestrian movement has been prioritized by the application.

2.23 Concern had been raised that the lack of vehicular access to the site from 
Coniston Drive would inhibit integration between residents of the new 
development and the existing village and would mean that response times for the 
emergency services would be unnecessarily lengthened. The amended drawings 
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now show that vehicular access will be provided to and from the site from 
Coniston Drive, as previously discussed.

2.24 The Parish Council, in their most recent representation, has raised concerns 
regarding the infringement of a second PRoW, the EE288. This PRoW lies 
outside of the application site and would not be affected by this application.

2.25 The Parish Council have also requested that a condition be attached to any grant 
of permission to require the developer to provide measures to restrict motor 
cycles from using the retained PRoW. This relates to an existing problem which 
would not be caused or exacerbated by the current application. As such, it is not 
considered that such a condition would not be reasonably necessary to make the 
development acceptable in planning terms and, as such, would not comply with 
the tests for attaching conditions.

Ecology

2.26 The two parcels of land were last used for agricultural purposes and almost 
wholly comprise land of negligible ecological value. However, to the southern 
boundary of Phase 1B2 is an existing PRoW which is itself bounded by 
vegetation, including several lengths of hedgerow and trees. Concerns have 
been raised by third parties that the loss of these hedges and trees would result 
in a loss of habitat and harm to wildlife. Having considered the original Ecological 
Report submitted with the outline application, together with considering the 
vegetation on site having regard for Natural England’s Standing Advice, it is not 
considered likely that the vegetation supports protected species. Notwithstanding 
this, following the amendment of the application to retain this PRoW, it is noted 
that the majority of this vegetation is to be retained and incorporated into the 
development.

2.27 The outline permission included a series of conditions which require the 
submission of bat and reptile surveys prior to the commencement of 
development and requiring that care is taken to avoid harm to birds, particularly 
during the breeding bird season. These conditions will remain in force and 
appropriately safeguard and mitigate habitats and species.

2.28 Previous applications for earlier phases of development have commented upon 
the potential for new fences across within development to prevent the movement 
of hedgehogs across the site. Such a consideration is equally relevant in respect 
of this application and, accordingly, it would be appropriate to include a condition 
on any grant of permission requiring details to be submitted and agreed of the 
boundary treatments proposed. These boundaries shall either be provided by 
hedges or fences which incorporate gaps, allowing native species such as 
Hedgehogs to pass under.

2.29 The development would not cause harm to ecology in any other respect.

2.30 The submitted landscaping plan would provide a wide variety of species, 
including native and fruiting species, which would provide greater botanic 
diversity than the former agricultural use of the land.  

Archaeology

2.31 The application has not been supported by an archaeological statement. 
However, Condition 87 of the approved outline permission addresses 
archaeology, requiring that a detailed archaeological investigation be carried out 
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prior to the commencement of the development. This condition will need to be 
separately discharged in advance of development taking place.

Contamination

2.32 Likewise, whilst a contamination assessment has not been submitted, condition 
114 of the outline permission requires that a preliminary risk assessment and site 
investigation scheme is submitted prior to the commencement of the 
development of each phase. Based on the conclusions of this investigation, an 
appraisal and remediation strategy, together with a verification report to 
demonstrate that the remediation has been carried out must be submitted. The 
contaminated land assessments carried out previously indicate that this site has 
a low likelihood of contamination. This condition will need to be discharged in 
advance of development taking place.

Drainage

2.33 The drainage for the site follows the same principles which have been employed 
on the earlier phases of the development of Aylesham. The applicants have 
submitted a drainage strategy which confirms that surface water drainage will be 
dealt with by way of a mixture of drains, gulleys, borehole soakaways and 
attenuation tanks. Condition 100 attached to the outline permission requires that 
full details, including calculations, an implementation timetable and a 
management and maintenance plan, be submitted and approved prior to 
development taking place. Whilst the details which have been submitted are not 
sufficient to discharge this condition, which will remain in force, the details do 
demonstrate that the proposed layout can be accommodated on the site.

2.34 Foul drainage will also be accommodated in the same manner as earlier phases, 
with the on-site infrastructure being constructed to adoptable standards and 
linking to the existing off-site infrastructure. Southern Water has raised no 
concerns regarding the capacity of the network, whilst no objections have been 
raised in relation to existing or future capacity. Condition 102, which was 
attached to the outline permission and requires that works form the disposal of 
sewerage are provided prior to occupation, remains in force. 

Overall Conclusions

2.35 The submitted application complies with the outline planning permission, whilst 
the detail of the scheme responds to the requirements contained with the 
Aylesham Masterplan SPG and the subsequently approved Design Code. 
Furthermore, it is considered that the development would provide an acceptable 
quality built environment and standard of residential amenity, both to existing and 
future residents. Whilst understandable concerns have been raised regarding the 
realignment of a section of PRoW towards the west of the site, the vast majority 
of the PRoW will be retained within a landscaped buffer and it is not considered 
that the modest realignment proposed would detract from the amenity provided 
by the footpaths. Later phases of the development will also need to have regard 
for the continuation of the PRoW, however this is not a matter for the current 
application. The development would retain a good level of permeability, 
prioritising pedestrian movement. The scheme is acceptable in all other material 
respects, subject to the approval of details which have been secured by 
condition. It is therefore recommended that this application be granted.

g) Recommendation

I Reserved Matters BE GRANTED subject to conditions to include:- 
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(1) The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved plans, 
(2) details of boundary treatments to allow the movement of native species, (3) 
details of hard and soft landscaping to and around PRoW EE416 and details of 
public access to be provided in perpetuity between PRoW and Central 
Boulevard.

II Powers to be delegated to the Head of Regeneration and Development to settle 
any necessary planning conditions, in line with the issues set out in the 
recommendation and as resolved by Planning Committee.

Case Officer

Luke Blaskett
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a) DOV/16/01026 – Hybrid planning application: (i) Outline planning permission 
(with all matters reserved except access) for the erection of 18 dwellings, 
accesses/roads, parking, associated services, infrastructure, groundworks 
and landscaping; and (ii) Full application for the change of use of two engine 
sheds to office accommodation and 5 no. residential dwellings, associated 
parking, services, infrastructure, sub-station, landscaping, groundworks, 
attenuation features and earthworks – Land South-West at Hammill 
Brickworks, Hammill Road, Woodnesborough

Reason for report: Number of contrary views.

 b) Summary of Recommendation

Planning permission be refused

c) Addendum to Committee Report of 25th May 2017

Introduction

1.1 This application was presented to planning committee on 25th May 2017 when 
it was recommended that planning permission be refused for the following 
reason:

“The site is located outside of any urban boundaries or rural settlement 
confines, in an isolated rural location. If permitted, the construction of 
eighteen dwellings, by virtue of their location, form and scale, would result 
in an intrusive form of development, adversely affecting the character and 
appearance of the countryside. As such, these dwellings represent an 
unjustified, unsustainable and inappropriate form of development within 
the countryside, contrary to Dover District Core Strategy Policies CP1, 
DM1, and DM15 and the National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 
17, 29, 55, 56, 58, 61 and 64”.

1.2 At the meeting, members resolved to defer determination of the application to 
allow for: (i) Further assessment of the Viability Assessment; and (ii) To 
understand whether there will be any additional public benefits arising from the 
developer’s revised financial offer. A copy of the May Committee Report, 
which addresses all the relevant material considerations, is attached at 
Appendix 1.

1.3 There have been no new or updated consultation responses or 
representations by third parties since the application was last presented to 
planning committee.

Further Assessment of Viability

1.4 The first reason for the deferral of this application related to the need for a 
further assessment of viability. Since the May planning committee officers 
have been in discussion with the applicants, who have submitted an updated 
viability appraisal which concludes that the development could provide 
financial contributions of £575,750 whilst producing a Gross Development 
Value of 17.21% and a profit on cost of £2,089,667. This updated appraisal 
has been subjected to independent expert review which, in this instance has 
been carried out by Savills on behalf of the Council. A copy of the Savills 
report (which also contains the applicants updated viability appraisal) is 
attached at Appendix 2.
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1.5 The application as submitted included a viability assessment which sought to 
demonstrate that contributions of more than £320,000 would render the 
development unviable. The Council’s viability consultant disagreed with this 
conclusion and, having reassessed the scheme, advised that the development 
could support the on-site provision of three affordable dwellings (two provided 
as affordable rent and one as shared ownership) or contributions of £450,000, 
whilst retaining an industry standard profit of 20% (a level which is usually 
required in order to gain bank finance). This viability assessment was based 
upon the applicant converting the engine sheds themselves and selling the 18 
plots to other developers or self-builders to construct the dwellings.

1.6 The updated appraisal differs significantly from the appraisals previously 
submitted, in that the calculations have now been based upon the applicant 
building out the development in its entirely, as opposed to selling serviced 
plots to be developed by third parties. The overall size of the new dwellings 
(plots 1 to 18) has also increased by around 3,000sqft in total; albeit the size 
of the units in the converted engine sheds remain unaltered. As a result of 
these changes the total revenue from the development has increased 
markedly, with the properties being valued at between £485,000 and 
£695,000; however, this is balanced by an increase in costs associated with 
the construction of the 18 dwellings. The Council’s viability consultant has 
concluded that the predicted sales values, construction costs and other costs 
are reasonable and realistic, broadly being derived from industry standard 
figures. The viability assessment concludes that the development would 
produce a profit on Gross Development Value of 17.21%. Whilst this is below 
the industry standard profit of 20%, which is usually required in order to 
achieve bank finance, it is not considered that this level of profitability would 
significant prejudice the delivery the development, particularly as some of the 
costs associated with the development have already been borne by developer. 
It is also noted that this level of profitability is higher than that predicted for the 
previous scheme.

1.7 For the aforementioned reasons, it is concluded that the development could 
support a development contribution of £575,750 without unacceptably 
compromising its viability and providing competitive returns.

Public Benefits Arising

1.8 The second reason for deferral of this application was to allow for a better 
understanding as to whether there will be any additional public benefits arising 
from the developer’s revised financial offer.

1.9 It is very difficult to accurately equate the financial contribution to the number 
of affordable units which can be provided off-site, as build costs, land costs 
and the availability of funding vary significantly. However, the Council’s current 
programme for the delivery of affordable housing equates to an average cost 
of £140,000 per dwelling. This figure is considered to provide a reasonable 
basis for estimating the approximate cost of providing affordable housing 
within the district. On this basis, a contribution of £575,750 would provide 
approximately 4.1 affordable dwellings, whilst the previously proposed figure 
of £450,000 would have provided approximately 3.2 affordable dwellings.
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Other Matters

1.10 Whilst the erection of 18 dwellings has been submitted in outline, the viability 
assessment, in assessing build costs and sales values, has increased the 
envisaged size of the dwellings from 1,800sqft. (167sqm.) to 1,961sqft. 
(182sqm.). Members had previously been advised that the development would 
be of a high density and, in the opinion of officers would create a prominent 
and harmful feature in the landscape. The increase in the scale of buildings 
would exacerbate this harm.

Conclusions

1.11 The additional information which has been submitted has demonstrated that 
the development could provide a contribution of £575,750. The only 
contribution which has been sought relates to the provision of affordable 
housing. It is very difficult to predict how may affordable houses could be 
provided for this sum, as it would be dependent upon a number of variables. 
However, based on current costs, the number of affordable dwellings which 
could be provided would be approximately 4.1, whilst the previous contribution 
could have provided approximately 3.2 affordable dwellings. This provision 
would remain below the level of 30% affordable housing (6.9 dwellings) which 
is sought by Policy DM5 of the Core Strategy. Whilst the ability to provide an 
increased contribution for off-site affordable dwelling is positive, this does not 
overcome the recommended reason for refusal and adds little weight in favour 
of the development. The development would also no longer provide self-
build/custom build plots, with the applicant now proposing to deliver the 
development themselves. Consequently, the weight previously attributed to 
the provision of self-build/custom build no longer applies. No further evidence 
has been provided to demonstrate that there would be any other additional 
public benefits beyond those identified in the May committee report.

1.12 As set out within the previous report to planning committee, the development 
would be located within the countryside in an isolated location. Whilst the 
development would provide benefits, it is not considered that these benefits, 
either alone or in combination, are of sufficient weight to justify the application 
as a departure from the development plan, which requires “unusual and 
compelling” justification.

1.13 Whilst the NPPF has been considered holistically to reach this conclusion, in 
particular, it is considered that the development is contrary to NPPF 
paragraphs 29, which seeks to facilitate sustainable modes of transport, and 
55, which seeks to direct housing in rural areas to locations at settlements and 
restricts isolated residential development in the countryside.

1.14 In the absence of any significant additional public benefits coming forward, the 
planning balance has not materially changed since the previous committee. 
Consequently, there are no sound reasons to depart from the development 
plan and the NPPF and, as such, it remains the case that the application is 
recommended for refusal.

d) Recommendation

I PERMISSION BE REFUSED for the following reason:
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(1) The site is located outside of any urban boundaries or rural settlement 
confines, in an isolated rural location. If permitted, the construction of eighteen 
dwellings, by virtue of their location, form and scale, would result in an 
intrusive form of development, adversely affecting the character and 
appearance of the countryside. As such, these dwellings represent an 
unjustified, unsustainable and inappropriate form of development within the 
countryside, contrary to Dover District Core Strategy Policies CP1, DM1, and 
DM15 and the National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 17, 29, 55, 56, 
58, 61 and 64.

Case Officer

Luke Blaskett
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APPENDIX 1 – Committee Report of 25 May 2017

a) DOV/16/01026 – Hybrid planning application: (i) Outline planning permission 
(with all matters reserved except access) for the erection of 18 dwellings, 
accesses/roads, parking, associated services, infrastructure, groundworks 
and landscaping; and (ii) Full application for the change of use of two engine 
sheds to office accommodation and 5 no. residential dwellings, associated 
parking, services, infrastructure, sub-station, landscaping, groundworks, 
attenuation features and earthworks – Land South West at Hammill 
Brickworks, Hammill Road, Woodnesborough

Reason for report: Number of contrary views.

 b) Summary of Recommendation

Planning permission be refused

 c) Planning Policies and Guidance

Core Strategy Policies

 CP1 – The location and scale of development in the District must comply with the 
Settlement Hierarchy.

 CP3 – Of the 14,000 houses identified by the plan 1,200 (around 8%) is identified 
for the rural area.

 CP4 - Developments of 10 or more dwellings should identify the purpose of the 
development in terms of creating, reinforcing or restoring the local housing 
market in which they are located and development an appropriate mix of housing 
mix and design. Density will be determined through the design process, but 
should wherever possible exceed 40dph and will seldom be justified ta less than 
30dph.

 CP6 – Development which generates a demand for infrastructure will only be 
permitted if the necessary infrastructure to support it is either in place, or there is 
a reliable mechanism to ensure that it will be provided at the time it is needed.

 DM1 – Development will not be permitted outside of the settlement confines, 
unless it is specifically justified by other development plan policies, or it 
functionally requires such a location, or it is ancillary to existing development or 
uses.

 DM3 – Permission for commercial development in the rural area, will be granted, 
provided it is at a rural service centre or local centre and is consistent with the 
scale and setting of the settlement, or it is at a village  provided it would not 
generate significant travel demand and is consistent with the scale and setting of 
the settlement. In all cases the development should be within the settlement 
confines, unless no suitable site exists, in which event it should be located 
adjacent to the settlement unless there is a functional requirement for it to be 
located elsewhere.

 DM4 – Beyond the settlement confines, the re-use or conversion of structurally 
sound, permanent buildings will be granted: for commercial uses; for community 
uses; or for private residential use in buildings that are adjacent to the confines. 
In all cases the building to be converted must be of a suitable character and scale 
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for the use proposed, contribute to the local character and be acceptable in all 
other respects.

 DM5 – Development for 15 or more dwellings will be expected to provide 30% 
affordable housing at the site, in home types that will address prioritised need.

 DM11 – Development that would generate high levels of travel will only be 
permitted within the urban areas in locations that are, or can be made to be, well 
served by a range of means of transport.

 DM13 – Parking provision should be design-led, based upon an area’s 
characteristics, the nature of the development and design objectives, having 
regard for the guidance in Table 1.1 of the Core Strategy.

 DM15 – Development which would result in the loss of, or adversely affect the 
character and appearance of the countryside will not normally be permitted.

 DM16 – Development that would harm the character of the landscape will only be 
permitted if it is in accordance with allocations made in Development Plan 
Documents and incorporates any necessary avoidance and mitigation measures 
or it can be sited to avoid or reduce harm and incorporate design measures to 
mitigate impacts to an acceptable level.

 DM17 – Within Groundwater Source Protection Zones 1 and 2, certain 
development which has the potential to cause contamination will not be permitted 
unless adequate safeguards against possible contamination are provided.

Land Allocations Local Plan

 DM27 - Residential development of five or more dwellings will be required to 
provide or contribute towards the provision of open space, unless existing 
provision within the relevant accessibility standard has sufficient capacity to 
accommodate this additional demand.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

 Paragraph 7 of the NPPF states that there are three dimensions to sustainable 
development: economic, social and environmental.

 Paragraph 11 states that “planning law requires that applications for planning 
permission must be determined in accordance with the development plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise”.

 Paragraph 12 states that the NPPF does not change the statutory status of the 
development plan. Development which accords with an up-to-date development 
plan should be approved and development which conflicts should be refused 
unless other material considerations indicate otherwise.

 Paragraph 17 of the NPPF sets out 12 Core Planning Principles which, amongst 
other things, seeks to: proactively drive and support sustainable economic 
development; secure high quality design and a good standard of amenity for all 
existing and future residents; recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of the 
countryside and support thriving rural communities within it; and actively manage 
patterns of growth to make the fullest possible use of public transport, walking 
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and cycling, conserve heritage assets and focus significant development in 
locations which are or can be made sustainable.

 Paragraph 49 of the NPPF states that “housing applications should be 
considered in the context of sustainable development. Relevant policies for the 
supply of housing should not be considered up-to-date if the local planning 
authority cannot demonstrate a five-year supply of housing sites.

 Chapter three of the NPPF seeks to support a prosperous rural economy.

 Chapter four of the NPPF seeks to promote sustainable transport. In particular, 
paragraph 29 states that “the transport system needs to be balanced in favour of 
sustainable transport modes, giving people a real choice about how they travel. 
However, the Government recognises that different policies and measures will be 
required in different communities and opportunities to maximise sustainable 
transport solutions will vary from urban to rural areas”.

 Chapter six of the NPPF seeks to significantly boost the supply of housing, 
requiring Local Planning Authorities to identify specific deliverable sites sufficient 
to provide five years’ worth of housing. Housing applications should be 
considered in the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development. Of particular note, is paragraph 55 which directs housing in rural 
areas to be located where they will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural 
communities. New isolated homes in the countryside should be avoided, unless 
they would: provide essential rural worker housing; provide the optimum viable 
use of a heritage asset or would secure the future of a heritage asset; re-use 
redundant or disused buildings and lead to an enhancement of the immediate 
setting; or be of an exceptional quality or innovative design. Such a design 
should be: truly outstanding or innovative, helping to raise standards of design 
more generally in rural areas; reflect the highest standards in architecture; 
significantly enhance its immediate setting; and be sensitive to the defining 
characteristics of the local area.

 Chapter seven requires good design, which is a key aspect of sustainable 
development.

 Chapter eleven requires the that the planning system contributes to and 
enhances the natural and local environments, by protecting valued  landscapes, 
geological conservation interests and soils, recognising the value of ecosystems, 
minimising impacts on, and where possible enhancing, biodiversity, preventing 
pollution and remediating contamination.

The Kent Design Guide (KDG)

 The Guide provides criteria and advice on providing well designed development.

d) Relevant Planning History

DOV/12/00460 – A) Full application for change of use and conversion of two engine 
sheds to six live/work units and B) Outline application for the erection of nineteen 
dwellings, 2352m² of B1(c) accommodation, construction of vehicular access, 
associated car parking and landscaping (existing buildings/structures to be 
demolished) – Granted
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DOV/14/00642 – Reserved matters application for phase 4 (residential phase) 
pursuant to outline permission DOV/12/00460 at Hammill Brickworks, Sandwich 
Road, Woodnesborough - Granted

DOV/15/00153 - Reserved matters application for the layout, scale and appearance 
of the B1 (C) accommodation buildings pursuant to Condition 33 of planning 
permission DOV/12/00460 – Granted

DOV/15/00599 - Reserved matters application for A) Full application for change of 
use and conversion of two engine sheds to six live/work units and B) Outline 
application for the erection of nineteen dwellings, 2352m² of B1(c) accommodation, 
construction of vehicular access, associated car parking and landscaping (existing 
buildings/structures to be demolished) for the layout, scale and appearance of the 
B1 (C) accommodation buildings (pursuant to Condition 33 of approved outline 
permission DOV/12/00460) – Granted

DOV/15/00771 – Change of use and conversion of two engine sheds to ten 
residential dwellings - Granted

e) Consultee and Third Party Responses

Crime Prevention Officer: The applicant has considered crime prevention and has 
applied the seven attributes of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design in 
their Design and Access Statement however to date we have had no communication 
from the applicant/agent and there are other issues that may need to be discussed 
and addressed including a formal application for BREEAM and Secured By Design if 
appropriate.

Natural England: No objection. The application site is in close proximity to European 
designated sites and therefore has the potential to affect their interest features. Whilst 
the proposals are not necessary for the management of the European sites, subject 
to appropriate financial contributions being made to strategic mitigation, the proposals 
are unlikely to have a significant effect on these sites, and can therefore be screened 
out from any requirement for further assessment. SSSI’s do not represent a constraint 
to development. Regard should be had for local sites of biodiversity, geodiversity, 
landscape character and local or national biodiversity priority habitats and species. 
Regard must also be had for protected species, having regard for Natural England’s 
Standing Advice. Biodiversity enhancements should be secured where possible.

The Coal Authority: The site falls within the defined Development Low Risk Area and, 
as such, there is no requirement to consult The Coal Authority. The Coal Authorities 
standing advice should be provided as an informative, should permission be granted.

KCC Highways and Transportation: 

Initial response, received 26th September 2017

The location of the site is such that the vast majority of journeys are likely to be made 
by car and the trip rates identified in the Transport Statement (TS) reflect this. I 
concur that the additional trips over and above the previously approved scheme are 
unlikely to have a severe impact on the highway network, with only 2 or 3 additional 
trips in the network peak hours.

The dimensions of the access road, footway, turning head and parking spaces 
serving the converted engine sheds should be provided. The plans are confusing as 
drawing number 4098/1001 Rev. E in the TS shows a 7.15 metre wide road with a 2 
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metre wide footway on the south side, whereas the Proposed Strategic Layout shown 
on drawing number 16348/300 appears to show a narrower road with footways both 
sides. I would suggest that the road width could be reduced to 4.8 metres (after a 
suitable distance away from Hammill Road to allow for a rigid HGV turning) and a 1.8 
metre wide footway provided on the south side only. The extent of road, footway and 
parking included in the full application for the engine sheds should also be clarified 
and should include the footpath connection to the approved phase 1 residential site.

The total amount of car parking shown for the engine shed conversions is acceptable; 
however the proposed separate allocation of parking to the office and residential uses 
should be clarified, with 11 spaces required for the 5 no. residential units in 
accordance with Policy DM13.

Subsequent response received 19th December 2017

I refer to the additional information submitted for the above and confirm I now have no 
objections in respect of highway matters. The location of the site is such that the vast 
majority of journeys are likely to be made by car and the trip rates identified in the 
Transport Statement (TS) reflect this. I concur that the additional trips over and above 
the previously approved scheme are unlikely to have a severe impact on the highway 
network, with only 2 or 3 additional trips in the network peak hours. The access 
arrangements shown are acceptable and include improvements to existing visibility. 
The parking arrangements for the 5 dwellings and office use covered by the full 
application are also now acceptable. The following should be secured by condition:

(i) Outline Application

 Use of a bound surface for the first 5 metres of private accesses from the 
edge of the highway.

 Provision of measures to prevent the discharge of surface water onto the 
highway.

 Provision and permanent retention of vehicle parking facilities prior to the use 
of the site commencing in accordance with details to be submitted to and 
approved by the Local Planning Authority.

 Provision and permanent retention of secure, covered cycle parking facilities 
prior to the use of the site commencing in accordance with details to be 
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.

 Completion of the access shown on the submitted plans prior to the use of the 
site commencing.

 Completion of a paved footpath link between the site and the adjacent 
residential site to the west prior to first occupation.

 Provision and maintenance of the visibility splays shown on the submitted 
plans with no obstructions over 1 metre above carriageway level within the 
splays, prior to the use of the site commencing.

 The proposed roads, footways, footpaths, verges, junctions, street lighting, 
sewers, drains, retaining walls, service routes, surface water outfall, vehicle 
overhang margins, embankments, visibility splays, accesses, carriageway 
gradients, driveway gradients, car parking and street furniture to be laid out 
and constructed in accordance with details to be submitted to and approved 
by the Local Planning Authority.

 Construction Management Plan to include the following:
(a) Routing of vehicles
(b) Timing of HGV movements
(c) Parking and turning facilities for site personnel and delivery vehicles
(d) Wheel washing facilities
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(ii)  Full Application

 Use of a bound surface for the first 5 metres of private accesses from the 
edge of the highway.

 Provision of measures to prevent the discharge of surface water onto the 
highway.

 Provision and permanent retention of the vehicle parking spaces shown on the 
submitted plans prior to the use of the site commencing.

 Provision and permanent retention of secure, covered cycle parking facilities 
prior to the use of the site commencing in accordance with details to be 
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.

 Completion of the access shown on the submitted plans prior to the use of the 
site commencing.

 Completion of a paved footpath link between the site and the adjacent 
residential site to the west prior to first occupation.

 Provision and maintenance of the visibility splays shown on the submitted 
plans with no obstructions over 1 metre above carriageway level within the 
splays, prior to the use of the site commencing.

 Construction Management Plan to include the following:
(a) Routing of vehicles
(b) Timing of HGV movements
(c) Parking and turning facilities for site personnel and delivery vehicles
(d) Wheel washing facilities

An informative has also been recommended

KCC PROW – Do not wish to comment on the application.

Principal Infrastructure Delivery Officer – 

The S106 agreement for Hammill Phase II should secure long term maintenance of 
the play area required by the S106 agreement and condition 55 associated with 
Hammill Phase I. It appears that the play area will be easily accessible on foot from 
Phase II. A single management company should be responsible across the entire site 
for maintenance of the open space because this will help to ensure long term security 
of the provision. If this can be achieved then there is no need for new play provision 
within Phase II. I agree with you that the level of amenity open space provision within 
the site is acceptable, but we should require more detailed proposals to be approved 
prior to occupation of any unit, in particular the amenity space in Phase II should 
contain features such as benches and bins.

Regarding an appropriate SPA contribution for Phase II, on the basis of the housing 
mix in Phase I we should assume that all of the units for which outline permission is 
sought (15) will be 4+ bedrooms. The conversions will consist of 4 x 3 bed and 1 x 4 
bed. Therefore an appropriate level of contribution is £1,373.52.

Environmental Health – 

Initial response received 21st September 2016

The information submitted by the applicant regarding contamination adequately 
justifies that no further investigation or remedial works are justified on the Phase 2 
area. Recommendations are provided regarding the historic septic tank and deep 
water well, and details of the remediation of these, if located, will be submitted as an 
Addendum Report following groundworks.
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Subsequent response received 11th May 2017

Looking at my comments (September 2016) to the Ecologia letter report submitted in 
support of the site, I agree that condition 1 recommended by the EA would most 
certainly be surplus to requirements. Just to recap, my comments were as follows:

‘I have reviewed the Ecologia letter report and appendices. I feel adequate 
justification has been provided by Ecologia to warrant no further investigative or 
general remedial works being required on the phase 2 area, resulting from the 
proposed change of use to a more sensitive use. Residential SSRUCs were used in 
the original verification of phase 2 rather than commercial, as a conservative 
approach, and although the sample grid sizes were larger than recommended for 
residential, I do not consider this to be an issue.’

There was however the following potential outstanding issue:

‘Recommendations are provided regarding the historic septic tank and deep water 
well, and details of the remediation of these will, if located, will be submitted as an 
Addendum Report following groundworks.’

I therefore think it would be useful, for completeness, to include condition 2 in order 
that a post groundworks validation letter report is submitted, to confirm the status of 
these outstanding issues. You may wish to include somewhere in the condition what 
is specifically being referred to, for ease of reference, for example, submission of a 
validation letter report on the remediation of the historic septic tank and deep water 
well, as recommended in the Ecologia letter report reference 10.493.13 dated 
26/7/16.

Environment Agency - No objection. However, a series of six conditions have been 
recommended, should permission be granted, to avoid harm to the aquifer and the 
environment. Informatives have also been recommended.

Southern Water - The Environment Agency should be consulted regarding the use of 
a private wastewater treatment works. Surface water drainage will be via Sustainable 
Urban Drainage Systems. The LPA should consider the acceptability of these details, 
including future maintenance.

DDC Head of Inward Investment – Planning Committee will be aware that Economic 
Regeneration remains the Council’s top priority and that significant progress is being 
made on the delivery of a range of regeneration projects across the Dover district.

The vision for this Council is to ensure we create the environment to attract 
investment to the district that will stimulate growth and enterprise thereby creating 
much-needed jobs and delivering the overall ambitions and priorities in the Council’s 
Adopted Core Strategy, alongside the Council’s key Corporate Objectives. 

Historical experiences around the development of the then Pfizer Pharmaceutical 
Complex at Sandwich and McLaren Motor Racing at Lydden were instrumental in 
founding the need to grow the scale, range and quality of accommodation across the 
district.  While progress has been made on housing developments in a number of 
locations across the district, it is evident that the district continues to face challenges 
with delivery and supply of housing.  Through work being undertaken on an East Kent 
basis by Lichfield’s, refreshing the East Kent Growth Framework, it is evident that 
analysis of the Local Authority Annual Monitoring Reports indicate that Ashford, 
Canterbury and Thanet have consistently outperformed Shepway and Dover.  The 
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trend has been for housing completions falling consistently short of anticipated 
trajectory, with the exception of the last reported year.

The draft report also indicates that “Housing stock has a key role to play in influencing 
housing market choices, particularly for those people moving into East Kent….”  As 
an example, by comparison to Ashford at 33%, Canterbury at 31% and Shepway at 
27% Dover has only 22% of detached housing stock (according to the ONS 2011 
Census).

With this backdrop, the Council has been actively promoting the district through the 
‘Enterprise Coast Brand – Dover, Deal, Sandwich’ as a great place to live, work and 
play.  Our inward investment website www.investindover.co.uk continues to develop 
as platform for potential investors, and local businesses, to find out more about key 
locations, financial incentives, and news and information for business.  This is 
complemented by a Twitter feed (@InvestInDover) that has over 900 followers.  
Along with this, working in partnership, the Council has exhibited at the MIPIM UK 
exhibition at London Olympia for the past 3-years. This has provided an excellent 
showcase for the district at the most prominent investment and property exhibition in 
the UK.

It is evident that as a number of significant, unprecedented economic challenges have 
been addressed over the pasts few years, as a combination of factors such as the 
changes at the Pfizer site and the deficit reduction programme have taken hold, we 
cannot afford to be complacent and miss opportunities to sustain forward growth.  
While good progress has been made at the former Pfizer site, Discovery Park, the 
district will face further challenges through the changes to public sector finance.  
Consequently, the need to provide for future high end housing and jobs across the 
district remains of paramount importance in growing the future economy.

In the case of Hammill, Planning Committee will no doubt recall the recent site history 
which has led to the current development on site and which has been recognised in a 
number of different ways.  The site has received strong market recognition and has 
resulted in a unique self-build development bringing a scale and quality of 
development to the district which is not repeated elsewhere.  It is also understood that 
a significant number of occupants of the 19 units previously permitted are new to 
Dover district, which endorses the point that the housing offer has influenced market 
choice while also freeing-up other units across the district as occupants have 
upgraded.  In addition to this, the scheme is a finalist after being shortlisted from 
hundreds of entrants in the ‘Development Of The Year’ category at the prestigious 
Property Week Resi Awards.

http://www.resiawards.com/resiawards2017/2017-shortlist

The current application seeks to extend the offer at Hammill. I understand that Kent 
Highways and Transportation has confirmed that the proposal is unlikely to have a 
severe impact on the highway network over and above the approved scheme.  It is 
recognised that the location of the site will result in the majority of journeys being 
made by car.  That is, of course, likely to be the case in many other localities across 
the district as car ownership will be closely aligned to the scale and quality of 
development.  It is further understood that there is positive support from the adjacent 
Parishes where facilities will be supported by the development.   

The first phase has a Section 106 pot of £320,000, the second phase adds a further 
£450,000, the vast majority of this £770,000 sum is to be used for the construction of 
affordable housing in sustainable locations.
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From an Inward Investment perspective, there is a clear desire to demonstrate that 
Dover and East Kent is ‘open for business’ and able to secure private sector 
investment in the current challenging economic climate.

I would, therefore, strongly support the application and recommend that consent 
should be granted in such a way that allows it to facilitate early and maximum delivery 
of the various components thereby ensuring the benefits are captured at the earliest 
time.

Eastry Parish Council - Eastry Parish Council has no objections to this application; 
however the Council feels that an additional contribution to the local community 
should be made to take into account the additional strain on local services. As the 
proposed site is uncontaminated they would expect a contribution of a similar level to 
that made with the original application.

Woodnesborough Parish Council - The Council has no objections in principle, 
however they would expect an additional contribution to the local community, as this 
site is uncontaminated it would expect a similar level of contribution as had been 
made with the original application.

Sandwich Town Council - Positively support the application.

Eythorne Parish Council - No objections.

Public Representations - Fifteen letters of support have been received, raising the 
following points:

 Provision of much needed housing land
 Provision of employment
 The development will provide a lasting legacy for the town
 The first phase of Hammill Park has been successful, being well designed and 
delivered quickly
 The renovation of the engine sheds (a part of the districts history) is welcomed
 The development will benefit Woodnesborough aesthetically and economically
 Provision of self-build plots
 Creation of green space

f) 1. The Site and the Proposal

1.1 The application site is located outside of the settlement confines within the 
Countryside. The surrounding area is predominantly in agricultural use, with 
farmsteads and small groups of buildings dotted across the landscape. The 
nearest defined settlement, Eastry, is located 1.4km to the south east, whilst 
Woodnesborough is located around 1.6m to the north east and Staple around 
2.1km to the west. The site lies within Groundwater Protection Zone 1

1.2 The site extends to approximately 2.7ha and forms the southern part of a 
larger site (of around 5.8ha) which formed Hammill Brickworks. Following the 
commencement of development which related to the larger site (which will be 
explained below), the current application site has been decontaminated and 
cleared. All that remains are two ‘Engine Sheds’ which date from the early 
C20th. The Dover Heritage Strategy describes the site as follows:

Woodnesborough (aka Hammill) Colliery was started in 1910 by another 
of Arthur Burr’s syndicates. It was mothballed in 1914 and was relatively 
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complete when sold to Pearson & Dorman Long in 1923. They sold the 
colliery on to the Hammill Brick Company who developed the site as 
brickworks. Examination of the historic maps of the site indicates that an 
important collection of four of the original colliery buildings survive on the 
site

None of the buildings on the site are listed; however, the two Engine Sheds 
have previously been considered to be non-designated heritage assets. 
Production at the brickworks ceased in around 2009.

1.3 The sounding countryside is relatively flat, rising very gradually roughly from 
north to south. The site is also relatively flat, albeit there is a bank adjacent to 
the northern parcel of the Hammill Brickworks site and a balancing pond 
associated with the development of the wider site has been constructed to the 
north eastern corner of the site. 

1.4 Following the closure of the brickworks, the wider site has been the subject of 
numerous planning applications, relating to the provision of dwellings and 
business uses. The original outline permission (DOV/12/00460) split the site, 
with the northern half of the site providing 19 dwellings and the southern half 
(the current application site) providing 8 buildings (including the two converted 
engine sheds) for use as 2352sqm of B1 use. The second application 
(DOV/14/00642) related solely to the provision of 19 dwellings on the northern 
half of the site and did not relate to the current application site. Application 
DOV/15/00153 granted permission for the erection of three buildings to the 
south of the current application site, which would have provided 10 B1 office 
units totalling approximately 1200sqm. Application DOV/15/00599 sought to 
provide a similar type and amount of accommodation, albeit in different 
arrangement, together with a surface water attenuation pond. The most recent 
application, DOV/15/00771, related to the conversion of the engine sheds 
within the current application site to 10 dwellings. All of these applications 
were granted. In addition to these directly relevant applications, application for 
reserved matters approval and discharge of conditions relating to the originally 
permitted 19 dwellings have been received and determined; however, it is not 
considered that these applications are directly relevant to the determination of 
the current application.

1.5 The current application seeks permission to erect a further 18 dwellings within 
the application site (this part of the application being submitted in outline), 
convert one engine shed into 5 dwellings and convert the second engine shed 
to offices (with details of these conversions being submitted in full). The 
proposed dwellings would occupy the land which had previously been granted 
planning permission for business uses. An area of open space would be 
provided to the western corner of the site which would provide a receptor site 
for reptiles.

2. Main Issues

2.1 The main issues are:

 The principle of the development
 The impact on the character and appearance of the area
 The impact on neighbouring properties
 The impact on the highway network
 Contributions and viability
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Assessment

Principle

New Dwellings

2.2 The site lies outside of the settlement boundaries, where Policy DM1 applies. 
Having regard to the wording of this policy, it is considered that the erection of 
dwellings in this location is contrary to Policy DM1, as the development is not 
supported by other development plan policies, does not functionally require a 
rural location and would not be ancillary to existing development or uses. 

2.3 Following publication of the Authority Monitoring Report 2015/2016 (March 
2017), the Council is able to demonstrate a five year housing land supply. 
Specifically, the report confirms that the Council has a 6.02 year supply of 
housing land. At the time that the application was submitted, the Council was 
unable to demonstrate a five year housing land supply; however, regard must 
be had for the material circumstances at the time that a decision is made. As 
such, the Councils housing policies are up-to-date and carry full weight.

2.4 Paragraphs 11 and 12 of the NPPF, expanding upon Section 70(2) of the 
Town and Country Planning Act, confirm that applications must be determined 
in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise, whilst development that conflicts with an up to date plan 
should be refused unless other material considerations indicate otherwise. 
The pre-amble to Policy DM1 states that any development which “would be a 
departure from this policy (sic) would require unusual and compelling 
justification for permission to be given”. Whilst the principle of the new 
dwellings is contrary to the development plan, regard will be had later in this 
report for whether there are any material considerations which indicate that 
permission should exceptionally be granted in this instance.

Conversion of Engine Shed to Dwellings

2.5 The conversion of one of the existing engine sheds to five dwellings 
necessitates consideration of Policy DM4 of the Core Strategy. Under this 
policy, permission will be given for the re-use or conversion of existing, 
structurally sound, permanent buildings to residential uses only where they are 
located within the settlement confines. The site is a significant distance from 
the nearest settlement and is not within or adjacent to settlement confines. 
This element of the application is not, therefore compliant with Policy DM4 and 
is not supported by any other development plan policy. However, permission 
was granted just over one year ago (DOV/15/00771) for the conversion of both 
engine sheds to residential, providing ten dwellings. This permission was 
granted on the basis that the Council were, at that time, unable to demonstrate 
a five year housing land supply and, consequently, the change of use of these 
sheds were on balance considered to be sustainable. Whilst the balance has, 
subsequently, shifted, it is considered that this permission presents a realistic 
fall-back position. In addition, the re-use of redundant or disused buildings in 
the rural area, subject to providing an enhancement of their setting, and 
providing an optimum viable use of a heritage asset, are circumstances where 
the NPPF (paragraph 55) supports residential development in the countryside. 
Having regard for these material considerations, it is concluded that the 
conversion of one engine shed to five dwellings is an acceptable departure 
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from the development plan. This principle of this aspect of the application is, 
on balance, therefore accepted.

Conversion of Engine Shed to Offices

2.6 Policy DM3 of the Core Strategy supports new commercial development in the 
rural area, provided it is within settlement confines. Outside settlement 
confines, new commercial development will only be permitted under this policy 
where it can be demonstrated that no suitable alternative site exists or where 
the use functionally requires the proposed location. As confirmed above, the 
site is not within or adjacent to any defined settlement, whilst no compelling 
evidence has been submitted to demonstrate that no suitable alternative sites 
exist. The application has not, therefore, demonstrated that the commercial 
element of the application complies with Policy DM3.

2.7 Policy DM4 of the Core Strategy allows the re-use or conversion of structurally 
sound, permanent buildings for commercial uses, even outside of settlement 
boundaries, provided the building to be converted is of a suitable character 
and scale for the proposed use, the development contributes to the local 
character and the scheme is acceptable in all other planning respects. The 
engine shed to be converted has been assessed as being structurally sound 
and capable of conversion, whilst the S106 agreement attached to the 
implemented permission (DOV/12/00460) required that the engine sheds be 
renovated to avoid structural deterioration prior to the occupation of the 15th 
dwelling of the permitted phase of development. Subject to other material 
considerations, which will be discussed later in this report, the principle of 
converting an engine shed to offices is acceptable. It should also be noted that 
permission DOV/12/00460, which is extant, allows for the conversion of both 
engine sheds to commercial use. This permission provides a fall-back 
position, although the applicant’s submissions suggest that the conversion of 
both units is unviable which, consequently, diminishes the likelihood of this 
conversion taking place under that permission.

Character, Appearance and Heritage

2.8 The site lies within the countryside, where Policy DM15 applies. This policy 
states that development which would result in the loss of, or adversely affect 
the character or appearance of the countryside will only be permitted in 
exceptional circumstances. In addition, Policy DM16 generally resists 
development which would harm the character of the landscape.

2.9 Whilst the site itself does not contain any listed buildings and is not within a 
conservation area, the development is relatively close to two listed buildings, 
Denne Court Farm and Hammill Farm, both Grade II Listed. Furthermore, the 
engine sheds on the site are considered to be non-designated heritage assets, 
having historic and social value. In accordance with of the Planning (Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, special regard must be had for 
the desirability of preserving the listed buildings and their settings or any 
features of special architectural or historic interest they possess. 
Notwithstanding this statutory duty, the NPPF requires that regard must be 
had for whether development would cause harm to any heritage asset (both 
designated and non-designated), whether that harm would be substantial or 
less than substantial and whether, if harm is identified, there is sufficient 
weight in favour of the development (public benefits) to outweigh that harm.
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2.10 The topography of the area is relatively flat, although much of the site itself is 
set above the level of road. The boundaries of the site contain patches of 
vegetation. The site is relatively secluded within the broader landscape, due to 
the topography and vegetation of the area, the prevalence of hedges to the 
sides of roads and the screening provided by the now partially complete 
Phase 1 of the site. The site would, however, be highly visible from Hammill 
Road, particularly around the entrance to the site. Whilst the site would be 
visually exposed from the south, the closest public viewpoint would be around 
500m away. In assessing the visual impact of the development, regard must 
be had for the development which has been approved, which could include the 
retention of the two existing engine sheds and the erection of an additional six 
large commercial buildings. The applicant has submitted evidence to 
demonstrate that there is little demand for such units, which are therefore 
unviable. Consequently, it is not considered that the previous commercial 
permissions represent realistic fall-back positions and, therefore, carry little 
weight. However, having regard for the general seclusion of the site and the 
lack of views of the site in the wider landscape, whilst the development would 
result in a suburbanisation of the countryside it is not considered that the 
development would cause substantial harm to any important views.

2.11 The listed buildings, Hammill Farm and Denne Court Farm are located 
approximately 200m to the south west and 375m to the east respectively. The 
development would be seen in the context of the approved development. It is 
considered that the separation distances to these heritage assets are 
significant, whilst the impact caused by the proposed dwellings would likely be 
less than the impact caused by the six commercial buildings which have been 
approved. Consequently, it is not considered that the settings of these 
designated heritage assets would be harmed. It is not considered that any 
other listed buildings, or their settings, would be harmed.

2.12 Whilst the layout of the development is reserved at this outline stage, the 
access road has been submitted in full. Consequently, whilst the precise 
location of dwellings is currently unknown, the location of housing will be 
informed by the road layout. As such, the final layout will closely resemble that 
of the indicative plan. This layout creates two long and one short cul-de-sacs, 
arranged around the retained and converted engine sheds. This layout aligns 
with the layout of the consented development at Phase 1 and is therefore not 
considered to be inappropriate, although this layout would perpetuate a 
suburban form of development in a rural location. 

2.13 Whilst scale is reserved at this stage, the submitted Design and Access 
Statement suggests that each dwelling would have ridge heights of around 
8.2m above ground level. Such a height would allow for houses of between 2 
and 2.5 storeys. This scale of development would be similar to the scale of the 
existing engine sheds, the approved development in Phase 1 and other 
buildings in the vicinity. However, as has been said above, the site is highly 
visible from certain surrounding locations. Due to the rise of the land from the 
north east to south west, it is likely that the development of this site would 
result in greater prominence in the landscape then the adjacent site (or the 
approved commercial developments). In this regard the proposals are 
unacceptable and would result in a level of intrusiveness that be alien within 
this rural area. 

2.14 The detailed design and materials to be used are also reserved at this stage. 
The Design and Access Statement provides examples of the type of dwelling 
which could be accommodated on the site and materials which could be used; 
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however, as the applicant has also confirmed an intention to sell serviced 
plots, it is likely that the detailed design of properties will vary from the 
examples suggested (which has happened on Phase 1). Notwithstanding this, 
given that Phase 1 provides a strong context for the development of this site, it 
is considered that the variety of house types in Phase 1 provides latitude for 
the detailed design of houses in Phase 2. Consequently, it is considered that, 
subject to acceptable reserved matters details being submitted, the detailed 
design of the scheme would not give rise to unacceptable visual harm.

2.15 The site provides opportunities for the provision of landscaping across the site. 
To the east of the site would be an attenuation pond with a landscape buffer 
around its peripheries; Phases 1 and 2 would be separated by a generous 
strip of landscaping; and the retained reptile receptor site to the west would 
provide areas of meadow grassland and structural landscaping. The density of 
the development would also allow for the provision of generously sized plots 
and landscaped areas around the access road. Together, whilst landscaping 
is reserved at this stage, it is considered that the development could provide 
scope for reasonable landscaping to be provided to reduce the visual impact 
of the development as a whole.

2.16 Overall, the new dwellings to be constructed, which have been submitted with 
appearance, landscaping, layout and scale reserved at this stage, would 
increase the sprawl of the Phase 1 development, causing harm to the 
character of the countryside. It is considered that this impact adds weight to 
the concern already expressed regarding the principle of constructing eighteen 
dwellings in this rural location.

2.17 One of the engine sheds would be converted to five dwellings, whilst the 
second would be converted to two offices. This part of the application has 
been submitted in full.

2.18 The conversion to dwellings would rely upon splitting the building vertically to 
create a terrace of two storey properties. The interior of the building is not 
protected, as it is not listed, but provides few if any features of interest. 
Externally, the conversion would require the insertion of windows and doors; 
however, it is considered that this has been done sensitively, with the ground 
floor windows and doors utilising or replicating the existing bow topped 
window and door detailing. Where first floor windows have been inserted, they 
have been kept as small as possible and located above ground floor openings 
to adhere to the rhythm of the of fenestration. 

2.19 The conversion to offices would rely on splitting the building vertically, roughly 
in half, and erecting a mezzanine. This conversion would require few 
significant alterations to the building but, where required, these respect the 
existing character of the building.

2.20 The design of the conversions closely matches the design of the approved 
conversions for commercial, under application DOV/12/00460, and residential, 
under DOV/15/00771. It is considered that the conversions retain the industrial 
character and appearance of these buildings, whilst providing them with new 
uses which will ensure their future maintenance. This part of the scheme is 
therefore supported.

2.21 There have been numerous finds within the vicinity of the site, particularly 
within the fields to the north. The site is also located between two listed 
buildings. Given this context, it is considered that there is a reasonable 
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likelihood that non-designated heritage assets of archaeological interest may 
be present at the site. Whilst archaeological work has taken place within 
Phase 1, such work has not been completed on the application site, as 
confirmed in a letter submitted by the applicant from SWAT Archaeology. In 
accordance with the previous permissions for the site, it is considered that the 
proportionate response would be to attach a condition to any grant of 
permission requiring an archaeological watching brief to be undertaken.

Impact on Residential Amenity

2.22 The engine sheds are well separated from the approved development within 
Phase 1 and would not be extended or enlarged. As such, the conversion of 
these building has no potential to cause overlooking, loss of light, or a sense 
of enclosure.

2.23 The access road would be well separated from the nearest properties within 
Phase 1, whilst the vehicle movements along this road would be comparable 
with those of the approved development. As such, it is not considered that any 
unacceptable noise or disturbance would be caused. 

2.24 The precise location of the new build dwellings is unknown at this stage, with 
this element being submitted in outline. However, the proposed access roads 
have been submitted in full and will inform the final location and layout of 
these dwellings. Consequently, the final layout, which will be the subject of an 
application for approval of reserved matters, will be likely to closely align with 
the layout shown on the indicative plan. This plan demonstrates that the 
proposed development can be accommodated in a manner which would 
ensure that reasonable separation distances between properties and 
reasonable a standard of accommodation can be achieved.

2.25 Given the location of the site and the substantial separation distances to other 
properties, it is not considered that the living conditions of any properties 
would be harmed by the development.

2.26 Each of the dwellings to be provided within the converted engine shed would 
be well sized, with windows providing natural light and ventilation to rooms 
and private gardens. It is considered that the living conditions of occupants of 
the dwellings would be acceptable. Whilst the living conditions of the proposed 
new build dwellings cannot be established at this stage, with this element 
submitted in outline, the size of the site and the density of the development 
are more than sufficient to demonstrate that the 18 dwellings could be 
accommodated in a manner which would ensure a high standard of 
accommodation, particularly when regard is had for the indicative layout of the 
development.

Impact on the Local Highway Network

2.27 This section will not consider the sustainability of the sites location and 
whether the development would be balanced in favour of sustainable modes 
of transport. These considerations will instead be laid out within the ‘Other 
Material Considerations’ section which will follow. This section will focus upon 
the access, turning and parking arrangements for vehicles.

2.28 The proposal would use the same access point which was granted under 
previous applications, most recently under application number DOV/15/00771, 
whilst the development would generate a similar, albeit slightly higher, number 
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of vehicular journeys. This access is located on the outside of a 90 degree 
bend where Sandwich Road meets Hammill Road. Due to the bend in the 
road, vehicle speeds are expected to be approximately 25mph, which is 
comparable to the speeds recorded by the applicant of 23.5mph. Based on the 
expected speeds, the proposed junction requires visibility of 33m in either 
direction. The proposed access, subject to regrading works to verges which 
are within the applicant’s ownership (and can be secured by condition) would 
achieve visibility splays of 33m by 2.4m by 56m. As such, it is considered that 
the visibility from this access is acceptable, in accordance with the findings of 
previous permissions.

2.29 Vehicle tracking plans have been submitted to demonstrate how vehicles (up 
to and including a HGV) are able to access the site, manoeuvre around the 
interior and exit the site in a forward gear. The access to the site from Hammill 
Road would be 7.15m in width, allowing vehicles to enter and exit the site 
concurrently.

2.30 Details of car parking have only been provided at this outline stage for the 
commercial and residential engine shed conversions. The office units would 
be provided with fifteen car parking spaces, one of which would be suitable for 
a disabled driver. The five residential units would also be provided with fifteen 
spaces, two of which would be suitable for a disabled driver.

2.31 There are no parking standards for non-residential uses within the 
development plan; however, some guidance is provided within KCC’s SPG4:  
Kent Vehicle Parking Standards, albeit this dates from 2006. This guidance 
suggests a maximum provision of 1 space per 20sqm of office space. Given 
the size of the units, this would equate to a maximum provision of around 23 
spaces. Whilst the development would provide eight spaces below this 
amount, it is not considered that the overall provision is unreasonable, 
particularly as the guidance is expressed as a maximum provision. Within this 
rural location Table 1.1 of the Core Strategy advises that four three 
bedroomed and one four bedroomed dwellings should be provided with a 
minimum of two car parking spaces each, with an additional two communal 
spaces provided for visitors; although, it must be noted that this table is for 
guidance only, whilst Policy DM13 states that parking provision should be a 
design led process. The proposed dwellings would have slightly in excess of 
the minimum requirements suggested by Table 1.1. This parking area could 
provide additional visitor parking to visitors of the wider development if 
required. Overall, it is considered that the level of car parking is appropriate.

2.32 The car parking to be provided to the new build dwellings is not known at this 
outline stage. However, the indicative details demonstrate that two spaces 
could be provided to each dwelling (excluding the garages which have also 
been indicatively shown). As such, it is considered that, subject to acceptable 
details being submitted at reserved matters stage, the application has 
demonstrated that provision in accordance with core strategy can be 
achieved.

2.33 Kent County Council Guidance SPG4, which is referenced within Policy 
DM13, recommends that dwellings provide one cycle parking space per 
bedroom for residential development and around 3 spaces in total for the 
commercial development. The application does not confirm what level of cycle 
parking will be provided, although the Planning Statement does confirm that 
such provision will be policy compliant. It is considered that the site contains 
ample space for the provision of cycle parking facilities, with each dwelling 
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having, or capable of having, a private garden and open space available 
around the commercial buildings. Consequently, it is considered that it would 
be reasonable to attach a condition to any grant of permission to require 
details of the provision of secure, covered cycle parking spaces.

Ecology

2.34 An ecological report has been submitted with the application, which assesses 
the likelihood of protected species or their habitats being impacted by the 
development and suggests possible ecological enhancements.

2.35 It is considered that the methodology and findings of the ecological report are 
acceptable. This report concludes that whilst the habitats on the site are of low 
to moderate ecological value, these habitats support roosting bats and 
reptiles. Accordingly, mitigation measures have been proposed including the 
provision of bat boxes and the provision of a reptile rector area to the west of 
the site, which will be maintained to provide a suitable habitat. Ecological 
enhancements have also been proposed. The mitigation and enhancements 
proposed align with those which were considered to be acceptable under the 
previous applications for the site. Consequently, subject to being secured by 
condition, it is not considered that the development would cause any harm to 
habitats or species.

2.36 The site is over the threshold of 15 units where development would be 
expected to provide mitigation against the cumulative impacts of development 
on the Pegwell Bay and Sandwich Bay SPA and Ramsar Site. The Land 
Allocations Local Plan sets out a mitigation strategy to avoid potential impacts 
brought about by cumulative development within the district, comprising a 
financial contribution to provide monitoring and wardening at Sandwich Bay 
and towards the Pegwell Bay and Sandwich Bay Disturbance Study. The 
applicant has agreed to pay this contribution, amounting to £1,373.52. 
Consequently, subject to being secured by legal agreement, it is not 
considered that the development would cause a likely significant effect on the 
SAC or SPA.

Contamination

2.37 The site has an industrial history and, as such, the potential contamination of 
the site must be considered. The remediation of contamination formed part of 
the justification for the first grant of permission at the site (DOV/12/00460). 
The site has now been decontaminated to a level which would make the site 
suitable for the end uses (the validation reports for which were submitted in 
June 2015). The decontamination which took place was carried out to 
residential standards, as opposed to lower commercial standards. The 
remediation of the land included the excavation and decommissioning of tanks 
and the remediation of areas of ‘hot-spot’ contamination. Consequently, the 
site is now considered by the applicant to be at low risk of contamination.

2.38 Environmental Health have considered the applicants submissions and have 
concluded that they provide adequate justification to warrant no further 
investigative or general remedial works on the application site. The submitted 
reports recommend that historic septic tank and deep water well, if located 
during development, are remediated. The details for, and confirmation of, such 
should be submitted and approved within an Addendum Report following 
groundworks.
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2.39 The Environment Agency have requested a raft of conditions relating to 
contamination. The conditions relating to previously unidentified 
contamination, oversight of demolition and foundation work, details of 
foundation design, recommendations regarding the historic septic tank and 
deep water well and details of surface water drainage are reasonable and 
necessary for the prevention of pollution and environmental harm. However, 
as confirmed by Environmental Health, the conditions requiring a broader risk 
assessment, site investigation, remediation strategy and verification plan are 
not considered to be reasonable or necessary, as these details have 
previously been provided to, and approved by, the Council for the site (and to 
a standard suitable for residential occupation) pursuant to the previous 
application.

2.40 The site lies within Groundwater Source Protection Zone (GWPZ) 1, where 
potential sources of contamination to groundwater would have the most 
significant impact. Within this zone, certain types of development will not 
normally be permitted, including septic tanks, activities which involve the 
disposal of liquid waste to land and sustainable urban drainage systems, 
unless adequate safeguards against possible contamination are provided. The 
site would be served by the same package treatment plant which currently 
serves Phase 1 of the Hammill site. This plant has been sized to 
accommodate both the approved development and the development which is 
the subject of this application. The treated water is then piped to land within 
the applicant’s ownership but is within GWPZ2 where the treated water will be 
discharged. The existing system benefits from a licence granted by the 
Environment Agency for this discharge, although a new licence will need to be 
sought by the applicants separately to increase the discharge.

2.41 The environmental benefits of the development at the Hammill Brickworks site 
were an important factor in the approval of that application and it is 
appropriate to consider whether the current scheme would provide similar 
benefits. The south western portion of the Hammill Brickworks site was 
identified as having significant concentrations of contamination present, whilst 
fuel storage areas were also of concern. The decontamination of the site has 
already taken place and it is unlikely that further decontamination will take 
place. The development would not, therefore, produce significant benefits, in 
terms of remediation of contamination, compared to the benefits provided by 
the development of Phase 1.

Drainage

2.42 The details of surface water drainage and foul drainage replicate the details 
which have been approved as part of Phase 1. Surface water would be 
channelled to a large surface water attenuation pond located to the west of the 
site. Permeable paving will also be utilised. There are no public sewers in the 
vicinity of the site and, as such, to facilitate Phase 1, the applicant constructed 
a private sewerage treatment plant which, once treated, pumps the water 
outside of Source Protection Zone 1 to discharge to ground. The current 
application would also utilise this system, which has been designed to cope 
with the both Phase 1 and 2. Notwithstanding that the system is appropriately 
designed to accommodate the development, the applicant will need to obtain a 
separate licence from the Environment Agency to increase the rate of 
discharge to ground from 25cum/day to 31.65cum/day.

Contributions
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2.43 Core Strategy Policy DM5 requires that for schemes of more than 15 dwellings 
an on-site provision of affordable housing, amounting to 30% of the dwellings 
proposed, will be required. However, the policy also acknowledges that the 
exact amount of affordable housing, or financial contribution, to be delivered 
from any scheme will be determined by economic viability, having regard to 
individual site and market conditions.

2.44 The applicants have submitted a financial viability assessment which seeks to 
demonstrate that the development is unable to provide all of the contributions 
which have been requested. This assessment, attached at Appendix 1, 
concludes that contributions of more than £320,000 would render the 
development unviable.

2.45 In these circumstances the Council will expect ‘open book’ negotiations and 
that specialist independent advice in assessing the economic viability of 
development will be sought. In this instance the Council has instructed the 
Savills to carry out the assessment on behalf of the Council. A copy of Savills 
viability report is provided at Appendix 2.

2.46 The council’s viability consultant initially disagreed with the conclusions of the 
applicant’s viability appraisal, concluding that the development could support a 
significantly greater contribution. However, this conclusion was based on 
incomplete evidence regarding the costs of the development (in particular the 
abnormal costs which would be borne to provide sewerage to the site). Having 
reassessed the scheme on the basis of the additional information and 
justification which was provided by the applicant, the Council’s viability 
consultant reassessed the scheme, concluding that the development could 
support the on-site provision of three affordable dwellings (two provided as 
affordable rent and one as shared ownership) or contributions of £450,000, 
whilst retaining an industry standard profit of 20% (a level which is usually 
required in order to gain bank finance). The provision of three affordable units 
is unlikely to attract registered providers of affordable housing, who typically 
seek groups of at least 8-10 affordable units. As such, it is unlikely that the on-
site provision would be deliverable and, consequently, it is considered that a 
contribution for off-site provision should instead be sought. The applicant has 
confirmed that they would accept a contribution of £450,000 being provided, 
which will be secured by legal agreement.

2.47 In accordance with Policy DM27 of the Land Allocations Local Plan, the 
development would also be expected to provide Open Space on site, or a 
contribution towards off- site provision, to meet the Open Space demand 
which would be generated by the development.  In this instance, the Principal 
Infrastructure and Delivery Officer has advised that the development would 
increase demand for use of the children’s play area which was approved as 
part of the Phase 1 development. It appears that the play area will be easily 
accessible on foot from Phase 2. The Council’s Principle Infrastructure and 
Delivery Officer has advised that, in order to ensure that the development 
meets this demand, the application should secure the long term maintenance 
of this play area. In particular, the S106 agreement for Hammill Phase 2 
should secure long term maintenance of the play area; with a single 
management company responsible for the entire site which will help to ensure 
long term security of the provision. Subject to this being secured, there is no 
need for new play provision within Phase 2.  Whilst the quantity of Open 
Space proposed is considered to be acceptable, its quality should be secured 
through a condition requiring full details to be submitted. 
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Other Material Considerations

2.48 The principle of the change of use of one of the engine sheds to offices and 
dwellings is considered to be acceptable; however, the principle of erecting of 
18 new dwellings is not considered to be acceptable, being contrary to the 
development plan. In such circumstances, permission must be refused unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise.

2.49 An important material consideration is the NPPF, which must be carefully 
considered to determine whether it provides any “unusual and compelling 
justification” to depart from the development plan. Paragraph 49 of the NPPF 
states that "housing applications should be considered in the context of the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development. Relevant policies for the 
supply of housing should not be considered up-to-date if the local planning 
authority cannot demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable housing sites". 
Sustainability is defined in the NPPF, at paragraph six, as paragraphs 18 to 
219 of the NPPF taken as a whole. However, the assessment of sustainability 
can also be separated into three dimensions: economic, social and 
environmental. As confirmed above, the Council can demonstrate a five year 
housing land supply and it is in this context that the NPPF must be read.

2.50 Of particular relevance is paragraph 55 of the NPPF. This paragraph states 
that isolated dwellings in the countryside should be avoided, although it also 
provides examples of unusual circumstances where new dwellings in the 
countryside may be supported. It is therefore first necessary to consider 
whether this site is isolated, in relation to facilities and services and, in 
particular, the extent to which the development would support existing facilities 
and services in rural settlements. This consideration also links to paragraph 29 
of the NPPF, which requires that development provides people with a real 
choice about how they travel (albeit, opportunities will vary from urban to rural 
areas).

2.51 The nearest defined settlement, Eastry, is located 1.4km to the south east. 
The route to Eastry (2km by road) does not include footpaths or street lighting 
along the vast majority of its length. Given the distance and the attractiveness 
of the route for walking or cycling, it is considered that it is highly unlikely 
occupants of the development would travel to Eastry by means other than a 
car. The submitted Transport Statement confirms that the vast majority of 
journeys are likely to be made by car. Furthermore, the nearest bus stop 
providing regular services to neighbouring settlements is in Eastry. Reference 
has been made in the applicant’s submissions to the No.542 bus, which 
passes the site and the closest bus stop for which is around 700m away. This 
route provides just one service per week in each direction. The next nearest 
settlement, Woodnesborough, is located around 1.6km to the north east, 
whilst Staple is located around 2.1km to the west and, for the reasons set out 
above, the development is also poorly connected to these settlements. 
Consequently, the site is isolated from facilities and services. Whilst the site 
would be co-located with the existing development at Hammill, the 
development and its vicinity provide no day-to-day facilities and services.

2.52 Now that it has been established that the site is in an isolated location, it is 
necessary to consider whether the application meets any of the exceptional 
circumstances identified by paragraph 55 of the NPPF. These circumstances 
include:
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• where there is the essential need for a rural worker to live 
permanently at or near their place of work in the countryside;

• where such development would represent the optimal viable use of 
a heritage asset or would be appropriate enabling development to 
secure the future of heritage assets;

• where the development would re-use redundant or disused 
buildings and lead to an enhancement to the immediate setting; or

• where the development would be of exceptional quality or 
innovative design; reflect the highest standards of architecture; 
significantly enhance its immediate setting and be sensitive to the 
defining characteristics of the area.

The first criterion is not relevant to the determination of the current application. 
The second and third criteria, whilst not relevant to the new build dwellings, 
are relevant to the conversion of the existing engine shed to five dwellings, 
providing support for this element of the proposal. However, for the reasons 
set out in paragraph 2.5 of this report, the principle of this aspect of the 
application has been accepted.

2.53 The final criterion relates to the development being of an exceptional quality or 
innovative nature. Such design should itself meet four criteria, requiring the 
design to:

• Be truly outstanding or innovative, helping to raise standards of 
design more generally in rural areas;

• Reflect the highest standards in architecture;
• Significant enhance its immediate setting; and
• Be sensitive to the defining characteristics of the local area.

These four criteria must be jointly achieved. No substantive case has been 
made in respect of the fourth criterion, whilst, as this element of the application 
is submitted in outline, it would be very difficult to demonstrate that the 
requirements of this criterion have been met, with appearance, landscaping, 
layout and scale being reserved. The applicant has confirmed that some 
sustainable features will be incorporated into the build (which will be discussed 
in more detail later in this section). However, these features are well 
established technologies, the sum of which falls significantly below the 
threshold of ‘truly outstanding or innovative’ envisaged by paragraph 55. 
Consequently, it is not considered that the development meets the high 
threshold of being of exceptional quality or exceptionally innovative. As such, 
the new build element of the application does not meet any of the special 
circumstances specified by paragraph 55 to substantiate granting permission 
for a new isolated home in the countryside. Whilst the four exceptional 
circumstances identified by paragraph 55 have not been met, the wording of 
paragraph 55 does allow for other exceptional circumstances to be presented, 
as the list of exceptional circumstances is not exhaustive.

2.54 The applicant has stated that the site could provide plots self-build/custom 
build’ houses, as some of the plots within the consented phase were 
constructed by their eventual occupants. The Self-build and Custom 
Housebuilding Act 2015 (at Section 2) requires that district councils must have 
regard to self-build registers that relate to that councils area when carrying out 
its planning functions. In furtherance, the PPG advises that “self-build registers 
that relate to their area may be a material consideration in decision-taking”. 
The Council’s self-build register went online at the start of April 2016 and 
includes 54 individuals and 2 associations. At present, the Council have no 
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policy for the supply of self-build plots and no land has been allocated for such 
a purpose, although the Council will be addressing this matter in its Local Plan 
review. Given the lack of self-build plots and the demand for plots, weight 
must be given in favour of the provision of such plots. However, it is not 
considered that this is of sufficient weight to demonstrate an unusual and 
compelling case for approval, particularly given the concerns raised regarding 
the location of this site.

2.55 The applicant has presented a case that the provision of high value housing 
will provide additional benefits to the local economy which are not realised by 
‘standard’ housing types. In particular, it has been proposed that the first 
phase of the Hammill site has allowed large, executive houses to be built 
which will help to encourage high earners, and thus businesses, to the area. 
Such a model would be replicated in this phase, supporting the nearby 
Discovery Park and other sites. The benefits of providing such housing types 
have been acknowledged by the Councils Head of Inward Investment, who 
has written in support of the application, commenting that the lack of such 
housing has been cited by potential investors as a reason for not locating in 
the District whilst the provision of this type of housing offer has attracted new 
residents to the district. The Head of Inward Investment has also drawn 
attention to the wider Corporate Objectives and the overall ambitions and 
priorities of the Core Strategy. The Core Strategy sets out 14 objectives which, 
broadly, align with the relevant priorities in the Councils Corporate Plan 2016-
2020. These objectives include fostering population growth and delivering 
additional housing to broaden the range and improve the quality and market 
perception of the District. However, the objectives also includes a need to 
improve ease of travel to, from and within the District and concentrate 
development where it can best align with facilities and reduce the need for 
travel. It is considered that these matters have been addressed within this 
report. Whilst it is agreed that encouraging inward investment should carry 
weight, having regard to Chapter 1 of the NPPF, the scale of such benefits are 
intangible and could not be secured. Notwithstanding the strong support from 
the Head of Inward Investment, the planning weight provided by these 
economic benefits is, accordingly, considered by officers to be limited. The 
comments of the Councils Head of Inward Investment are reproduced in 
Section (e) of this report.

2.56 The site is considered to be previously developed land and has been included 
on the Councils Brownfield Register. The preference is that previously 
developed or brownfield land is developed before non-previously developed 
land. These factors add some weight in favour of the development.

2.57 The applicant has confirmed that the development would include the provision 
of charging points for electric vehicles, which would increase the likelihood of 
occupants owning such vehicles. Whilst this does not overcome the isolation 
of the site and the need to travel for facilities and services, the potential to 
increase the use of such vehicles would reduce the carbon footprint of such 
journeys. The application also proposes the provision of ground or air heat 
source pumps. The provision of such technology would allow the dwellings to 
exceed current building regulations requirements, also reducing the carbon 
footprint of the development, albeit the scale of this benefit is unknown as 
details of the systems to be installed has not been provided. Subject to being 
secured by condition should permission be granted, these factors provide 
some, albeit limited, weight in favour of the development.
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2.58 The application would provide a new use for engine sheds, which are 
considered to be non-designated heritage assets. Although securing the use 
and future maintenance of heritage assets will aid in the conservation of the 
assets, it is noted that the reuse of the buildings, for either commercial 
(DOV/12/00460) or residential (DOV/15/00771), has already been permitted, 
albeit the applicants have submitted that these schemes are unviable. The site 
has already been decontaminated to a level appropriate for residential use. As 
such, the development would be unlikely to provide significant further 
decontamination.

2.59 The applicant has advised that the development would create around 139 
direct and 97 indirect jobs during the construction phase of the development, 
whilst the commercial floor space, if delivered, would create 60 jobs. 
Notwithstanding the previous permissions for the site which would have 
provided significantly greater levels of long term employment, the applicant 
has provided evidence which demonstrates that extensive marketing of the 
approved units has taken place, but little interest has been shown. Whilst this 
raises some doubt as to whether the unit currently proposed will be attractive 
to the market, it is more likely to draw interest due to the reduced scale of 
office space proposed. The applicants have also opined that the development 
would provide an economic output of £1.5 million per year. The employment 
and economic output which would be generated by the development, whilst 
highly variable and uncertain until an end user is found, adds some weight in 
favour of the development.

2.60 The applicant has also advised that the development would deliver a New 
Homes Bonus which would total £126,000 over a four year period whilst the 
development, once built, would provide between £35,000 and £45,000 of 
additional council tax payments. The LPA must have regard for local financial 
considerations, as far as they are material to the application. In this case, the 
New Homes Bonus and council tax receipts would not make the development 
acceptable in planning terms and, as such, are not material considerations in 
the determination of this application. In reaching this conclusion, it is noted 
that the Planning Practice Guide states that “it would not be appropriate to 
make a decision based on the potential for the development to raise money for 
a local authority or other government body”. Therefore this is not a material 
consideration and cannot be attributed weight. The development would 
provide a contribution of £450,000 towards off-site affordable housing which, 
whilst equivalent to less than the 30% which is sought by Policy DM5, is a 
material consideration.

2.61 The development would increase the local population and, accordingly, 
spending power. The applicant has submitted that, based on a summary 
report by Barton Willmore, this would equate to a spend of £400,000 per 
household per year (spent on convenience, comparison and leisure). This 
figure seems extraordinarily high, whilst no evidence has been provided in the 
report to justify this figure. The development would increase spending power 
and provide potential additional custom for local businesses, albeit it is highly 
questionable that the expenditure would be of the order suggested.

2.62 The development would provide a short term economic benefit, by providing 
employment during the construction phase. The development would also 
provide a small increase in the local population, which would produce a 
corresponding increase in spending in the local economy, and commercial 
floor space, which would provide longer term employment. However, it is not 
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considered that the residential development of the site represents 
development in the right place to support sustainable growth.

2.63 With regards to the social role, the development would provide additional 
dwellings, co-located with offices, which would, to a moderate degree, 
contribute towards the Districts housing supply and would accord with the aim 
of significantly boosting the supply of housing, albeit the site does not fall 
within the definition of a windfall site. However, this benefit is qualified by the 
Councils ability to demonstrate a housing land supply of 6.02 years. The 
development would also be located in a relatively remote location, which 
would provide a limited ability to access sustainable modes of transport and 
limited support for local facilities and services. The application, a substantial 
portion of which is submitted in outline, has not demonstrated that the 
development would secure a high quality built environment, whilst it is 
considered that the scheme would adversely affect the character of the 
countryside.

2.64 Turning to the environmental role, the development would cause significant 
suburbanisation of this part of the countryside. Whilst this is balanced against 
the previous permissions for the site which would have produced a relatively 
high density commercial development the likelihood of those permissions 
being implemented is low. The development would mitigate the potential 
impacts on protected species (reptiles and bats) and, subject to conditions, 
would provide for modest ecological enhancements. The development would 
re-use a previously developed site and would provide some features (heat 
pumps and charging points for electric vehicles) which would reduce energy 
consumption. However, the location of the site would necessitate journeys to 
access day-to-day facilities and services.

2.65 The development would be located within the countryside in an isolated 
location. Whilst the development would provide benefits, it is not considered 
that these benefits, either alone or in combination, are of sufficient weight to 
justify the application as a departure from the development plan, which 
requires “unusual and compelling” justification.

2.66 Whilst the NPPF has been considered holistically to reach this conclusion, in 
particular, it is considered that the development is contrary to NPPF 
paragraphs 29, which seeks to facilitate sustainable modes of transport, and 
55, which seeks to direct housing in rural areas to locations at settlements and 
restricts isolated residential development in the countryside.

Overall Conclusions

2.67 The principle of converting the existing engine sheds to offices and five 
dwellings is considered to be acceptable, being supported by Policy DM4 of 
the Core Strategy, extant permissions and the NPPF. However, the principle 
of constructing eighteen dwellings in this isolated, countryside location is 
contrary to the development plan (in particular policies CP1 and DM1), does 
not benefit from any extant planning permissions and is not supported by the 
NPPF. It is not considered that other material considerations direct that 
planning permission be granted. Furthermore the development would 
introduce further suburbanisation into the countryside.

2.68 Whilst the development is acceptable in other material respects and would 
provide some benefits, it is not considered that these benefits are sufficient to 
outweigh the in principle objection to the erection of new dwellings, which is 
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contrary to Core Strategy Policies CP1, and DM1. It is therefore 
recommended that this application is refused permission.

g) Recommendation

I PERMISSION BE REFUSED for the following reason:

(1) The site is located outside of any urban boundaries or rural settlement 
confines, in an isolated rural location. If permitted, the construction of eighteen 
dwellings, by virtue of their location, form and scale, would result in an 
intrusive form of development, adversely affecting the character and 
appearance of the countryside. As such, these dwellings represent an 
unjustified, unsustainable and inappropriate form of development within the 
countryside, contrary to Dover District Core Strategy Policies CP1, DM1, and 
DM15 and the National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 17, 29, 55, 56, 
58, 61 and 64.

Case Officer

Luke Blaskett
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Appendix 1 – Applicants Viability Assessment
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Appendix 2 – Savills Viability Assessment
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APPENDIX 2 – Revised Viability Assessment
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a) DOV/17/00504 – Outline application for the change of use of land and the 
erection of a detached agricultural worker’s dwelling, including new access 
(existing access to be closed) (details of appearance, landscaping and layout 
reserved) - Oak Meadow, Walderchain Farm, Lodge Lees, Denton

Reason for report – Member call-in (Councillor M J Ovenden).

b) Summary of Recommendation

Refuse permission.

c) Planning Policy and Guidance

Development Plan

The development plan for the purposes of section 38(6) of the Planning and 
Compulsory Purchase Act (2004) comprises the Dover District Council Core Strategy 
2010, the saved policies from the Dover District Local Plan 2002, and the Land 
Allocations Local Plan (2015). Decisions on planning applications must be made in 
accordance with the policies of the development plan unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise.

In addition to the policies of the development plan there are a number of other policies 
and standards which are material to the determination of planning applications 
including the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), National Planning Practice 
Guidance (NPPG) together with other local guidance.

A summary of relevant planning policy is set out below:

Dover District Core Strategy (2010)

CP1 – Settlement hierarchy
DM1 – Settlement boundaries
DM15 – Protection of the countryside
DM16 – Landscape character

Saved Dover District Local Plan (2002) policies

None.

Dover District Land Allocations Local Plan (2015)

None.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)(2012)

11. Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be 
determined in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise.

12. This National Planning Policy Framework does not change the statutory status of 
the development plan as the starting point for decision making. Proposed development 
that accords with an up-to-date Local Plan should be approved, and proposed 
development that conflicts should be refused unless other material considerations 
indicate otherwise...
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14. At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework is a presumption in favour 
of sustainable development, which should be seen as a golden thread running through 
both plan-making and decision-taking…

For decision-taking this means:
 approving development proposals that accord with the development plan without 

delay; and
 where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies are out-of-date, 

granting permission unless:
 any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 

demonstrablyoutweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in 
this Framework taken as a whole; or

 specific policies in this Framework indicate development should 
berestricted.

17. Core planning principles… planning should…
 take account of the different roles and character of different areas… recognising 

the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside and supporting thriving rural 
communities within it…

55. To promote sustainable development in rural areas, housing should be located 
where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities. For example, where 
there are groups of smaller settlements, development in one village may support 
services in a village nearby. Local planning authorities should avoid new isolated 
homes in the countryside unless there are special circumstances such as:
 the essential need for a rural worker to live permanently at or near their place of 

work in the countryside; or
 the exceptional quality or innovative nature of the design of the dwelling. Such a 

design should:
 be truly outstanding or innovative, helping to raise standards of design 

more generally in rural areas;
 reflect the highest standards in architecture;
 significantly enhance its immediate setting; and
 be sensitive to the defining characteristics of the local area.

115. Great weight should be given to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in 
National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the 
highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty. The 
conservation of wildlife and cultural heritage are important considerations in all these 
areas…

Other Considerations

Kent Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Kent Downs AONB Management Plan 2014 – 2019

SD1 – The need to conserve and enhance the natural beauty of the Kent Downs 
AONB is recognised as the primary purpose of the designation and given the highest 
level of protection within the statutory and other appropriate planning and development 
strategies and development control decisions.

SD2 – The local character, qualities and distinctiveness of the Kent Downs AONB will 
be conserved and enhanced in the design, scale, setting and materials of new 
development…
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SD8 – Proposals which negatively impact on the distinctive landform, landscape 
character, special characteristics and qualities, the setting and views to and from the 
AONB will be opposed unless they can be satisfactorily mitigated.”

LLC1 – The protection, conservation and enhancement of special characteristics and 
qualities, natural beauty and landscape character of the Kent Downs AONB will be 
supported and pursued.

d) Relevant Planning History

DOV/14/00029 – Erection of a detached agricultural workers dwelling and construction 
of a vehicular access – REFUSED.

DOV/13/00619 – Erection of a detached agricultural workers dwelling – WITHDRAWN.

e) Consultee and Third Party Responses

DDC Landscape and Ecology – does not support

There is nothing to add on ecology. As to the AONB, given there appears to be no 
functional need for the proposal, DM15 is relevant. Given that the area is AONB and 
subject to NPPF 115, then I would suggest the case for development here would have 
to be exceptional in terms of addressing local landscape character and design. This is 
not achievable through an outline application. Irrespective of the above, as I recall 
there is no settlement, just a loose knit set of dwellings characterised mainly by the 
spaces between them (the dwellings being discrete). As such development is likely to 
be detrimental to the local character of this part of the AONB.

Rural planning adviser – does not support

“You will recall that this proposal was first submitted under DOV/13/00619 but was 
later withdrawn. In my letter of 11 September 2013 (copy attached) I explained the 
relevant policy background and the circumstances of the particular case. I saw no 
factors amounting to an essential functional need (as opposed to convenience) for a 
rural worker's residence on this site, which itself overlooks no agricultural buildings or 
yard where critical activities require close attention, and which is some 0.5 miles from 
the single modern building which serves as the base of the applicant's farming 
operation. The associated land is spread out in various locations in the general area of 
Barham, Denton and Elham.

I referred to the existence of potentially suitable alternative 3 to 5 bedroom dwellings, 
with good parking provision, for sale in the £300,000 - £400,000 range - just in Barham 
itself. Barham is only slightly further from the applicant's building than is the proposed 
site.

A further application was submitted under DOV/14/00029. That submissions included 
reference to work which Mr Wake-Smith does from time to time for Messrs Goddard, 
dairy and arable farmers at South Barham Farm, working as a contractor for these 
farmers, including helping with calvings, and repairing the milking parlour.

However I pointed out, in my letter of 21 January 2014 (also attached) that the 
proposed site is a mile from South Barham Farm, which is also a mile from Barham. 
Mr Wake-Smith (or any other contractor) could equally be contacted and called in to 
South Barham Farm at short notice from an existing residence elsewhere in the area. 
In any event there could be no ongoing guarantee for Messrs Goddard that the 
proposed dwelling would continue to be used by anyone undertaking work for them.
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DOV/14/00029 was refused 03 March 2014; the decision notice included reference to 
no overriding justification having been demonstrated, having regard to relevant local 
and national planning policies.

The latest application does not appear to put forward any different case, amounting to 
an essential need to reside at this particular site, to that which was considered 
inadequate previously.

The Planning Statement says that “a recent search of the market shows no property 
available for less than £700,000” (within what is referred to as the proximity of the 
centre of the applicant’s business - a single modern farm building about 0.5 miles north 
of the application site), but such a consideration would only arise if there were a clearly 
established essential functional need to live that close to that location. That is not the 
case.

As it happens there are, (or have been, as previously advised) a variety of much lower-
priced properties for sale within a mile or two of this identified centre of the applicant’s 
business. In summary, my view remains that no essential need has been 
demonstrated for the provision of an agricultural dwelling, amounting to special 
circumstances under para. 55 of the NPPF, at the application site.”

Southern Water – observations

Advises that no public sewers are located near to the site. Site is within an SPZ 
(source protection zone). Private waste water works would need to be consultation 
with the Environment Agency.

Denton Parish Council – no objection

The Parish Council has 'No Objections' to the proposal.

Public comments – support x 2

 Applicant is well known member of agricultural community – application is 
genuine.

 Close proximity would assist running of dairy farm – matters of minutes are 
relevant.

 Applicant’s experience is hard to come by – applicant has worked in the local 
farming industry for 30 years.

f) 1. The Site and the Proposal

1.1. The Site

The site is located west of Denton, within the Kent Downs AONB, on the eastern 
side of Lodge Lees Road. It is approximately 85 metres from the district 
boundary with Canterbury (at the junction of Lodge Lees Road and 
Walderchain). It lies far outside of any rural confines in a loosely populated area.

1.2. The site is currently within an area typified by sporadic dwellings and buildings in 
a wide unspoilt, rural landscape typical of AONB character and landscape. 
Residential properties are located beyond its southern and northern/eastern 
boundaries. These boundaries are formed of mature hedge. Where the site is 
bounded by Lodge Lees Road the boundary is formed of a 1 metre tall post and 
wire fence. The site is open to views in from the road. On the opposite side of 
Lodge Lees Road is Walderchain Wood and another residential property.
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1.3. In the eastern part of the site is an area of hard standing which appears to have 
once accommodated a structure. The 1990 aerial photograph appears to show 
this structure in situ but on subsequent images it has been removed.

1.4. Approximate site dimensions are:
 Width – 45.5 metres.
 Depth – 34.5 metres.
 Area – 0.04 hectares.

1.5. Application DOV/14/00029 for an agricultural workers dwelling was refused for 
the following reasons:

“The proposal to erect a dwelling on this site, which lies outside the built confines 
of any town or village, with no overriding justification having been demonstrated, 
would give rise to an unnecessary, unsustainable, and harmful form of 
development which would fail to conserve the landscape and scenic beauty of 
the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, be detrimental to the environment in 
general and to the character and appearance of the countryside through the 
introduction of further sporadic residential development. The proposed 
development is therefore contrary to Policies DM1, DM11 and DM15 of the 
Dover District Core Strategy (2010) and the core sustainability objectives of the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and in particular policies contained 
within Sections 4, 6 and 11.”

And for a second reason relating to a lack of ecological information.

1.6. The Proposal

The proposal is an outline application for the erection of an agricultural workers 
dwelling. All matters except access and scale are reserved.

1.7. Layout is a reserved matter, however, the indicative drawing illustrates a dwelling 
located approximately in the centre of the site and turned at an angle from the 
highway.

1.8. Access to the site would be located approximately half way along the site 
frontage.

1.9. The [outline] dimensions of the proposed building are:
 Width – 15 metres.
 Depth – 12 metres.

No indication is given regarding the height of the dwelling.

1.10. The indicative drawing suggests that the site boundaries would be landscaped 
including the road facing boundary.

2. Main Issues

2.1. The main issues to consider are:
 Principle and need for the development
 Countryside impact and AONB
 Ecology
 Residential amenity
 Highways
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3. Assessment

3.1. Principle and Need for the Development

The site is located far outside of settlement boundaries or rural confines. 
Accordingly the proposed development would normally be considered to be 
unacceptable in principle, subject to the details of policy DM1 or any material 
considerations.

3.2. Policy DM1 can permit development outside of settlement boundaries where it 
functionally requires such a location. This coincides with the part of NPPF 
paragraph 55 relating to development that requires a countryside location.

3.3. The applicant has sought to justify the proposed dwelling, stating that it would 
allow him to “better farm the land”, specifically for the following reasons;
 Sustainable travel to work (currently travels from outside of the district).
 Enabling faster responses to any issues at work (would be located closer).
 Security of machinery being located closer to business.
 Allowing investment in business, in turn increasing client base.
 No market properties available in close enough proximity to the business 

for under £700,000.

3.4. The question is whether these factors amount to a functional need as required by 
policy DM1 or paragraph 55 in the NPPF. The rural adviser notes that in the 
previously withdrawn application, the applicant put forward reasons more akin to 
convenience than as a functional need. The rural adviser has reviewed 
confidential financial information submitted by the applicant but even so, has 
drawn a largely similar conclusion, that “no essential need has been 
demonstrated for the provision of an agricultural dwelling, amounting to special 
circumstances…”. The full detail of the rural adviser’s comment is shown above 
in the comments section.

3.5. A public comment notes that the applicant has worked for the local farming 
industry for 30 years. This would appear to suggest that for 30 years the 
applicant’s arrangements as they currently are have functioned to an acceptable 
standard.

3.6. The report for the application under DOV/14/00029, which was refused, drew a 
largely similar conclusion in relation to the case made attempting to justify the 
dwelling as being an agricultural necessity.

3.7. Accordingly, it is considered that the proposed development has not 
demonstrated a functional requirement as specified by policy DM1, and in the 
same consideration it has not shown an essential need for a rural worker to live 
permanently at or near their place of work in the countryside, as specified by 
NPPF paragraph 55.

3.8. The proposal is therefore considered unacceptable in principle.

3.9. Countryside Impact and AONB

Policy DM15 seeks to protect the countryside. Development will only be 
permitted if it is in accordance with allocations made in the development plan, is 
justified by the needs of agriculture, or justified by a need to sustain the rural 
economy or a rural community. In addition it must be shown that the 
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development cannot be accommodated elsewhere and does not result in the 
loss of ecological habitats. As addressed above, it is not considered that the 
proposed development is justified by the needs of agriculture. It is neither in 
accordance with any allocations or needed to sustain a rural economy or rural 
community. Therefore the proposal is considered not to be in accordance with 
policy DM15.

3.10. The site location within the Kent Downs AONB affords it “the highest status of 
protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty” in the NPPF. The DDC 
landscape and ecology officer notes that the case for development in such a 
location would need to be “exceptional in terms of addressing local landscape 
character and design”. Policy DM16 relating to landscape character and NPPF 
paragraph 55 address these issues.

3.11. Policy DM16 states that development that would harm the character of the 
landscape will only be permitted if it is in accordance with allocations made in the 
development plan, incorporating any necessary mitigation; or it can be sited to 
avoid or reduce the harm and/or incorporate design measures to mitigate 
impacts to an acceptable level.

3.12. The landscape and ecology officer notes the loose knit character of the dwellings 
located near to the application site, recognising that the character is formed as 
much by the spaces in between dwellings, as by the dwellings themselves.

3.13. Policies SD1, SD2, SD8 and LLC1 of the Kent Downs AONB Management Plan 
each seek to preserve the AONB designated landscape, or where development 
is shown to be a necessity, conserve and enhance local characteristics through 
the detail of the development i.e. its design, scale, setting and materials.

3.14. The site is not allocated in the local plan. Paragraph 55 identifies that exceptions 
for local housing can be made if there is an essential need for a rural worker to 
live at or near their place of work. In such cases, as the dwelling would be for a 
rural worker, then whilst the development would not necessarily have to be 
‘exceptional’ or ‘innovative’, there would be a need nonetheless to require a high 
standard of design for such a building in this extremely sensitive, nationally 
protected location. Due to the application being outline in form, and matters of 
appearance, landscaping and layout being reserved. In any case, the weight of 
policy militates against allowing a new dwelling without justification in this 
location.

3.15. Accordingly, the development as proposed is considered to be unacceptable in 
terms of its appearance and its effect on the countryside and the AONB in 
particular. It is contrary to Core Strategy policies and the guidance contained in 
the NPPF.

3.16. Ecology

The submitted ecology report concludes that it is unlikely that the proposed 
development would result in adverse impacts to biodiversity if mitigation 
measures included in the report are implemented.

3.17. The proposed development is therefore considered acceptable on ecology 
grounds.

3.18. Residential Amenity 

It is not considered that any undue harm to residential amenity would arise from 
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the proposal, due to the location of the site and the nature of the neighbouring 
residential properties i.e. distance and intervening boundaries.

3.19. Highways

The proposed development is for one dwelling accessing an unclassified road. 
As such, it falls outside of the KCC highways consultation protocol.

3.20. It is considered unlikely that one new dwelling accessing the highway at this 
location, where the bend in the road allows for extended visibility in both 
directions, would create a severe impact in highways terms.

3.21. In terms of the Core Strategy, policy DM11 directs that development that would 
generate travel will not be permitted outside of the… rural settlement confines 
unless justified by development plan policies. The proposed dwelling is not 
justified by any development plan policies, therefore the proposal is contrary to 
policy DM11 and is considered unacceptable on this basis.

3.22. Conclusion

The proposed development could only be permitted based on two 
considerations, the first being that it has been proven to be functionally 
necessary for the purpose of agriculture and second that it can be satisfactorily 
accommodated within the AONB, such that its design and any mitigation 
measures, would work to conserve and enhance the local character and the 
reason for which the AONB is nationally designated.

3.23. Letters of support referring to the applicant’s good standing and history in the 
local farming industry are noted. However, the need for the development 
appears unproven and appears to suggest that the proposal is made primarily for 
convenience.

3.24. The rural adviser suggests that the case is not proven and that in recent history 
potentially suitable accommodation has been available for sale in Barham, which 
could have provided an alternative to this proposal. The development is therefore 
not justified as there is no functional need for it to be in a location outside 
confines n this sensitive location contrary to the development plan and the 
NPPF.

3.25. In terms of the site location in the AONB, for a development to be permitted it 
needs to conserve and enhance the characteristics of the local area. For such an 
assessment to be made, design details and potential landscape mitigation 
measures would need to be understood, but the application is outline in form and 
this detail has been reserved. As such, the necessary assessment of the 
proposal cannot be made and accordingly there is no exception to the normal 
restraint policy that would apply.

3.26. The proposed development is therefore considered to be unacceptable.

g) Recommendation

I. Planning permission be REFUSED for the following reason: The development 
would, if permitted, result in an unjustified form of development which would be 
harmful to the setting, appearance, character and quality of the countryside and 
Kent Downs AONB, which has the highest level of protection, contrary to Core 
Strategy policies DM1, DM11, DM15 and DM16, the aims and objectives of 
NPPF paragraphs 11, 12, 14, 17, 55 and 115 in particular, and policies SD1, 
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SD2, SD8 and LLC1 of the Kent Downs AONB Management Plan.

II. Powers to be delegated to the Head of Regeneration and Development to settle 
any reasons for refusal, in line with the issues set out in the recommendation and 
as resolved by Planning Committee.

Case Officer

Darren Bridgett
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a) DOV/16/01469 – Outline application for up to 142 dwellings (comprising up to 99 
market dwellings – including 30 retirement dwellings, and up to 43 social rented 
dwellings), Use Class A1 shops, Use class D1 medical facilities, country park, 
attenuation pond, primary school car park and access, associated 
infrastructure, and creation of access (appearance, landscaping, layout and 
scale of development to be reserved) - Land to the north of New Dover Road, 
Capel-le-Ferne

Reason for report – number of contrary representations

b) Summary of Recommendation

Refuse permission.

c) Planning Policy and Guidance

Development Plan

The development plan for the purposes of section 38(6) of the Planning and 
Compulsory Purchase Act (2004) comprises the Dover District Council Core Strategy 
2010, the saved policies from the Dover District Local Plan 2002, and the Land 
Allocations Local Plan (2015). Decisions on planning applications must be made in 
accordance with the policies of the development plan unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise.

In addition to the policies of the development plan there are a number of other policies 
and standards which are material to the determination of planning applications 
including the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), National Planning Practice 
Guidance (NPPG) together with other local guidance.

A summary of relevant planning policy is set out below:

Dover District Core Strategy (2010)

Policy CP1 – Settlement hierarchy.
Policy DM1 – Settlement boundaries.
Policy DM5 – Provision of affordable housing.
Policy DM11 – Location of development and managing travel demand.
Policy DM15 – Protection of the countryside.
Policy DM16 – Landscape character.

Saved Dover District Local Plan (2002) Policies

None.

Dover District Land Allocations Local Plan (2015)

None.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)(2012)

7. There are three dimensions to sustainable development: economic, social and 
environmental. These dimensions give rise to the need for the planning system to 
perform a number of roles:
 an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive 

economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right 
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places and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by identifying 
and coordinating development requirements, including the provision of 
infrastructure;

 a social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing 
the supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and future 
generations; and by creating a high quality built environment, with accessible 
local services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health, social 
and cultural well-being; and

 an environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, 
built and historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve 
biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and 
mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a low carbon economy.

8. These roles should not be undertaken in isolation, because they are mutually 
dependent…

11. Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be 
determined in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise.

12. This National Planning Policy Framework does not change the statutory status of 
the development plan as the starting point for decision making. Proposed development 
that accords with an up-to-date Local Plan should be approved, and proposed 
development that conflicts should be refused unless other material considerations 
indicate otherwise…

14. At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework is a presumption in favour 
of sustainable development, which should be seen as a golden thread running through 
both plan-making and decision-taking…

For decision-taking this means:
 approving development proposals that accord with the development plan without 

delay; and
 where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies are out-of-date, 

granting permission unless:
 any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably 

outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this 
Framework taken as a whole; or

 specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be 
restricted.

17. Core planning principles… planning should…
 not simply be about scrutiny, but instead be a creative exercise in finding ways to 

enhance and improve the places in which people live their lives;
 proactively drive and support sustainable economic development to deliver the 

homes… and thriving local places that the country needs;
 always seek to secure high quality design and a good standard of amenity for all 

existing and future occupants of land and buildings;
 take account of the different roles and character of different areas… recognising 

the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside and supporting thriving rural 
communities within it…

28. Planning policies should support economic growth in rural areas in order to create 
jobs and prosperity by taking a positive approach to sustainable new development. To 
promote a strong rural economy, local and neighbourhood plans should:
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 promote the retention and development of local services and community facilities 
in villages, such as local shops, meeting places…

49. Housing applications should be considered in the context of the presumption in 
favour of sustainable development…

61. Although visual appearance and the architecture of individual buildings are very 
important factors, securing high quality and inclusive design goes beyond aesthetic 
considerations. Therefore, planning policies and decisions should address the 
connections between people and places and the integration of new development into 
the natural, built and historic environment.

112. Local planning authorities should take into account the economic and other 
benefits of the best and most versatile agricultural land. Where significant development 
of agricultural land is demonstrated to be necessary, local planning authorities should 
seek to use areas of poorer quality land in preference to that of a higher quality.

109. The planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local 
environment by:
 protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, geological conservation interests 

and soils…

115. Great weight should be given to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in 
National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the 
highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty. The 
conservation of wildlife and cultural heritage are important considerations in all these 
areas…

116. Planning permission should be refused for major developments in these 
designated areas except in exceptional circumstances and where it can be 
demonstrated they are in the public interest. Consideration of such applications should 
include an assessment of: 
 the need for the development, including in terms of any national considerations, 

and the impact of permitting it, or refusing it, upon the local economy;
 the cost of, and scope for, developing elsewhere outside the designated area, or 

meeting the need for it in some other way; and
 any detrimental effect on the environment, the landscape and recreational 

opportunities, and the extent to which that could be moderated.

Other Considerations

Kent Downs AONB
Kent Downs AONB Management Plan 2014-2019

Relevant policies SD1, SD2, SD3, SD8, LLC1.

d) Relevant Planning History

DOV/16/00487 – Screening opinion – for a residential development – 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT NOT REQUIRED.

e) Consultee and Third Party Responses
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DDC Regeneration and Delivery – Objection

Informal discussion – application not supported – outside of settlement boundary.

Land allocation site forms (preparation for Land Allocations Local Plan 2015)
“At the scale put forward development would be unacceptable to both the AONB and 
its setting. Any development of this site would seek to urbanise a very rural landscape, 
particularly given that there are no natural boundaries to the north east of the site...

Consider for inclusion in the submission document? No.”

DDC Principal Infrastructure Delivery Officer – No objection, subject to contribution

Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay – SPA – seeks £7,048.48 for mitigation scheme.

Comment on KCC contribution requests
 Education primary – Need for contribution is accepted.
 Education secondary – Need for contribution is accepted.
 Library – Nominate mobile library.
 Community learning and skills – Need for contribution is not accepted.
 Social care contribution – Need for contribution is accepted.

Open Space – Development would meet the accessible green space standard. 

The application does not adequately address the need for outdoor sports facilities.  A 
MUGA is proposed, which would be located very close to the existing Parish Council 
facility, but insufficient justification is given in the Design and Access Statement for 
such a facility; it merely states that in response to consultation feedback a MUGA will 
be provided.  No information is provided about the number of people who requested a 
MUGA.  We do not have an adopted standard for MUGA provision, but two in a 
settlement the size of Cape le Ferne seems excessive and would be higher than 
similar sized settlements in the district.  If the specification of the existing facility is not 
considered adequate, then an off-site contribution should be made to increase its 
capacity (if the Parish Council is in agreement), but long term maintenance of two 
MUGAs in Capel would be an un-necessary burden on local residents. In any case, 
this proposed MUGA would not meet the additional need for formal sports facilities.

DDC Environmental Health – No objection subject to conditions

DDC Landscape and Ecology – Objection

The Kent Downs AONB Landscape Assessment prepared by the Countryside 
Commission (1995 CCP 479) identified 13 Landscape Character Areas (LCA) in the 
AONB and the proposed development that is subject to planning application 16/01469 
is, except for the a small area to the northwest, within and is integral to the Alkham: 
East Kent Downs LCA. The landscape to the east of Capel le Ferne is typical of the 
‘key’ plateau feature of that LCA. Typically, such plateaux are farmed landscapes, 
predominantly under arable crop with long views.

The field pattern of the site dates back at least to Victorian times and is classified as 
‘prairie’ in the Kent Historic Landscape Characterisation. The original settlement of 
Capel le Ferne was loosely based around St Mary’s Church, further inland than the 
current village. The modern village of Capel le Ferne appears to be based on a road 
layout planned in Edwardian times, which terminated in an eastern direction at Green 
Lane (Public Bridleway ER252). This boundary has held since 1960.
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The condition of the local landscape has not changed significantly since the Kent 
Downs AONB was first designated in 1968, apart from a temporary location of a fuel 
station to the east of the application site and the recently approved development south 
of the New Dover Road which is within the setting of the AONB. The latter 
(DOV/15/00525) was required to present a sympathetic frontage to New Dover Road 
to mitigate harm to the setting of the AONB. Further east, the A20 (constructed in 
response to the Channel Tunnel) is just visible as a horizon feature, and can be heard, 
from local lanes.

The proposal, despite being of interest in terms of layout and provision of green 
infrastructure, will inevitably result in a change of the local landscape, resulting in its 
loss of part of the ‘key’ AONB feature of a plateau farmed landscape to urbanisation 
and coalescence with what are currently isolated older developments. In addition, 
there would be adverse visual effects on views from the local roads and, more 
sensitively, from the local public rights of way. As such, the proposal could not 
conserve or enhance the landscape and scenic beauty of this part of the Kent Downs 
AONB, contrary to NPPF paragraph 115.

The applicant cites the presence of caravan parks and telecommunications masts as 
detractors, weakening the value of this area. They were present at the time of 
designation.

The proposed development is ‘major’ and paragraph 116 of the NPPF is pertinent. 
From the NPPF:

Consideration of such applications should include an assessment of … any detrimental 
effect on the environment, the landscape and recreational opportunities, and the extent 
to which that could be moderated.

In respect of landscape, the proposed development and its landscaping cannot provide 
any moderation of the detrimental effect to the nationally protected landscape, since it 
would result in a change of character from one associated with its precise location to 
one found widely. As such the proposal would be contrary to NPPF paragraph 116.

COMMENT ON ADDENDUM TO LVIA

The DDC Landscape and Ecology Officer notes the further information in respect of 
the AONB and proposed mitigation.

DDC Housing – No objection, subject to delivery of affordable housing

The council would normally seek 70% of the affordable housing to be provided as 
rented homes and 30% for sale on a shared ownership basis.

KCC Highways – No objection, subject to highway works and conditions

I refer to the additional highway information submitted for the above application on 
21st March and 13th April. The proposals are likely to generate approximately 90-100 
two-way vehicle movements through the proposed New Dover Road access in the 
network peak hours, including some existing trips to/from the primary school 
reassigned to the proposed drop-off/pick-up area within the site and trips associated 
with the proposed medical facilities and shop.

The proposed access, which includes a new right turn lane, can accommodate the 
anticipated number of movements. Most of the movements generated will be to/from 
destinations outside Capel le Ferne and the impact of these movements has therefore 
also been assessed on the A20 junction to the east and the Dover Hill and Canterbury 
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Road roundabout junctions to the west, and there is no severe impact as a result of the 
proposals. The proposed access position also accommodates the access proposals 
for the permitted residential development on the south side of New Dover Road.

In the 5 years to the end of June 2016 there was no cluster or pattern of recorded 
personal injury crashes in New Dover Road to indicate that there is a particular 
problem with the highway layout or that it could not accommodate the additional 
vehicle movements associated with the development.

The proposals also include a connection to the existing bridleway along the western 
edge of the site, allowing additional pedestrian and cycle connection to/from the 
school, village hall and wider pedestrian/cycle network.

The proposed access has visibility splays of 133 metres x 2.4 metres x 133 metres, 
which are appropriate for the measured speeds in New Dover Road. The measured 
speeds and the change to a more built-up environment as a result of the development 
proposals indicate that the existing 40 mph speed limit in New Dover Road can be 
extended eastwards to the junction with Winehouse Lane, encompassing the site and 
the approaches to the access. This extension of the 40 mph speed limit is included in 
the highway alteration works to be carried out by the applicant.

The proposed highway alterations also include a new signal controlled crossing in New 
Dover Road and a cycleway between the site access and Helena Road, providing 
improved crossing facilities and access to the existing footway network and cycle 
routes. The proposed crossing requires relocation of the existing eastbound bus stop 
approximately 40 metres to the east. All of the proposed highway alterations will be 
carried out by the applicant through an agreement with the highway authority under 
section 278 of the Highways Act.

I would therefore not recommend refusal on highway grounds. The following should be 
secured by condition:
 Construction Management Plan to include the following:

a) Routing of construction and delivery vehicles to / from site
b) Parking and turning areas for construction and delivery vehicles and site
c) personnel
d) Provision of wheel washing facilities
e) Details of site access point(s) for construction
f) Temporary traffic management / signage.

 Provision of measures to prevent the discharge of surface water onto the 
highway.

 Use of a bound surface for the first 5 metres of each private access from the 
edge of the

 highway.
 Provision and permanent retention of secure, covered cycle parking facilities 

prior to the use of the site commencing in accordance with details to be 
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.

 Provision and permanent retention of vehicle parking facilities prior to the use of 
the site commencing in accordance with details to be submitted to and approved 
by the Local Planning Authority.

 Completion of the highway alterations shown on drawings numbers 4780/001 
Rev. F and 4780/003 or amended as agreed by the Local Planning Authority, 
prior to the use of the site commencing.

 Provision of a pedestrian and cycle connection to the existing Green Lane 
bridleway in accordance with details, including a timescale for the connection, to 
be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.
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 The proposed roads, footways, footpaths, verges, junctions, street lighting, 
sewers, drains, retaining walls, service routes, surface water outfall, vehicle 
overhang margins, embankments, visibility splays, accesses, carriageway 
gradients, driveway gradients, car parking and street furniture to be laid out and 
constructed in accordance with details to be submitted to and approved by the 
Local Planning Authority.

 Completion of the following works between a dwelling and the adopted highway 
prior to first occupation of the dwelling:
a) Footways and/or footpaths, with the exception of the wearing course;
b) Carriageways, with the exception of the wearing course but including a 

turning facility, highway drainage, visibility splays, street lighting, street 
nameplates and highway structures (if any).

 Provision and maintenance of the visibility splays shown on drawing number 
4780/001 Rev. F with no obstructions over 1 metre above carriageway level 
within the splays, prior to the use of the site commencing.

 Provision and maintenance of 1 metre x 1 metre pedestrian visibility splays 
behind the footway on both sides of the access with no obstructions over 0.6m 
above footway level, prior to the use of the site commencing.

KCC Infrastructure – Seeks the following contributions

 Primary education – £372,288 – towards White Cliffs Primary School.
 Secondary education – £264, 297 – towards phase 1 expansion of Dover 

Grammar School for Girls.
 Community learning – £3640 – towards Dover Discovery Hub and adult 

education centre.
 Libraries – £15,381 – towards Dover Library and stock for mobile library, which 

attends Capel le Ferne.
 Social Care – £11,023 – towards Dover Discovery Centre Social Care Hub, and 

2x wheelchair adaptable homes as part of the on-site affordable housing.

Informative related to delivery of high speed fibre optic broadband.

KCC PROW – No objection, subject to conditions

KCC LLFA – No objection, subject to condition

NHS CCG – Seeks off site contribution

Kent Downs AONB Unit – Objection

Conclusion

The application site lies within the Kent Downs AONB, a nationally protected 
landscape and comprises open countryside made up of arable fields that lies outside 
of the settlement of Capel le Ferne. This is demonstrated not only by its exclusion from 
within the settlement boundary as defined on the Dover District Proposals Map but 
also in terms its physical characteristics which are considered to be typical of the 
Alkham local character area of the East Kent Downs Character Area within which it is 
located.

The AONB Unit disagrees with the conclusion of the LVA that the effects of the 
development on the character and visual appearance of the open countryside and 
Kent Downs AONB will not be significant or harmful. The introduction of built form 
comprising 140 new dwellings together with the proposed commercial units would 
result in significant harm to the intrinsic rural character and appearance of the area 
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and detract from the natural appearance and beauty of the AONB that could not be 
satisfactorily mitigated by landscaping or other methods.

As such, it is considered that the proposal would weaken and disregard the primary 
purpose of the AONB designation, namely the conservation and enhancement of its 
natural beauty. Accordingly the proposal is considered to be in conflict with the NPPF, 
in particular paragraphs 115 and 116 which provide that great weight should be given 
to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in AONBs and that major development 
should not be permitted except in exceptional circumstances and where public interest 
can be demonstrated; it is the view of the Kent Downs AONB Unit that the stringent 
tests set out at paragraph 116 of the NPPF have not been met. The application is also 
felt to be contrary to policies DM15 and DM16 of Dover’s Local Plan which are 
considered to remain up to date under paragraphs 14 and 49 of the NPPF. The 
material change of use of the land is also considered to be contrary to policies SD1, 
SD2, SD3, SD8 and LLC1 of the Kent Downs AONB Management Plan.

COMMENT ON ADDENDUM TO LVIA

The additional information, comprising an Addendum Report to the Landscape and 
Visual Appraisal, does not alter our views on the proposal as set out in our original 
response dated 1st February 2017. The Kent Downs AONB Unit remains of the view 
that the introduction of built form comprising 140 new dwellings together with the 
proposed commercial units would result in significant harm to the intrinsic rural 
character and appearance of the area and detract from the natural appearance and 
beauty of the AONB that could not be satisfactorily mitigated by landscaping or other 
methods.

Please find below our comments in response to the Addendum Report, using the 
paragraph numbering of this report:

1.5 It is contended that the site area forms only a very small proportion of the total area 
of AONB in Dover District. This is not considered a reason to justify the acceptability of 
the scheme. The site area is some 17.3 ha, which is a considerable size and the 
proposals themselves constitute major development and as such need to be assessed 
under para 116 of the NPPF. As previously advised by the AONB Unit, this is 
considered an inappropriate way to justify proposals in the AONB, and if accepted 
could be repeated, leading to cumulative effects and further erosion of the Kent Downs 
AONB.

Section 2 – We do not disagree that it is possible to sub-divide the Alkham: East Kent 
Downs LCA into more local character areas, however this is true of most landscape 
character areas. We have revisited the site and consider it to represent an intact 
landscape and maintain our view that it is representative of the LCA in which it is 
located and that the sub-area identified in the LVA as area E, within which the 
application site is located, shares similar characteristics to area C, comprising open, 
predominantly arable farmland in irregular shaped fields occupying plateau top land 
with limited woodland cover. (Contrary to the assessment in the addendum report, we 
consider area C to be made up of a mix of both regular and irregular shaped fields).

3.3 (i) Policy SD3 of the Kent Downs AONB Management Plan is quoted out of 
context; this does not state that all new development will be opposed per se, rather, it 
will when it disregards the primary purpose of the Kent Downs AONB.

3.3 (ii) A comprehensive review of the Landscape Character Assessment of the Kent 
Downs AONB has been commissioned and commenced last week, the results of 
which we anticipate publishing later in the year.
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3.3 (v) The Kent Downs AONB Unit accepts, as stated in our original submission, that 
the landscaping proposals would reduce the visual impact of the proposal, however we 
maintain our view that the proposed landscaping would be out of character with the 
local landscape as existing woodland planting is this landscape character area is 
limited to along valley sides. The Character Areas Plan at Appendix B of the Report 
usefully illustrates how existing woodland blocks/trees are to the large part limited to 
valley sides while the open top plateau remain largely devoid of such features and 
therefore how the proposed structural planting would not conform with the local 
landscape character. As such the proposal is considered to be contrary to policy SD8 
of the AONB Management Plan.

3.3 (vi) Consideration of major proposals in the AONB are required to include an 
assessment of any detrimental effect on, among other things, the landscape and the 
extent to which that could be moderated, not, as stated, ‘para 116 only requires 
impacts to be moderated’.

3.3 (vii) Reference is made to the ‘planning balance’. Paragraph 116 of the NPPF 
states that planning permission should be refused for major developments, except in 
‘exceptional circumstances’ and where it can be demonstrated that development is in 
the public interest. Specific considerations include “the need for the development, 
including in terms of any national considerations” and “the cost of and scope for, 
developing elsewhere outside the designated area”. Paragraph 116 is not an ordinary 
or standard balancing exercise, which would involve balancing the exceptional 
circumstances and public interest against the harm to the AONB. It is a weighted one 
in which there is a strong presumption against development and the conservation of 
the AONB landscape is to be given great weight, with the CRoW Act Section 85 Duty 
of Regard representing a material consideration that further tips the balance in favour 
of refusal. The NPPF, at paragraph 115, confirms that great weight should be given to 
conserving scenic beauty in AONBs, which have the highest status of protection in 
relation to landscape and scenic beauty. The Courts have confirmed that this places 
the conservation of the landscape and scenic beauty of an AONB into a special 
category of material consideration (R Mevagissey Parish Council v Cornwall Council).

In respect of the proposed supplementary hedge and tree planting, we are of the view 
that these proposals would not overcome the harm that would arise from the 
development. As previously advised we have concerns that woodland planting would 
not be in keeping with the local landscape character and we query the appropriateness 
of some of the proposed hedgerow planting locations. We also note that the legend on 
the Supplementary Hedge and Tree Planting Plan appears to have mistakenly 
transposed the labels relating to the proposed hedge/woodland planting…

As such the Kent Downs AONB Unit remain of the view set out in our original 
consultation response, that the proposal would weaken and disregard the primary 
purpose of the AONB designation, namely the conservation and enhancement of its 
natural beauty. Accordingly the proposal is considered to be in conflict with the NPPF, 
in particular paragraphs 115 and 116 which provide that great weight should be given 
to conserving landscape and scenic beauty in AONBs and that major development 
should not be permitted except in exceptional circumstances and where public interest 
can be demonstrated; it is the view of the Kent Downs AONB Unit that the stringent 
tests set out at paragraph 116 of the NPPF have not been met. The application is also 
felt to be contrary to policies DM15 and DM16 of Dover’s Local Plan which are 
considered to remain up to date under paragraphs 14 and 49 of the NPPF. The 
material change of use of the land is also considered to be contrary to policies SD1, 
SD2, SD3, SD8 and LLC1 of the Kent Downs AONB Management Plan.

Environment Agency – No objection, subject to condition
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Natural England – Objection

SUMMARY OF NATURAL ENGLAND’S ADVICE/OBJECTION

Natural England objects to this proposal. As submitted we consider it will have a 
significant impact on the landscape character of Kent Downs AONB, and hence have a 
detrimental effect on its special qualities.

Natural England’s advice on this and other natural environment issues is set out 
below. The reasons we have reached this view are set out below, and expanded upon 
in more detail in an annex to this letter:
 Given the scale and size of the proposal within the boundary of the Kent Downs 

AONB, Natural England is concerned that it would have a significant adverse 
impact on the special qualities of the AONB.

 We consider that the scale of the proposal represents major development in the 
AONB and, therefore, should be assessed in accordance with the three tests set 
out in paragraph 116 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

 We understand that Dover District Council now has a 5-year housing supply; 
therefore, the policies in the Land Allocations Local Plan (2015) can be 
considered up-to-date. This document allocates sites for residential development 
in Capel le Ferne of 90 dwellings. Therefore, as the need in the local area, and 
the wider Dover District, can be met with the allocations already provided for in 
the local plan, we consider there is not a need for development within the 
AONB.The proposals contradict policies contained in the Kent Downs AONB 
Management Plan and related policies in Dover District Council’s Core Strategy 
(2010) DM15 – Protection of the Countryside and DM16 – Landscape Character.

 We consider there are significant shortcomings in the Landscape and Visual 
Appraisal Report (LVAR, November 2016):
o It fails to give sufficient weight to the value of the application site as part of 

the AONB, underplays the magnitude of change resulting from the 
proposal, and hence underplays the significance of the impact.

o As there are no photomontages we consider there is an incomplete 
evidence base on which the Council can verify the conclusions reached in 
the LVAR.

o Within the LVAR there is an absence of any assessment of the proposals 
against the special qualities of the AONB and the aims of the AONB 
Management Plan.

 We note that the AONB Unit has provided a detailed response to this proposal. 
Given their considerable local knowledge, Natural England would recommend 
great weight is given to their comments and concerns regarding the impacts of 
the proposal on the landscape character and visual amenity of the AONB.

COMMENT ON ADDENDUM TO LVIA

SUMMARY OF NATURAL ENGLAND’S ADVICE/OBJECTION

Natural England maintains its objection to this proposal. As submitted we consider it 
will have a significant impact on the purposes of designation of Kent Downs AONB. 
The additional information regarding landscape character assessment and planting 
proposals do not change this conclusion…

Summary of advice on the Addendum Report:

 Additional landscape character assessment is provided. Natural England 
considers that it is not appropriate to subdivide the part of the Alkham: East Kent 
Downs Landscape Character Area south of the A20 from that to the north, as the 
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two areas share many characteristics. Our view is that it is this subdivision that 
downplays the significance of the impact of the development proposal on 
landscape character.

 Additional planting around Capel le Ferne is proposed, with the aim of minimising 
the visual impact of existing built development. However, no rationale is given for 
the design of the scheme, nor any information on the visual receptors that may 
benefit from the screening proposed. Furthermore, the woodland planting 
proposals are out of keeping with the landscape character of the area, so whilst 
there may be some visual benefit, there may be a detrimental impact on 
landscape character.

Rural Planning Adviser – Observations

Para 112 of the NPPF states: “Local planning authorities should take into account the 
economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile agricultural land. Where 
significant development of agricultural land is demonstrated to be necessary, local 
planning authorities should seek to use areas of poorer quality land in preference to 
that of a higher quality”.

In the High Court judgement in Telford & Wrekin v Sec State etc. & Gladman 
Developments Ltd. [2016] EWHC 3073 it was held (para. 38) that NPPF 112:

“is simply an instruction (i) to “take into account” the economic and other benefits of 
the best and most versatile agricultural land which does not confer any particular level 
of protection and (ii) to “prefer” the use of poorer quality land if significant development 
of agricultural land is necessary, which applies to all agricultural land, not just BMV 
land. It is not a prohibition on the use of BMV agricultural land, nor a restriction on 
development in principle; it does no more than to encourage the relocation of proposed 
development onto poorer quality agricultural land if available”.

It was noted, in para. 42 of the judgement, that much of the surrounding land around 
Telford is BMV land – as appears to be the case in the Capel le Ferne area – and that 
“no alternative site comprising poorer quality land was put forward”.

This High Court decision was also a case where the Council concerned (like Dover) 
has already approved/allocated housing sites on other BMV land – two examples 
being DOV/13/00945 at Sholden, and the land at Campbell Road/Spitfire Way, 
Hawkinge.

From this court judgement, and from other recent planning appeal decisions in which 
relatively little significance has been placed on the loss of BMV land, it appears that to 
successfully argue loss of BMV land as a reason for refusal, a Council would have to 
be able to demonstrate that the development is unnecessary, as it could take place on 
sufficient other feasible sites, of lower quality land than the application site.

I am not personally aware whether or not there are sufficient alternative feasible sites 
of lower land quality.

In summary, the significance of the loss of this BMV land, having regard to the 
availability or otherwise of other suitable alternative sites, as well as the availability or 
otherwise of a robust 5-year local housing land supply, are matters for the Council to 
take into account in the overall planning balance, and I do not believe I can assist 
further in this instance.

Crime Prevention Design Advisor – No objection
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Affinity Water – No comment made

Southern Water – No objection, subject to condition

EDF Energy – No comment made

Southern Gas Networks – No objection

Capel Parish Council – Objection

Capel le Ferne Parish Council objects to the outline planning proposal for the following 
reasons:

The area is designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
The Parish Council feel strongly that this land should remain open countryside and are 
pleased that Dover District Council has expressed a similar desire, as shown in recent 
statements relating to the LALP for two pieces of land that face this site:-
 In relation to the site on New Dover Road which is situated directly South of this 

proposed site, Dover District Council stated in the Land Allocation Local Plan 
adopted 2015, Policy LA 24:

ii. Development proposals are sensitively designed in terms of height and massing 
in order to ensure the development does not have an impact on the AONB and 
countryside.

 Dover District Council also turned down planning application for LA 26, 
DOV/15/01284 dated 01/09/2016 for 4 detached dwelling at the junction of 
Winehouse Lane and Capel Street. This site is situated directly North of the 
proposed site. The main reason being: “The development, if permitted, by virtue 
of its design, layout, scale, form. appearance, bulk and siting, would result in an 
intrusive, incongruous, unsympathetic form of development which would be 
poorly related to the adjacent development, harmful to the characteristics of the 
street scene and inappropriate in respect to its harmful impact on the AONB 
within which the site is located and would adversely affect the character and 
appearance of the countryside and landscape.”

The area is an Agricultural Green Field Site
The Parish Council objects to the loss of this valuable arable land. The land has been 
cropped for many years and is classified by the Department for Environment Food & 
Rural Affairs as Grades 2 quality and is described as land of best and most versatile 
agricultural quality. Why should we lose good agricultural land?

Road safety issues
During the last two years, many drivers have chosen to use the B2011 (New Dover 
Road) through Capel le Ferne, as opposed to the A20 between Folkestone and Dover. 
This has in part been due to the decision to the implementation of TAP and the 
resultant parking of HGVs on the A20 at busy times together with the associated 
speed restrictions. The result has been a noticeable increase in traffic through Capel le 
Ferne and an increase in the number of road traffic accidents. 143 Dwellings and the 
associated traffic entering and leaving the site will only aggravate the problem.

The proposed development is too large for Capel le Ferne
Capel le Ferne Parish Council accepted the LALP 2015 which when completed would 
increase the population by around 10%. This development would increase the 
population by a further 20%. The Parish Council feel that this expansion is 
unacceptable as it would change the social dynamics of this close knit community. The 
proposed development will bring little benefit to the Community.
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The Parish Council have always supported efforts to encourage parents to walk 
children to school. Capel le Ferne Primary School has a walking bus and there are 
plans to hard surface the bridle path that runs adjacent to this site from New Dover 
Road to Capel Street in an effort to reduce the number of vehicles on the school run. 
The installation of a new access road to the school, not only flies in the face of this 
objective, but also encourages more traffic onto the New Dover Road and creates a 
security problem for the school by introducing a second access point.

Capel le Ferne does not require a second MUGA. The existing MUGA is under CCTV 
surveillance, a second MUGA would not have this protection and could risk 
encouraging anti-social behaviour. It is also difficult to see why a country park is 
needed in what is already beautiful countryside. The upheaval of this landscape will 
also be hugely detrimental to the local flora and fauna.

Parish Council do not believe that the commercial aspects of this application are viable 
in this situation and in the current economic climate. It is also difficult to see how a 
Dental and GP Practice would be viable when there are existing facilities with 
associated pharmacies within a 10 minute car or bus ride.

Parishioners Feedback
Quinn Estates Design and Access Statement mentions their three exhibitions and the 
feedback gained. Naturally they focused on the points raised that they could respond 
to in a positive way. The Parish Council also handed out questionnaires to 
Parishioners at the exhibitions and similar comments could be seen. However the 
overall response to the development was:

16% Support, 9% Undecided, 75% Against

Shepway District Council – Objection

The Council is concerned about the effect of such a large development on a village 
which adjoins its border. 

Health Facilities
It is the council’s experience that the majority of Capel Le Ferne residents come to 
Folkestone to visit GP and dental services (the nearest GPs are less than two miles 
from the village). It is understood from the Clinical Commissioning Group that this 
development would not generate enough requirement for a GP practice to be viable in 
Capel. If Dover District Council is minded to permit this application we would suggest 
that a sum of money equivalent to the cost of providing medical facilities on site is 
secured by a Section 106 agreement and given to the CCG in order that they may 
invest it appropriately for the benefit of Capel residents.

Road Safety Issues
The council is concerned about the effects of the increased traffic on the New Dover 
Road during construction and following completion. Please refer to Kent Highways 
regarding this issue.

Kent Downs AONB
Shepway are also concerned at the impact of the proposal on the AONB given that it 
forms part of the East Kent Downs character area. The proposed development is in the 
AONB. The applicant’s statement claims:

“The total proportion of AONB to be built on therefore amounts to 0.1% of the district’s 
AONB, representing a de minimis effect on the overall quantum of AONB within the 
District.”
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This is not an appropriate argument to justify building a major development in the 
AONB and ignores the cumulative effect of such development on the AONB. Further it 
is not in accordance with NPPF paragraphs 14 (footnote 9), 115 and 116 of the NPPF.

Schools
Given the size of the development the Council is concerned at the impact on the 
capacity of Capel Le Ferne Primary School and nearby secondary schools.

Public representations – Support x 50, Object x 63, Neutral x 2

Support
 Broadly in agreement with outlined style of housing.
 New jobs – retail and construction/will bring prosperity.
 Capel needs a variety of new properties.
 Direct access to B2011 is preferable to access through existing estate roads.
 List of benefits.
 Lack of new homes restricts families/children being able to stay in area.
 Will take away heavy traffic from Capel Street.
 New community facilities.
 Will diversify community and bring in young families.
 Investment in rural community is crucial to keep it active and healthy.
 AONB is low grade in terms of landscape quality.

Object
 Development too large for village.
 Infrastructure unable to cope.
 Loss of best and most versatile agricultural land.
 Exceeds requirement identified in Land Allocations Local Plan 2015.
 Traffic congestion in conjunction with development south of New Dover Road.
 Profiteering without concern for villagers.
 Already have facilities in Folkestone and Dover.
 Change to the character of the settlement.
 Does not think that the development could justify/support a new surgery.
 Will become a town like Hawkinge.
 Negative impact on property values.
 Road safety concerns – history of accidents.
 Concerns about knock on impact on West Hougham.
 Represents increase of over 50% of built up area compared to what is existing.
 No parking provision identified for country park.
 No need for country park – already in country in AONB.
 SUDS not viable.
 Questions if community can support existing food store and new convenience 

store.
 Homes will be too expensive for those that need them.
 AONB designation.
 Manicured lawns and parkland will not support wildlife/habitats/ecosystem.
 Attraction of Capel is that it is a quiet location.
 Surface water flooding.
 No jobs in area – another dormitory development.
 Need to preserve land for future generations.
 Land not allocated.
 Should be brownfield first.
 Should be a footpath to rear of school instead of a road.
 Heritage Coast – preserve and protect.
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 Will increase dependency on private motor vehicles.
 Not enough school spaces to accommodate pupils from new development.
 Loss of agricultural land is irreversible.
 Do not want to lose any more footpaths.

Neutral
 Needs to consider traffic impact.
 Needs to minimise impact on AONB.
 Retail and community facilities need to be provided with new homes and not last.

f) 1. The Site and the Proposal

The site is located on the northern side of New Dover Road in Capel le Ferne. It 
is located outside of and adjacent to the Capel le Ferne settlement boundary, 
which wraps around the site to the west and north. The site is comprised of 
primarily flat arable land, with some undulations, which is crossed by hedgerow. 
Public footpath ER241 crosses the site west to east; ER242 crosses part of the 
site and forms part of its northern boundary; and public bridleway ER252 (also 
known as Green Lane) runs along the western boundary of the site.

1.1. West of the site is existing residential development, comprising the rear of 
Helena Road, as well as the termination of Beatrice Road where it meets ER252. 
Towards the north west is the rear of the recreational ground, Elizabeth Drive 
and Capel le Ferne primary school. The northern boundary runs adjacent to an 
equestrian field and cuts across an open arable field. The eastern boundary of 
the site is formed equally by Winehouse Lane, which affords intermittent 
hedgerow screening; and by two fields, one comprising two tall antennae and 
associated communications equipment, and the other which contains the site of 
a former petrol filling station and fronts New Dover Road. Opposite the site, 
south of New Dover Road is land allocation LA24, which in 2016 was the subject 
of an allowed appeal for the erection of 40 dwellings.

1.2. Excepting a small field located adjacent to the rear of the primary school 
(western corner of the site), the site is located wholly within the Kent Downs 
AONB.

1.3. Site dimensions are:
 New Dover Road frontage – 173 metres.
 Depth (New Dover Road to Capel le Ferne primary school) – 420 metres.
 Width (Green Lane ER252 to Winehouse Lane) – 475 metres.
 Area – 17.3 hectares.

1.4. Proposal

The proposed development is outline in form for up to 142 dwellings. Of the 
dwellings 99 would be market dwellings, including 30 retirement dwellings, and 
43 would be affordable (social rented) dwellings.

1.5. 396m2 (317m2 net internal) of A1 floor space is proposed in the form of a 
convenience store. 396m2 of D1 floor space is also proposed in the form of a GP 
surgery/dental facilities. It is suggested that 36 full time equivalent (FTE) 
positions would be created (using the Homes and Communities Agency 
Employment Density Guide 2015 (retail) and past experience (GP/dental)).

1.6. Detailed access proposals show the proposed vehicular access to the site 
approximately half way along the New Dover Road frontage. Highway works 
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associated with this access would include a right turn lane in the centre of the 
carriageway and the extension of the 40 mph speed limit eastwards to the 
junction of New Dover Road and Winehouse Lane.

1.7. Given that the proposals are outline in form, there is no definitive layout, 
however, an indicative layout submitted with the application shows the following 
features:

 ER241 south to New Dover Road – residential area, including retirement 
homes and shop, dental surgery and possible GP adjacent to New Dover 
Road.

 ER241 north and west to Capel le Ferne primary school – multi use games 
area (MUGA), land given over to the school as car parking, drop off zone, 
and general use. Also residential zone.

 Eastern portion of site adjacent to Winehouse Lane – subject to a covenant 
for no further residential expansion, includes a country park and an 
attenuation pond.

1.8. The developer proposes soft landscaping measures (hedge and woodland buffer 
planting) on land outside of the application site to the west, north and east. Soft 
landscaping measures are also proposed within the application site, between the 
site and neighbouring properties on Helena Road, along the New Dover Road 
frontage and along much of the western site boundary, including to Winehouse 
Lane.

2. Main Issues

2.1. The main issues to consider are:
 Principle
 AONB, countryside impact and street scene
 Agricultural land classification
 Ecology and trees
 Highways and travel demand
 Environmental health
 Residential amenity
 Affordable housing and planning obligations
 Drainage
 Utilities

3. Assessment

3.1. Principle

The proposed development is located outside of, adjacent to, the Capel le Ferne 
settlement boundary.

3.2. Policy DM1 of the 2010 Dover District Core Strategy states that development will 
not be permitted outside of the rural settlement confines ‘unless specifically 
justified by other development plan policies, or it functionally requires such a 
location, or it is ancillary to existing development or uses’.

3.3. No other development plan policies justify the location of the proposed 
development and it is not considered to functionally require such a location or be 
ancillary to existing development or uses.
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3.4. The site was put forward to the call for sites which formed the basis for the Dover 
District Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), which in turn 
formed the basis of the 2015 Land Allocations Local Plan (LALP). The site was 
not taken forward for inclusion in the LALP due primarily to the impact of 
development on the AONB.

3.5. The most recent (March 2017) published Dover District Annual Monitoring 
Report concludes that there is a 6.02 year supply of deliverable housing land in 
the district – in excess of the necessary five years required by government in the 
NPPF. This means that under the terms of NPPF paragraphs 14 and 49, relevant 
policies for the supply of housing in the local plan are considered to be up to 
date. Decisions should therefore be made in accordance with those policies.

3.6. Accordingly, under the terms of policy DM1, the development is considered to be 
unacceptable in principle.

3.7. AONB, Countryside Impact and Street Scene

The site is located in the Kent Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, within 
the Alkham East Kent Downs landscape character area, and accordingly is 
afforded the highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic 
beauty.

3.8. Comments have been provided by the DDC Landscape and Ecology Officer, the 
Kent Downs AONB Unit and Natural England, each objecting to the proposal on 
a number of grounds (each noted in the comments section). In terms of the 
AONB and countryside impact, the relevant determining policies are DM15 and 
DM16 of the Core Strategy and paragraph 116 of the NPPF. The Kent Downs 
AONB Management Plan provides further criteria to assist in determining the 
proposal.

3.9. Policy DM15 is concerned with the protection of the countryside and resists its 
loss. In order for a proposal to be permitted, it needs to be in accordance with 
allocations made in the local plan, or justified by the needs of agriculture, or 
justified by a need to sustain the rural economy or a rural community. The 
application site is not allocated, and the proposal is not needed for agriculture. It 
is questionable to suggest that the proposal is needed to sustain the rural 
economy or a rural community. Policy CP1 of the Core Strategy has identified 
Capel le Ferne as a local centre and the Land Allocations Local Plan (LALP) has 
made adequate allocations which support that role. Subject to meeting one of 
those criteria, which it is not considered the proposal does, it must also not be 
able to be accommodated elsewhere and not result in the loss of ecological 
habitats. The proposal, however, could be accommodated elsewhere – the LALP 
has made allocations across the district to meet the adopted housing need set 
out in the Core Strategy, without the need for developing in the AONB. In terms 
of ecological impact, given that the site is primarily an arable field there is no 
harm, however, overall, the proposal does not accord with policy DM15 and as 
such, is unacceptable. The proposal would result in the unjustified loss of 
countryside.

3.10. Policy DM16 is concerned with landscape character. In order for the scheme to 
be permitted, the proposal either has to be in accordance with allocations in the 
local plan and incorporate necessary mitigation, or be sited to avoid or reduce 
harm and/or incorporate design measures to mitigate the impacts to an 
acceptable level. As noted, the site is not allocated, so the consideration is 
whether the proposal has been sited to avoid or reduce harm and/or incorporate 
design measures to mitigate the impacts. It is not considered that this proposal 
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satisfactorily mitigates any impacts arising and due to the outline nature of the 
application detailed design measures are not available for consideration. The 
proposal is in effect the change of AONB designated landscape to a suburban 
neighbourhood – as the DDC Landscape and Ecology officer notes “it would 
result in a change of character from one associated with its precise location to 
one found widely”. Natural England comments in regard to the proposed 
hedgerow and woodland mitigation that “no rationale is given” for its design and 
that, specifically, the woodland planting proposals are “out of keeping with the 
landscape character of the area”. The proposal is therefore unacceptable and 
does not accord with the aims and objectives of policy DM16.

3.11. Natural England directs that the proposal be considered against the criteria of 
the NPPF paragraph 116, those being:
 the need for the development, including in terms of any national 

considerations, and the impact of permitting it, or refusing it, upon the local 
economy;

 the cost of, and scope for, developing elsewhere outside the designated 
area, or meeting the need for it in some other way; and

 any detrimental effect on the environment, the landscape and recreational 
opportunities, and the extent to which that could be moderated.

3.12. First bullet. The need for the development is not proven. Dover District Council 
can demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing land and allocations 
have been made in Capel le Ferne other than this site, which itself was 
dismissed. The applicant has stated that the proposed development would 
create 102 direct [temporary] construction jobs and 72 indirect [temporary] jobs, 
and that when completed it would create 15 FTE jobs related to the proposed GP 
and dental surgeries, and 21 FTE jobs in the supermarket. It is also suggested 
that 158 economically active people would reside on the estate, 147 of which 
would be employed (based on national representative data), representing an 
economic output of £6.4 million per annum (147 x £43,550 per person 
(Experian)).

3.13. Jobs created during the construction period (assumed at 36 months) are 
temporary in nature, however, the impact of the proposal on the AONB would be 
permanent. It is unclear how many of the 158 residents would be new and how 
many would come from concealed households existing in the area that might 
already pay into the local economy. In terms of the £6.4 million economic output, 
again it is unclear how many of these people might already contribute to the local 
economy, particularly with regard to Dover District, in addition to whether this 
represents a resident economic output or work place economic output i.e. it is 
not known how many of these people would commute outside of the district and 
create their gross value added elsewhere.

3.14. In any case, the proposed value arising from the loss of AONB landscape does 
not appear exceptional. The consideration in this case is not one of simple 
balance, the assessment is whether this creates a case worthy of allowing 
landscape of the highest status, the protection of which in turn is given the 
greatest weight, to be lost. The case put forward in this respect is considered 
insufficient.

3.15. Second bullet. The cost of developing outside of the designated area is likely to 
be comparable to the cost of developing inside the designated area. The site is 
green field and would incur typical opening up costs but there is no obvious 
advantage or disadvantage, in financial terms, to developing this site. The true 
cost would be the loss of undeveloped AONB landscape. It is questionable 
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whether there is indeed a need for this development. The council has allocated 
sites in the LALP to meet its housing requirement and is currently running a call 
for sites as part of its review process. There is no clear need for this 
development.

3.16. Third bullet. The DDC Landscape and Ecology officer notes that the 
fundamental change in the nature of the landscape i.e. from that which is 
particular to this location to that which can be found widely, means that there is 
no moderation which could be applied this scheme. Hedgerow and woodland 
planting is proposed, but this disregards the essence of the proposal i.e. harm to 
the AONB.

3.17. In considering the proposal against the criteria of NPPF paragraph 116 it is clear 
that there is no strong or overriding need for the development. This would need 
to be the case on non-designated land outside of the settlement boundaries, let 
alone in the AONB. The AONB Unit notes in relation to the tests under 
paragraph 116 that:

“Paragraph 116 is not an ordinary or standard balancing exercise, which would 
involve balancing the exceptional circumstances and public interest against the 
harm to the AONB. It is a weighted one in which there is a strong presumption 
against development and the conservation of the AONB landscape is to be given 
great weight.”

3.18. The Kent Downs AONB Management Plan has been held to be material in the 
determination of planning applications and appeals. Policies SD1, SD2, SD3, 
SD8 and LLC1 are relevant in the case of this application and relate to the 
following: conserving and enhancing the natural beauty of the AONB; conserving 
and enhancing the local character; qualities and distinctiveness of the AONB; 
opposing new development which would disregard or run counter to the primary 
purpose of the AONB; opposing proposals which have negative effects unless 
they can be satisfactorily mitigated; and pursuing/supporting the protection, 
conservation and enhancement of the special characteristics, qualities, natural 
beauty and landscape character of the AONB.

3.19. The character of the street scene on the north side of New Dover Road, east of 
confines is open and spacious in nature, typical of such a transition area (beyond 
confines).  The site currently has an undeveloped quality and appearance which 
is indicative of the wider landscape beyond and which contributes significantly to 
the character of the street scene.  It should be borne in mind that there is a site 
opposite which is currently being developed (part allocated land and allowed on 
appeal).  The engineering works associated with the new access arrangements, 
along with the scale and density of the development proposed and the 
cumulative effect with the development opposite would lead to a consolidation of 
built form and an intrusive urban incursion into an otherwise undeveloped area of 
the landscape, which it is considered would adversely affect the street scene.

3.20. There is no sound argument that has been put forward which would justify an 
exception being made to overriding countryside and AONB protection policy.  
The site is outside confines, it is in the AONB which is afforded the greatest 
weight of protection.  It would result in harm to the setting, appearance and 
character of the AONB and the street scene.  The development is not 
sustainable development, as defined.  The proposal is contrary to the aims and 
objectives of the NPPF and is unacceptable 

3.21. Agricultural Land Classification
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A detailed agricultural land survey of the site was undertaken in August 1989, 
with a report published in September 1992. The survey identifies the site as 
wholly (17.3 hectares) being within the grade 2 category. The land therefore is 
classed as best and most versatile agricultural land, the definition of which 
encompasses grades 1, 2 and 3a. The applicant concurs with this assessment in 
the submitted agricultural land review document.

3.22. Paragraph 112 of the NPPF states that “local planning authorities should take 
into account the economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile 
agricultural land…” and “Where significant development of agricultural land is 
demonstrated to be necessary, local planning authorities should seek to use 
areas of poorer quality land in preference to that of a higher quality.”

3.23. No further guidance is available regarding what would constitute a significant 
development of agricultural land. The dictionary definition of significant is:
“… sufficiently great or important to be worthy of attention; noteworthy.” It is 
considered that 17.3 hectares would appear to be a significant quantity of land.

3.24. Aside from this, however, the rural adviser notes the outcome of a High Court 
case from 2016, in which paragraph 112 is determined to be “simply an 
instruction” to take account of the economic and other benefits of best and most 
versatile agricultural land, rather than explicitly conferring any protection.

3.25. The rural adviser notes that, “From this court judgement, and from other recent 
planning appeal decisions in which relatively little significance has been placed 
on the loss of BMV land, it appears that to successfully argue loss of BMV land 
as a reason for refusal, a council would have to be able to demonstrate that the 
development is unnecessary, as it could take place on sufficient other feasible 
sites, of lower quality land than the application site”.

3.26. The comments of the rural adviser are taken into account. Such a position may 
be difficult to take, given that the council has on past occasions permitted 
residential developments on BMV land. However, it is considered reasonable to 
account for the loss of BMV land as part of a wider/cumulative reasoning that 
also addresses the loss of countryside and loss of protected landscape that 
would occur if permission were granted.

3.27. Ecology and Trees

The site is primarily used for arable farming and reflects this, where on the open 
sections of land there are fewer opportunities for habitats to establish 
themselves. Areas of hedgerow are predominantly found adjacent to the site 
boundaries, with one hedgerow following the line of ER241 between the 
recreational ground and the campsite east of Winehouse Lane.

3.28. The existing hedgerow is recognised as a much stronger potential area for 
habitat, including its function as a habitat corridor, and is not proposed to be 
significantly altered, albeit acknowledging the outline form of the application. 
Ecological mitigation measures are proposed as necessary e.g. works affecting 
habitats not coinciding with nesting season. However, in general terms, it is 
recognised that the proposed development in ecological terms could provide the 
potential for ecological enhancements, given the current use of the site.

3.29. Highways and Travel Demand

The development proposal is in outline form, but does contain detailed access 
proposals for a single site access located approximately half way along the 
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frontage onto New Dover Road. This access would be staggered from the 
permitted access for the site south of New Dover Road, and would incorporate a 
right turn lane located east of the permitted right turn lane for the site to the 
south.

3.30. The highways officer requested further information relating to:
 Capacity calculations for roundaboouts on the A259/A260, A260/B2011 

and A20/B2011, information relating to HGV movements and consideration 
of movements from south of New Dover Road to north of New Dover Road 
for the purpose of accessing the proposed new school car park/drop off 
and collection point.

 Updated crash data.
 Dimensions of proposed highway alterations (right turn lanes, running 

lands, new traffic island and toucan crossing).
 Vehicle swept paths for access to accommodate potentially, articulated 

delivery vehicles.
 Amendments to the proposed removal of a traffic island and the 

subsequent assessment by a safety auditor.

3.31. The applicant submitted further information. The highways officer notes that:
 The proposals are likely to generate 90 to 100 two way vehicle movements 

at the access at peak hours.
 The proposed access with new right turn lane can accommodate the 

anticipated number of movements.
 Most movements will be to/from destinations outside of Capel le Ferne, 

meaning that the impacts have also been assessed at junctions at the A20 
to the east, and Dover Hill and Canterbury Road to the west – there is no 
severe impact. This incorporates movements expected from the permitted 
development south of New Dover Road.

 Crash data indicates that there is no particular problem at this location and 
nothing indicates that the additional movements could not be 
accommodated.

 A connection is proposed to the existing bridleway ER252, allowing wider 
connections to the existing pedestrian and cycle network.

 Visibility splays of 133 metres x 2.4 metres x 133 metres are proposed, 
which are appropriate.

 The 40 mph limit would be extended eastwards to the Winehouse Lane 
junction.

 A signal controlled crossing and cycleway is proposed between the site 
access and Helena Road – this would involve the relocation of the existing 
eastbound bus stop 40 metres further east.

 All of the proposed highway alterations would be carried out by the 
applicant through an agreement with the highway authority under section 
278 of the Highways Act.

3.32. The highways officer is satisfied that the proposed access could accommodate 
the anticipated movements and that there would be no severe impact.

3.33. Subsequently, the highways officer does not recommend refusal on highways 
grounds, subject to a number of standard conditions relating to the proposed 
highways works, and is satisfied that the highways network could accommodate 
a development of this magnitude.

3.34. In highway engineering terms, the proposal could therefore be accommodated. 
Policy DM11 of the Core Strategy, relating to the location of development and 
managing travel demand, sets a test for development related to settlement 
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boundaries.

3.35. The policy states that:

“… Development that would generate travel will not be permitted outside the 
urban boundaries and rural settlement confines unless justified by development 
plan policies…”

3.36. The site is located outside of rural confines, however, for practical purposes and 
taking a pragmatic approach, in transport terms it would be difficult to 
differentiate the travel movements coming from the development as materially 
harmful, compared to those coming from the existing settlement.

3.37. Environmental Health

The Environmental Protection Officer has not objected to the scheme, subject to 
conditions relating to contaminated land, noise mitigation and a construction 
management plan.

3.38. Of particular concern is the potential for dust emissions resulting from 
development and any pre-development works. It is considered that were it 
necessary, this could be controlled by the use of a suitable planning condition.

3.39. Residential Amenity

The development proposal is in outline form, meaning that issues of residential 
amenity are difficult to consider in detail. It is likely that, were it necessary, any 
residential amenity issues could be effectively addressed through detailed design 
and necessary conditions.

3.40. Affordable Housing and Planning Obligations

In order to make the development acceptable in planning terms, a number of 
planning obligations in the form of on site and financial contributions are 
necessary. The restrictions of CIL regulation 122 should be noted – the 
obligation may only be accepted as a  reason for granting permission if it is:
a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms.
b) directly related to the development.
c) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.

3.41. In addition, no more than five contributions can be made towards a specific 
project, or type of infrastructure.

3.42. Affordable housing. Policy DM5 of the Core Strategy requires that for 
residential developments of 15 or more dwellings, 30% of the total homes should 
be affordable homes. The council’s housing officer has commented that the 43 
proposed affordable homes is 30% of the proposed total of 142, therefore the 
development would comply with policy DM5. The housing officer comments that 
the council would normally seek a 70%/30% split between rent and shared 
ownership. The applicant has proposed that all 43 dwellings would be social rent, 
however, in reality the final tenure split would depend on negotiations with 
registered providers and would be based on their financial ability to take on the 
different types of tenures.

3.43. Open space. The DDC Principal Infrastructure and Delivery (PID) Officer 
comments that accessible green space provision is acceptable. The parish 
council has not sought additional contributions towards the improvement of the 
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existing play area.

3.44. Members will note the comments of the PID Officer in regard to an additional 
MUGA. If permission were granted, the local planning authority would be likely to 
seek contributions towards off site sports provision.

3.45. Kent County Council has requested the following contributions:

3.46. Primary education – £372,288 – towards an identified scheme at White Cliffs 
Primary School (in Coombe Valley). The DDC Principal Infrastructure and 
Delivery Officer has commented that this request is acceptable.

3.47. Secondary education – £264,297 – towards the identified phase 1 expansion of 
Dover Grammar School for Girls. The DDC Principal Infrastructure and Delivery 
Officer has commented that this request is acceptable.

3.48. Community learning – £3640 – towards Dover Discovery Hub and adult 
education centre. The DDC Principal Infrastructure and Delivery Officer has 
commented that this request is not acceptable and appears to be a tariff 
request. It is also not clear how the requested sum could provide any meaningful 
difference to the provision of community learning, given the limit of five 
obligations.

3.49. Libraries – £15,381 – towards Dover Library and stock for mobile library, which 
attends Capel le Ferne. The DDC Principal Infrastructure and Delivery Officer 
has commented that this request is acceptable, although suggests that the 
nomination should be solely for the mobile library to reduce the accumulation of 
pooled contributions, given the upper limit of five. 

3.50. Social care – £11,023 – towards phase 1 of the Dover Discovery Centre Social 
Care Hub. A request is also made that The DDC Principal Infrastructure and 
Delivery Officer has commented that this request is acceptable.

3.51. The Kent County Council requested planning obligation amounts to £666,629, 
with £662,989 considered to be acceptable.

3.52. South Kent Coastal Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) (NHS) – £122,688 
– towards the improvement and renovation of existing surgeries in Folkestone, 
within Shepway district. The CCG has stated that the proposed development is 
not large enough to constitute the establishment of a new surgery. The DDC 
Principal Infrastructure and Delivery Officer has commented that this request is 
likely to be acceptable, subject to provision of further details.

3.53. Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA – £7,048 – towards the identified, and 
previously contributed to, ecological mitigation scheme.

3.54. The total of all planning obligations, considered to be acceptable, amounts 
to £792,725. The developer has indicated agreement to all of the requested 
development contributions.

3.55. The developer has proposed a gift of land towards Kent County Council/Capel le 
Ferne Primary School, which is proposed to be used as the main pupil drop off 
location/a general extension to the school grounds. KCC has indicated that it 
welcomes this proposal, however, the contributions it requested are for White 
Cliffs Primary and Dover Girls Grammar. Correspondence with KCC confirms 
that this remains the case and subsequently, the conclusion is that any gift of 
land to Capel Primary would not meet the tests of CIL regulation 122. Therefore, 
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the proposed land gift cannot be considered as part of any legal agreement.

3.56. The conclusion is that obligations put forward by the developer are on the whole 
considered to be acceptable, except where referred to above and could be dealt 
with by a legal agreement in this case.

3.57. Drainage

KCC as the local lead flood authority is satisfied that site drainage details could 
be dealt with through condition.

3.58. Utilities

Southern Water has indicated that foul water and sewage drainage details 
should be sought through condition.

3.59. Affinity Water has not responded to the consultation, however, it is unlikely that 
the development could not be served with clean water. Details of clean water can 
be sought through condition.

3.60. EDF Energy has not responded to the consultation, however, it is unlikely that 
the development could not be provided with means of power. Details of this can 
be sought through condition.

3.61. Sustainability Assessment and Conclusion

There are three dimensions to sustainable development: economic, social and 
environmental. Planning therefore needs to perform roles in respect of these, 
and each development proposal needs to be considered on that basis. They 
cannot be considered in isolation – development proposals must meet all three 
tests.

3.62. Economic – the development would represent the loss of best and most 
versatile agricultural land, a topic that also transcends into environmental issues. 
This means that there would be an economic impact in terms of lost agricultural 
productivity. Countering this, for the construction phase of the project (lasting 36 
months), 174 construction and indirect jobs are expected to be created. When 
completed, 36 FTE jobs are expected to arise from the development, related to 
the proposed GP and dental surgeries and the supermarket. The development is 
also expected to accommodate up to 158 economically active people.

3.63. Employment arising from the construction phase of the project is considered to 
be transitory. Jobs arising from the completed development are considered to be 
a more accurate indication of economic benefits, as is the resident population of 
economically active people. However, it is unclear how many of these people 
reside in the area already and where they might be employed or support other 
aspects of the economy with household spending i.e. inside or outside of the 
district.

3.64. The applicant has also advised that the development would deliver a New 
Homes Bonus which would total £1.2 million over a six year period whilst the 
development, once built, would provide £259,000 (based on average council tax 
values for bands B to G – £1,825 per dwelling) of additional council tax payments 
and £53,000 in business rates (based on an estimated value for the location of 
the relevant businesses and their size, multiplied against the business rates 
multiplier of 49.7p). The LPA must have regard for local financial considerations, 
as far as they are material to the application. In this case, the suggested New 
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Homes Bonus, council tax and business rates receipts would not make the 
development acceptable in planning terms and, as such, are not material 
considerations in the determination of this application. In reaching this 
conclusion, it is noted that the Planning Practice Guide states that “it would not 
be appropriate to make a decision based on the potential for the development to 
raise money for a local authority or other government body”. Therefore this is not 
a material consideration and cannot be attributed weight.

3.65. In addition, the applicant advises that the development might accommodate a 
community with an equivalent spending power of around £2.7 million per annum, 
across convenience, comparison and leisure goods and services.

3.66. Social – the development would create an extension of Capel le Ferne, which 
would increase the resident population of the settlement. Residents could be 
expected to contribute to the local community in some degree, not least as it is 
likely that some of them would already be existing within it, perhaps as 
concealed households i.e. where adult children form their own identifiable family 
unit while still living with their parents. Capel le Ferne has been identified as a 
local centre, however, the LALP identifies land allocations LA24 – Land south of 
New Dover Road, LA25 – Land at the junction of Capel Street and Winehouse 
Lane and LA26 – Land between 107 and 127 Capel Street, as a means of 
supporting that role in the settlement hierarchy and fulfilling the social needs of 
the community.

3.67. Environmental – the environmental effects of the development are almost 
entirely negative and harmful. The site is situated within the Kent Downs AONB 
and accordingly, the proposal has been objected to by the DDC Landscape and 
Ecology Officer, the Kent Downs AONB Unit and Natural England. Assessed 
against paragraph 116 of the NPPF, the need for the development is not 
adequately justified and the case is not adequately supported, the development 
could be accommodated outside of the AONB which has been demonstrated by 
the LPA in allocating land elsewhere throughout the district. The moderation of 
the detrimental effect of the development is ultimately an exercise which is very 
difficult to achieve. The proposed development would see a distinct landscape of 
the highest status being transformed into a housing estate, which could be 
located and found widely, such housing estates are typical of urban locations 
and this proposal brings nothing  to this nationally protected landscape. The loss 
of AONB landscape in this respect is not justified. The coalescence and 
expansion of built form and the urbanisation it would bring to this unspoilt 
location is unduly and unnecessarily harmful.

3.68. The conclusion, in accordance with NPPF paragraph 14, is that the proposed 
development is not sustainable. The adverse impacts of granting planning 
permission would significantly and demonstrably outweigh any benefits.

3.69. It is noted that the applicant sought pre-application advice from the council in 
2016 and was advised at that time, on broadly the same basis as considered in 
this report, that the development would be “strongly resisted”. Since the time of 
that advice being issued and in addition to it, the council is now in a position of 
being able to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing land. The 
development is not sustainable. A grant of planning permission would be 
contrary to legislation as set out at section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory 
Purchase Act 2004. There are no overriding material considerations which 
indicate that planning permission should be granted – the development is 
contrary to the development plan and the NPPF.
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3.70. In June 2016, the council issued a screening opinion that an environmental 
statement was not required. This stated that the necessary considerations to 
allow determination could be dealt with as part of the application process. These 
considerations have been addressed above, and all comments submitted to the 
consultation process have been considered in making this recommendation.

g) Recommendation

I. Planning permission be REFUSED for the following reason: The proposed 
development if permitted by virtue of its location outside of settlement confines, 
would result in an unsustainable, unjustified form of urbanising development in 
the protected AONB, leading to a loss of BMV land and countryside, which would 
be significantly harmful to the scenic beauty and landscape quality of the local 
and wider area and the street scene, where there are no overriding public 
benefits, contrary to Core Strategy policies DM1, DM15 and DM16 and the aims 
and objectives of the NPPF in particular at paragraphs 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 17, 112, 
115 and 116 and the Kent Downs AONB Management Plan policies SD1, SD2, 
SD3, SD8 and LLC1

II. Powers to be delegated to the Head of Regeneration and Development to settle 
the precise reasons for refusal, in line with the issues set out in the 
recommendation and as resolved by Planning Committee.

Case Officer

Darren Bridgett
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